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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicablefee(s}, to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Cconunissioner for PatentsP.O. Box1

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or Fax (871)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE and PUBLICATION PRE Gf required). Blocks | through 5 should be completed where
appropriate. All further correspondenceincluding the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current corre spondence address asicated unless comected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "KEE ADDRESS” formaintenance fee notifications.

 
   

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings ofthe
Fee(s} Transmittal. This certificate cannot beused for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address) apers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, musthave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
92M42 7590 11/25/2016 I herebycertify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United

Nathan & Associates Patent Agents Ltd States Postal Service with sufficient postage forfirst class mail in an envelope
P.O.Box 10178 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE PEE address above, or being facsimile“ OX ° transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.
Tel Aviv, 6110101
}sRAEL (Depositor's name}

Signature}

{Date} 
 APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/386,823 09/22/2014 Cral Shabtay COREPH-0072 US NP 1887
TITLE OF INVENTION: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTLAPERTURE IMAGINGSYSTEMS

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS TSSUS FEE DG POBLICA TION BEB DORPPREV. PATD ISSUE PEE TOTAL FEES) DUB DATE DUE 
nonprovisional SMALL. S480 &oS SG $480 02/27/2017

 EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

COWAN, EUEL K 2664 348-336006

   
 
 

  
 
 

L. Chiage of correspondenceaddress or indication of "Fee Address” (37CFR 1.363).

Ll Changeofcorrespondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122)attached.

Ld “Fee Addeess” indication (or "Pee Address" Indication form
PPOMSRAY, Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

2. For printing on the patent front page, list

(1) The names of up to 3 segistered patent attorneys |Nathan&AssociatesPatentAgentsLtd
or agents OR,alternatively,

(2) The nameofa single firm (havingas a membera onenceeneeOGeeceeeceeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees
registered attorney or“agent) and thenames of up ta
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no nameis 3
listed, no name. will be printed,©Trrrrrrrnsttnnsssssssezesenennnnnnssnsassseseeseneennnnnsnssassass

 
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(print of type}

PLEASENOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, noassignee data will appear on thepatent. Tf an assigneeis identified below, the documenthas been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Corephotonics Ltd. Tel Aviv,Israel

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : LY individual Pad] Corporation or other private group entity (I Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): {Pleasefirst reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)

XI issue Fee sl A checkis enclosed.{J} Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 2 Paymentbycredit card. ReesseeiGataietiweled Via EFS-Weba Thedirectoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credits any(J Advance Order - # of Copies
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copyof this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

 | Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29 NOTE: Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 158), issue
se payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the tisk of application abandonment.

J Applicantasserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 127 NOTE: If the application was previously under micro entitystatus, checking this box will be taken
 

to be a notification ofloss of entitlement lo microentity status. 
O Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box. will be taken to be a notification ofloss of entidement to small or micro

entity stains, as applicable.
NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CER 14 for signature requirements and certifications.
 

Authorized Signature / Menachem Nathan/ Date_11/27/2016

‘Typed orprinted name.MENACHEM NATHAN Registration No. 65392
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

a

Filing Fees for U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Sub-Total in

USD(S)

Basic Filing:

Description Fee Code Quantity

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 14386823

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 1857

Title of Invention: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

a
a

Paymentinformation:

 
[Peostacoune——SSCSCSC*idS

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows:
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File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

1332483

1 Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) Issue_fee.pdf 1Odd9b1 3abbc86ac98cbe479c6546768c43 5
339fc

Information:

2 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 2022d 1109d0a580b63b5f980274233a051 15)
1ce6d

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.

 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

 
   

92342 7590 11/25/2016

Nathan & Associates Patent Agents Ltd COWAN,EUEL K
P.O.Box 10178

Tel Aviv, 6110101
ISRAEL 2664

DATE MAILED:11/25/2016

14/386,823 09/22/2014 Gal Shabtay COREPH-0072 US NP 1857
TITLE OF INVENTION: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional SMALL $480 $480 02/27/2017

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLYTO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUSshownabove.If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO,verify whether entitlement to that
entity status still applies.

If the ENTITY STATUSis the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above.

If the ENTITY STATUSis changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,complete section number5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)".

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amountof small entity
fees.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,orits equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B isfiled, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalentof Part B.

IH. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advisedto the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenancefees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page | of 3 APPL-1002 / Page 7 of 383
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11)
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"formaintenance fee notifications.

 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block 1 for any changeof address) apers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
92342 7590 11/25/2016 I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United

Nathan & Associates Patent Agents Ltd States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
P.O.Box 10178 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimileM: Ox transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.
Tel Aviv, 6110101
ISRAEL (Depositor's name)

(Signature)

(ate) 
 
  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/386,823 09/22/2014 Gal Shabtay COREPH-0072 US NP 1857
TITLE OF INVENTION: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional SMALL $480 $480 02/27/2017

 

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

COWAN,EUEL K 2664 348-336000

1. Change of correspondence addressor indication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page,list  
CFR 1.363). : 1(1) The namesofup to 3 registered patent attorneys

LI Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence or agents OR,alternatively,
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 2

 
(2) The nameofa single firm (having as a member a
registered attorney or agent) and the namesof up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If nonameis 43
listed, no namewill be printed.

LI "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address” Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAMEOF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

   
Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : LV individual LJ Corporation or other private group entity (J Government

  
4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Paymentof Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)

L] Issue Fee LIA checkis enclosed.

_] Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) Lj Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
LT Advance Order - # of Copies [I The directoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credits any

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy ofthis form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

| Applicantcertifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29 NOTE:Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue
fee paymentin the micro entity amountwill not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.

 

Lj Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE:If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification ofloss of entitlement to micro entity status.

  
Lj Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification ofloss of entitlement to small or micro

entity status, as applicable.

NOTE:This form mustbe signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 14 for signature requirements and certifications.

Authorized Signature Date
  

Typed or printed name Registration No.
  

Page 2 of 3 APPL-1002 / Page 8 of 383
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
 
   

14/386,823 09/22/2014 Gal Shabtay COREPH-0072 US NP 1857

92342 7590 11/25/2016

Nathan & Associates Patent Agents Ltd COWAN,EUEL K
P.O.Box 10178

Tel Aviv, 6110101
ISRAEL 2664

DATE MAILED: 11/25/2016

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(Applicationsfiled on or after May 29, 2000)

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance.

Section 1(h)(2) of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)(i) to eliminate the
requirement that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See
Revisions to Patent Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer
providing an initial patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to
provide a patent term adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant
approximately three weeks prior to the issue date of the patent, and will include the patent term adjustment on the
patent. Any request for reconsideration of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term
adjustment) should follow the process outlined in 37 CFR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3 APPL-1002 / Page 9 of 383
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11)
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and
Budget approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approves an agency
request to collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration
date for the agency to display on the instrument that will be used to collect the information and (ii) requires the
agency to inform the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR
1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary
depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form
and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT
SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to
respondto a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this informationis
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the informationsolicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which
the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which mayresult in termination of
proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required
by the Freedom of Information Act.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to
comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C.
218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's
responsibility to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority
of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations
governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive.
Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication
of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the
record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated
and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public
inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomesawareof a violation or potential violatignofJampopigertaupass
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Application No. Applicant(s)
14/386,823 SHABTAYETAL.

 Notice of Allowability BaneVAN Oeont Steeat Inventor to File)
No

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85)or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENTRIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issueatthe initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. KJ This communicationis responsive to interview on 11/10/2016.

LIA declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on

2. (J An election was madebythe applicant in responsetoa restriction requirementsetforth during the interview on ; the restriction
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

3. KJ The allowed claim(s)is/are 44, 53, 62 & 63. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you maybeeligible to benefit from the Patent
Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information,

please see http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

 

4. KX] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or(f).

Certified copies:

a)X All b)[L) Some ‘*c) [J Noneof the:

1. X] Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.

2. C1 Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in Application No.

3. [1] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

“ Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE”of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. [J] CORRECTED DRAWINGS( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

C1 including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Commentorin the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as suchin the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. [] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONaboutthe deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1. [J Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. KJ Examiner's Amendment/Comment

2. [] Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. KJ Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mail Date

3. [] Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. OJ Other .
of Biological Material

4. J Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mail Date .

/AUNG S. MOE/ /EVEL COWAN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2664 Examiner, Art Unit 2664 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date
20161108
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Application/Control Number: 14/386,823 Page 2

Art Unit: 2664

DETAILED ACTION

Examiner’s Amendment

1. An examiner’s amendmentto the record appears below. Should the changes

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment maybefiled as provided

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be

submitted no later than the paymentof the issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner's amendmentwasgiven in an interview with

Menachem Nathan on 11/10/2016.

The application has been amendedasfollows:

Delete claims 1, 4, 10, 13, 45-51, & 54-60.

Claim 44. (Currently amended) A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a)  afirst camera subset that providesa first image, the first camera-subset having a

first field of view (FOV,) andafirst sensorwithafirst plurality of sensor pixels covered

at least in part with a standard color filter array (CFA);

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera

subsethaving a secondfield of view (FOV2) such that FOV2 < FOV, and a second

APPL-1002 / Page 12 of 383
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Application/Control Number: 14/386,823 Page 3

Art Unit: 2664

sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor pixels

being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA, the second image having an overlap

area with the first image; and

C) 4 processor configured ta pravice an outpul image fram a paint of view af either

the first orthe-secend camera subset based on a zoom factor (2F} input that defines a

respective field of view (FOVor), the firsl imace heing a primary imane and the second 

image being a non-primary image, wherein if FOV. < FOVo,< FOV, then the point of

view of the outout imace is that of the first camera, the orocessor further conficured to 

register the overiap area of ihe second image as non-primary imace to the first imaqce

as primary inane to obtain the outout imade.

Claim 53. (Currently amended) A method of acquiring images by a multi-

aperture imaging system, the method comprising:

a) providing a first image generated by a first camera subset of the imaging system,

the first camera subset havingafirst field of view (FOV;) and a first sensorwithafirst

plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a standard color filter array (CFA);

b) providing a second image generated by a second camera subsetof the imaging

system, the second camera-suesethaving a secondfield of view (FOVz2) suchthat

FOV>2 < FOV, and a second sensor with a secondplurality of sensor pixels, the second

plurality of sensor pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA, the second

image having an overlap area with the first image; and

C) using a processorfergenerating to provide an output image from a point of view

of either the firste-thesecend camera subset based on a zoom factor (ZF) input that

defines a respective field of view (FOVzr), the first image being a primary image and the

second imeae being a non-primary imace, wherein F FOVe < FOV. < FOV, then the

ointaf view of the outout imace is that of the first camera: and  
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c using the orocessor to register the overian area of the second imaqe as non-

primary imaqce to the first image as ormary image to obtain the cutout image.

  

Claim 62. (New) The multi-aperture imaging system of claim 44, wherein, if

FOV>2 2 FOVzr, then the processoris further configured to provide an output image from

& point of view of the second camera,

Claim 63.|(New) The method of claim 53, further comprising, if FOV2 2

FOVzr, using the processor to provide an output image from a point of view of

the secand camera.

Allowable Subject Matter

2. Claims 44, 53, 62 & 63 are allowed.

3. The following is an examiner’s statement of reasonsfor allowance: Theprior art

teaches switching the point of view from different cameras or sensors based on an

adjusted zoom level and also fusing images.It does not explicitly teach or suggest a

relationship of the zoom factor to a first and second FOVthat dictates which

APPL-1002 / Page 14 of 383
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corresponding imageis used as the primary image whenthe imagesare fused, in

conjunction with other elements.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the paymentof the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompanythe issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasonsfor Allowance.”

Conclusion

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to EUEL COWANwhosetelephone numberis (571)270-

5093. The examiner can normally be reached on Mon. - Thur: 8am - 5pm est.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Lin Ye can be reached on 571 272 7372. The fax phone numberfor the

organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automatedinformation

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/EUEL COWAN/

Examiner, Art Unit 2664

/AUNG S. MOE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2664
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All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) EUEL COWAN. (3)

(2) Menachem Nathan. (4) .

Date of Interview: 70 November 2016.

Type: |X] Telephonic [-] Video Conference
[] Personal [copy given to: [J applicant [J applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: [] Yes IX] No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed []101 (112 [102 103 others
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Claim(s) discussed: 1,44 and 53. 
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issue the case.
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TUSPAT; |
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(switch$3 or chang$3) near4 (camera or
‘isensor or point near3 view) with (focal
length or zoom$3)

 ‘i(switch$3 or chang$3) near4 (first or ¥US-PGPUB;:
‘second or top or bottom or left or right or }USPAT;
‘wide or tele) near4 (camera or sensor or #§USOCR;
point near3 view) with (focal length or
{Zoom$3)

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

S18 & ("348" or "396").clas.
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So S19 and camera with subarray
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{S19 and (sensor or camera) with
‘i(sub(array or region or camera) or
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4USOCR;
FPRS;
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Applicant: § Confirmation No: 1857
§

Gal Shabtay §
§ Art Unit: 2664

Serial No.: 14/386,823

Title: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN

MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING

SYSTEMS

Filed: 09/22/2014 §

§ Attorney Docket: Coreph-0072 US NP

Examiner: COWAN, EVEL K

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE

This is in response to the Office Action having a Notification Date of 05/17/2016,

which response is made timely. Please amend the application as follows:
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IN THE CLAIMS:

1. (Original) A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset havingafirst

sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a non-standard color

filter array (CFA), the non-standard CFA used to increase a specific color sampling rate

relative to a same color sampling rate in a standard CFA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset

having a second sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor

pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and

Cc) a processor configured to process the first and second images into a combined output

image.

2. (Previously Cancelled)

3. (Previously Cancelled)

4. (Original) The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a

repetition of a 4x4 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.

5-9. (Previously Cancelled)

10. (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the processor is

further configured to register respective first and second Luma images obtained from thefirst

and second images during the processing of the first and second images into a combined

output image, the registered first and second Luma images used together with color

information to form the combined output image.

11. (Previously Cancelled)

12. (Previously Cancelled)

13. (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the first camera

subset has a first field of view (FOV), wherein the second camera subset has a second,

smaller FOV than the first FOV, and wherein the non-standard CFA covers substantially only
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an overlap area on the first sensor that captures the second FOV, thereby providing both

optical zoom andincreased color resolution.

14-31. (Previously Cancelled)

32-43. (Previously Cancelled)

44. (Previously Presented) A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset havingafirst

field of view (FOV) and a first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least

in part with a standard colorfilter array (CFA);

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset

having a second field of view (FOV) such that FOV. < FOV, and a second sensor with a

second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor pixels being either Clear or

covered with a standard CFA; and

Cc) a processor configured to provide an output image from a point of view of either the

first or the second camera subset based on a zoom factor (ZF) input that defines a respective

field of view (FOV7,).

45. (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 44, wherein if FOV2 < FOVzp <

FOV), then the point of view of the output image is that of the first camera and if FOV2 >

FOV7p, then the point of view of the output image is that of the second camera.

46. (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 45, wherein the processor is

further configured to form the output image by processing the first and second images into a

combined output image.

47. (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 46, wherein the processing of the

first and second images into a combined output image includes a registration process for

registering respective pixels from the first and second images to form the combined output

image.
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48. (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 47, wherein if FOV. < FOVzp<

FOV, then the registration process includes finding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel

in the second image for each pixel in the first image, wherein the processor is further

configured to form the combined output image by modifying values of the first image pixels

according to values of the corresponding pixels in the second image, thereby providing a

point of view of the output image of the first camera, and if FOV > FOVzp then the

registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the first image for each pixel in the

second image, wherein the processor is further configured to form a combined output image

by modifying values of the second image pixels according to values of the corresponding

pixels in the first image, thereby providing a point of view of the output image of the second

camera.

49, (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 48, wherein the modified values

are Luma pixel values in the first or second image modified according to corresponding

Lumapixel values in, respectively, the second orfirst image.

50. (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 47, wherein if FOV. < FOVzp<

FOV, then a registration process includes finding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel in

the second image for each pixel in the first image, wherein the processoris further configured

to form the combined output image by modifying values of the first image pixels according to

values of the corresponding pixels in the second image, thereby providing a point of view of

the output image of the first camera, and if FOV2 > FOVzp then the processor is further

configured to form a combined output image using only pixel values from the second image,

thereby providing a point of view of the output image of the second camera.

31. (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 50, wherein the modified values

are first image Lumapixel values modified according to corresponding second image Luma

pixel values.

52. (Cancelled)
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53. (Previously Presented) A method of acquiring images by a multi-aperture imaging

system, the method comprising:

a) providing a first image generated by a first camera subset of the imaging system, the

first camera subset having a first field of view (FOV,) and a first sensor with a first plurality

of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a standard colorfilter array (CFA);

b) providing a second image generated by a second camera subset of the imaging

system, the second camera subset having a second field of view (FOV2) such that FOV, <

FOV, and a second sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of

sensor pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and

Cc) using a processor for generating an output image from a point of view of either the

first or the second camera subset based on a zoom factor (ZF) input that defines a respective

field of view (FOV7,).

54. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 53, further comprising: if FOV. < FOVzp

< FOV), generating an output image from a point of view of the first camera; and if FOV>2 =

FOVzr, generating an output image from a point of view of the second camera.

55. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 54, further comprising generating the

output image by processing the first and second images into a combined output image.

56. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 55, wherein the processing of the first

and second images into a combined output image includes executing a registration process

for registering respective pixels from the first and second images to form the combined

output image.

357. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 56, wherein the registration process

comprises: if FOV. < FOVzp< FOV), finding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel in

the second image for each pixel in the first image and generating the combined output image

by modifying values of the first image pixels according to corresponding pixel values in the

second image, thereby providing a point of view of the output image ofthe first camera, and
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if FOV2> FOVzr, finding a corresponding pixel in the first image for each pixel in the second

image and generating a combined output image by modifying values of the second image

pixels according to corresponding pixel valuesin the first image, thereby providing a point of

view of the output image of the second camera.

58. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 57, wherein the modified values in the

first or second image are Lumapixel values modified according to corresponding Luma pixel

values in, respectively, the second orfirst image.

59. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 56, wherein the registration process

comprises: if FOV. < FOVzp< FOV), finding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel in

the second image for each pixel in the first image and generating the combined output image

by modifying values of the first image pixels according to corresponding pixel values in the

second image, thereby providing a point of view of the output image of the first camera; and

if FOV. = FOVzg, generating a combined output image using only pixel values from the

second image, thereby providing a point of view of the output image of the second camera.

60. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 59, wherein the modified values are first

image Luma pixel values modified according to corresponding second image Lumapixel

values.

61. (Cancelled)
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RESPONSE

General

Claims 1, 10, 13, 44-61 are pending in the application. In the Office Action, all claims

were rejected. The rejection is respectfully traversed. Claims 52 and 61 are cancelled with

this response without prejudice to or disclaimer of the subject matter contained therein,

rendering their rejection moot.

Applicant respectfully requests Examiner to reconsider and to withdraw all rejections.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

Claims 1, 10, 13, 44-61 were rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Dagher, US 2011/0064327in view of Koskinen, US 8179457. The rejection

is respectfully traversed.

Regarding claim 1, Examiner states that Dagher discloses a multi-aperture imaging

system comprising elements (a)-(c) but does not explicitly disclose a non-standard colorfilter

array CFA. Examiner further states that Koskinen in the same art of imaging has a non-

standard color filter array CFA. Koskinen allows for the color filter array may be designed

much more freely than conventional color filter arrays. Contrasting Fig. 3 with FIG. 1, the

optical filters ... enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired

combinations, Col. 3, lines 59-63, Fig.3; It should be noted that the color filters do not have

to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three different filter types is shown overlaying a

plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9. Examiner concludesthat it would have

been have been an obvious design choice to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to combine a non-Bayerfilter as taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher

since it allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayer color filter array

(Koskinen,col. 1 line 46-56, col. 3 lines 41-48, col. 3 lines 59-63, Figs. 1 and 3).

Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection and argues as follows:

Regarding claim 1, the claim recites:

(a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset
having a first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part
with a non-standard color filter array (CFA), the non-standard CFA used to
increase a specific color sampling rate relative to a same color sampling rate in a
standard CFA"
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Koskinen's invention is concerned with color filters for sub-diffraction limit-sized light

sensors in a single camera. In this context, Koskinen mentions optimization between

"resolution" and color fidelity and sensitivity, as follows:

"A dynamic optimization between resolution and color fidelity and sensitivity
may be achieved by creating the data elements from different numbers of
receptors".

Koskinen's "receptors" are sub-diffraction limit sized sensor pixels. In Applicant's disclosure

as well as in Dagher there are no such sub-diffraction limit-sized sensor pixels and there is no

"data element" created from different numbers of receptors. More importantly, Examiner's

stated motivation, backed by text from Koskinen (Koskinen, col. 1 lines 46-56, col. 3, lines

41-48, col. 3, lines 59-63, FIGS. 1 and 3) that the combination of Koskinen and Dagher

"would be an obvious design choice that allows the designer much more freedom than a

standard Bayercolorfilter array" is completely unrelated to Applicant's motivation presented

in the Backgroundofhis disclosure:

"Therefore, there is a need for, and it would be advantageous to have thin MAI
(multi-aperture imaging) systems that produce an image with high resolution
(and specifically high color resolution) together with zoom functionality".

Thus, Applicant's disclosure clearly states a different problem to be solved and a different

motivation than just a design choice to allow more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter

array. Moreover and as mentioned, in Dagher's image sensor there are no "receptors" or "data

elements" taught by Koskinen. Applicant respectfully submits that there would be no

motivation, and in fact it would make no sense to one of ordinary skill in the art, to combine

Koskinen's color filters with Dagher's sensor and that consequently Examiner has failed to

present even a primafacie case of obviousness for claim 1.

In summary, the combination of Dagher and Koskinen fails to render claim 1 obvious

because there would be no motivation to combine the two references and reasonably expect a

successful outcome that will lead to the system claimed in claim 1.

Regarding claim 10, the claim depends directly from claim 1 and includesall of its

limitations. Applicant therefore argues, as for claim 1, that Examiner has failed to present

even a primafacie case of obviousness for claim 10.

Regarding claim 13, Applicant has already argued above the difference between

"receptors" in Koskinen and sensor pixels in Dagher and in Applicant's invention. Therefore,

Applicant respectfully traverses Examiner's finding that the color filters do not have to be
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separate for each receptor (2)... each of three different filter types is shown overlaying a

plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51 55, Fig. 7, Fig. 9), thereby providing both optical zoom

and increased color resolution (as taught by Dagher in at least [58] and [98]). Further, as

claim 13 depends directly from claim 1 and includes all of its limitations. Applicant argues,

as for claim 1, that Examinerhas failed to present even a prima facie case of obviousnessfor

claim 13.

Regarding claims 44-61, of which claims 44, 52, 53 and 61 are independent,

Applicant respectfully points out that although the 35 USC § 103 rejection above is based on

the combination of Dagher and Koskinen, Koskinen is not mentioned anymore in Examiner's

arguments and reasons for the rejection.

Regarding claim 44, Examiner states that Dagher renders the claim obvious by

disclosing elements (a) and (b) as well as (c) a processor configured to provide an output

image from a point of view ofeither the first or the second camera subset based on a zoom

factor (ZF) input that defines a respective field of view FOVzr (during the processing of the

first and second imagesinto a combined output image the first and second sets of image data

may be configured for combining or fused based on a zoom factor (ZF) input by

changing the focal length of an optical system , paragraph 4 ... "allows the user to choose

any level of zoom and to utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera"

paragraph 62, thus including a point of view from either camera).

The rejection is respectfully traversed. Paragraph 62 in Dagherreads:

[0062] In certain of the image fusion processes presented herein, a resulting
image is either a full-size wide image or a full-size tele image, produced using
upsampling/interpolation of the original tele image. The term "full-size," in the
case where sub-cameras in a multi-aperture camera share a single sensor,
means that a resulting image size corresponds to an image that would be
produced using substantially all of the pixels available on the sensor, were it
not shared. This does not preclude a user from choosing an intermediate level
of zoom between wide and tele fields of view. Further cropping and re-
sampling of target image 310, for example, allows the user to choose any level
of zoom and to utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom
camera.

Applicant disclosure refers to "point of view" as follows:

The output image point of view is determined according to the primary image
point of view (cameraangle).

Further, Applicant's disclosure refers to FIG. 1 as follows:

9
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"If the ZF is such that the output FOVis equal to, or smaller than the Tele FOV,
the primary sensoris the Tele sensor and the auxiliary sensor is the Wide sensor.
The point of view defined by the output imageis that of the primary sensor”.

To clarify, in the instant invention, the output image may be based on a primary image

obtained either with the Wide sensor (or camera) or with the Tele sensor (or camera),

depending on the zoom level. Applicant argues that the output image in Dagher, even if it

includes image data from only the Tele camera, is output from the point of view of the Wide

camera.

Applicant submits that Dagher teaches high, low, and intermediate zoom in terms of

numberof pixels used, but does not teach an output image being related to a zoom factor and

a point of view. His paragraph 62 refers to specifics of the image fusion, not of the output

image point of view being determined according to a primary image point of view (i.e. the

output image being based either on the Wide image or on the Tele image, depending on the

zoom level). Specifically, while Dagher mentions the word "zoom" 44 times, Dagher does

not teach a processor configured to provide an output image from a point of view of either the

first or the second camera subset based on a zoom factor (ZF) input that defines a respective

field of view (FOVzr), as recited in (c). Dagher does not use a zoom factor to define FOVzr

and consequently to determine whether the output image is provided from the point of view

of the first or the second camera, depending on the defined FOVzp. Dagher's output imageis

always based on the Wide camera point of view, with the Tele image data sets contributing to

the fused output image according to the zoom level (with a full Tele image representing

100% Tele image data contribution, but still represented from the Wide camera point of

view). Consequently, Applicant submits that Dagher does not teach all of the limitations of

claim 44 and therefore cannot and does not render claim 44 obvious. Applicant further

submits that Examiner has failed to present even a prima facie case of obviousness for claim

44.

Regarding claim 45, Examiner states that Dagher discloses that if FOV. < FOVzp <

FOV), then the point of view of the output image is that of the first camera (this requires a

request to increase zoom. Dagher discusses in paragraph 4..."zoom may be understood as a

capability to provide different magnifications of the same scene and/or object by changing

the focal length of an optical system"thus a situation where the current zoom factor is based

on camera 12 (narrow FOV) in fig. 1, a request to increase the zoom, moves it above the

initial position to that of at least the FOV of camera 10) and if FOV. > FOVpr,then the point

10
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of view of the output imageis that of the second camera (same logic for the reverse request).

Applicant respectfully traverses and argues that nothing in the text above or anywhere

else in Dagher indicates that Dagher uses anything but a single point of view (of the same

Wide camera) for the output image at all zoom levels. While the sentence used by Examiner

provides a (well known) definition of zoom, it does not associate a level of zoom with an

output image being provided from the point of view of a Tele camera based on a zoom factor.

Dagherassociates a level of zoom with image data set inputs to be used in the fusion process

to produce the output image, not with the output image being based on the point of view of

the Tele camera at certain zoom levels (e.g. at FOV2 = FOVzp). Consequently, Applicant

submits that Dagher does not teach all of the limitations of claim 45 and that Examiner has

failed to present even a prima facie case of obviousness for claim 45.

Regarding claim 46, the claim dependsindirectly from claim 44 through claim 45 and

includesall of their limitations. Applicant therefore submits that Dagher does not teach all of

the limitations of claim 46 and that Examinerhas failed to present even a prima facie case of

obviousnessfor claim 46.

Regarding claim 47, the claim dependsindirectly from claims 44 and 45 andincludes

all of their limitations. Applicant therefore submits that Dagher does not teach all of the

limitations of claim 47 and that Examiner has failed to present even a prima facie case of

obviousnessfor claim 47.

Regarding claim 48, the claim dependsindirectly from claims 44 and 45 andincludes

all of their limitations. The claim further recites "Wherein if FOV> < FOV7zp < FOV, then the

registration process includes finding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel in the second

image for each pixel in the first image, wherein the processor is further configured to form

the combined output image by modifying values of the first image pixels according to values

of the corresponding pixels in the second image, thereby providing a point of view of the

output image of the first camera, and if FOV2> FOVzp then the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the first image for each pixel in the second image, wherein the

processoris further configured to form a combined output image by modifying values of the

second image pixels according to values of the corresponding pixels in the first image,

thereby providing a point of view of the output image of the second camera". Examiner

refers specifically to paragraphs 73-74 and 83 in Dagher. These refer to image registration

and fusion, but say nothing of the point of view _of the output image being of the second

camera if FOV.= FOVzrp. Applicant therefore submits that Dagher does not teach all of the

11
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limitations of claim 48 and that Examiner has failed to present even a prima facie case of

obviousnessfor claim 48.

Regarding claim 49, the claim depends indirectly from claims 44, 45 and 48 and

includesall of their limitations. Applicant therefore submits that Dagher does not teach all of

the limitations of claim 49 and that Examinerhas failed to present even a prima facie case of

obviousnessfor claim 49.

Regarding claim 50, the claim depends indirectly from claims 44, 45 and 47 and

includes all of their limitations. Further and similar to the argument presented re. claim 48

above, Applicant submits that Dagher does not teach at least “if FOV. > FOVzp then the

processoris further configured to form a combined output image using only pixel values from

the second image, thereby providing a point of view of the output image of the second

camera", because Dagher does not teach an output image from the point of view of a second

Tele camera. Applicant therefore submits that Dagher does not teach all of the limitations of

claim 50 and that Examiner has failed to present even a prima facie case of obviousness for

claim 50.

Regarding claim 51, the claim dependsindirectly from claims 44, 45, 47 and 50 and

includesall of their limitations. Applicant therefore submits that Dagher does not teach all of

the limitations of claim 51 and that Examinerhas failed to present even a prima facie case of

obviousnessfor claim 51.

Regarding claim 52, since the claim is cancelled herewith without prejudice to or

disclaimer of the subject matter contained therein, its rejection is moot.

Regarding claim 53, which wasrejected using the samerationale as in the rejections

of claims 52 and 44, Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection and submits that Examiner

has failed to present even a prima facie case of obviousness for claim 53, for the reasons

argued against the rejection of claim 44.

Regarding claim 54, Examinerstates the claim recites similar limitations as claim 45

and was rejected for the same rationale. Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection and

submits that Examiner has failed to present even a prima facie case of obviousness for claim

54, for the reasons argued against the rejection of claim 45.

Regarding claim 55, Examinerstates the claim recites similar limitations as claim 46

and was rejected for the same rationale. Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection and

submits that Examiner has failed to present even a prima facie case of obviousness for claim

55, for the reasons argued against the rejection of claim 46.

12
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Regarding claim 56, Examinerstates the claim recites similar limitations as claim 46

and was rejected for the same rationale. Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection and

submits that Examiner has failed to present even a prima facie case of obviousness for claim

56, for the reasons argued against the rejection of claim 46.

Regarding claims 57-60, Examiner states the claims recite similar limitations as

claims 48-51 and were rejected for the same rationale. Applicant respectfully traverses the

rejection and submits that Examiner has failed to present even a prima facie case of

obviousness for claims 57-60, for the reasons argued against the rejection of claims 48-51.

Regarding claim 61, since the claim is cancelled herewith without prejudice to or

disclaimer of the subject matter contained therein, its rejection is moot.

Claim 4 was rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Dagher, US2011/0064327 in view of Koskinen, US 8179457 in view of Myhrvold, US

8094208.

The rejection of claim 4 is respectfully traversed. Claim 4 depends directly from

claim 1 and includesall of its limitations. Since Myhrvold does not teach recited limitations

similarly not taight by Dagher and Koskinen, the combination of Dagher, Koskinen and

Myhrvold cannot and does not render claim 4 obvious. Applicant submits, as for claim 1, that

Examinerhas failed to present even a prima facie case of obviousnessfor claim 4.

In view of the above amendments and remarksit is respectfully submitted that claims

1, 4, 10, 13 and 44-51 and 53-60 are in condition for allowance. Prompt notice of allowance

is respectfully and earnestly solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

/Menachem Nathan/

Menachem Nathan

Agent for Applicant
Registration No. 65392

Date: August 8, 2016
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DETAILED ACTION

1. The present application is being examined underthe pre-AlAfirst to invent

provisions.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis

for all obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described
as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to
be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been
obviousat the time the invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which
said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.

3. Claims 1, 10, 13, 44-61 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Dagher, US 201 1/0064327 in view of Koskinen, US 8179457.

Regarding claim 1, Dagher discloses 4 muli-aperture imaging

system (paragraphs [9047}-[O042], Fig.1; mult-aperture camera Fig.3} camprising: a} a

first carnera subset (fig. 1 carnera 10) that provicies a first image, the first carnera subset

having @ firsi sensor with a first plurality of sensar pixels (paragranh 46, first pixels

images FOV 20 wide view as in fig. 4 also: the sensors of sub-cameras of a single mult-

aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one another
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ina single sensor chip... not imited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2:...

muli-anerture camera (100), each of first ancl secand optical sub-systems (110) ane

(12) is shown imaging conto iis own sensor (.6., sensors (150) and (140), respectively)

[O067], Fig.2) covered al least in part with a color filter array CFA (paragraph 63,

iyiage sensors often ullize a Red-Green-Blue (“ROB”) color filter array, such as a Bayer

pattern... in FRG. 8, both the tele and ihe wide images are converted from AGB to YUV

[O63], Fig.8;...a GFA such as a Bayer filter, or be formed of individual color sensor

elements (e.9., RGB or Cyan-Maganta-Yellow CCOMY")) (00671, the CFA used to

increase 4 specilic caiar sampling rate reialive to a same color sampling rate in a

standard CFA (... upsampling ancl interpolation of the first and second sets of image

data... increasing the sampling frequency... higher level of image quailty... higher

resolution [0054], Fig.4, Fig.S, Fig.c};

O}) a second camera subsel (ig. i camera 12; paragraph 46} that provides a

second image, the second camera subset having a second sensor with a second

pluralily of sensor pixels ( Fig.1, pixels of second camera produce image 22, the second

plurality of serisor pixels being elther Clear or covered with a standard CFA (.. Image

sensars offen utlize a Red-Green-Blue RGB") color filler array CCPFA"), such as a

Bayer pattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele anc the wide images are converted frarn RGB to

YU... the tele sub-camera mayulllize an image sensor that does not have 4 color filter

array... fo ulllize iis entire sensor area [0063], Fig.8); and

c} aprocessor configured to process the first and secanc! images into a

combined-oulput image (.. Mull aperture camera (100) provicies first and second sets
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of image data (S01) and (402) to a processar (166) which may, for example, be

configured far combining or “fusing” the image data sets... io an image output device

M67} (00531, Fig.i).

Dagher does nal explicitly disclose a non-standard color liter array CFA.

Koskinen in the same art of imaging has a non-standard calor Miter array CFA. (Aker

types include, CYGMfilters... and RGBE filters Col. 1 in.46-56. Koskinen allows for the

color filler array may be designed much more freely than conventional color filler arrays

CGLS In.44-48, Fig.3; Cantrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the optical fiters... enable a

pluralily of different fiter types to be used in any desired combinations Col. 3 in. 59-63

Fig.d: fi should be noted that the color fitters do not have to be separate for each

receptor (2)... each of three different filter types is shown overlaying a plurality of the

recepiors Col.7 in.81-55, Fig.7, Fig.9). Ht would have been have been an cbvious design

choice to one of ordinary skill in the art af the time of the invention to combine a nan-

Bayer filter as taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher since it allows the

dasigner much miore freedom than a standard Bayer color filler array (Koskinen, cal. 4

ling 46-56, cal. 3 nes 41-48, col. 3 lines 59-63, figs. 1 & 3}.

Regarding claim 10, the Dagher- Koskinen combination teaches the invention as

per claim 1 wherein Dagher teaches combining or “fusing” the image data sets... fo an
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image output device 167, [0053], fig.3) is further canligured lo register respective firsi

and second Luma images obtained from the first and second images during the

processing of the first and second images into a combined output image, the registered

first and second Luma images used together with color information to form the

combined cuipul image (.. FlG.8, both the tele and wide images are converted from

PGB to YUV... one lurninance (Y) channel and two chrorninance channeis (U,V) [0063],

fg.8; ... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration

procedure (242) is applied [0065], fig.9: ... fusion of image data... may involve

addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information

from a@ grayscale sub-cairera image... a complementary operation may be performed

where luminance information fram the grayscale sub-camera is added to the color

image from the colar sub-camera... FiG. 11, which Hlustraies an exemplary process

(365) that ullizes processor (166) (gee FiG. 3} for fusion of image data [0073]-[00771,

rig.it)a grayscale sub-camera generally produces only 4 luminance signal (e.g., ¥

information [O0673.

Regarding claim 13, the Dagher-Koskinen combination teaches the invention as

per claim 1 wherein Dagher teaches the first camera subset has a first field of view FOV

(ig. 1 part 20 from carnera 10}, wherein the second camera subsel has a second,

narrower FOV than the first FOV (view 22 from camera 12 has a smaller FOV that

camera 10 in fig. 1}, and Koskinen teaches that the non-standard CFA (col. 3 lines 41-
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48 the filer arrays may be designed more freely than conventional color hier arrays}

covers substantially only an overlap area on the first sensar thal captures the second

FOV (the optical fiters... enable a plurality of different Alter types to be used in any

desired combinations Ool.3 in.88-63, Fig.2} covers an overlap area on the first serisor

thal captures the second FOV (CF should be noted that the color fliers do not have to be

separaic for each receptor (2)... each of three different Hiter tyoes is shown overlaying a

glurality of the receptors Cal.7 in.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9}, thereby providing bath optical

zoam and increased color resolution (as taught by Dagher in at least [691 & [o8h).

Regarding claim 44, Dagher discloses a mulll-aperture imaging system

comprising: a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera

suosel having a first field of view FOV, (as descrined in claim 1 where a first FOV can

be fig. 1 park 10) and a first sensor Grom camera 10) with a first plurality of sensor

pixels (fig. 4 part 171} covered at least in part with a standard color filter array CFA (fig

paragraph 63, image sensors offen uliize a Red-Green-Biue CRGB") colar filler array;

Db} a second camera subset that provides a second image (fig. 1 camera 12},

the second camera subset having a second fieid of view (FOV>) such that FOV: < FOV,

‘fig. 1 camera 20 has a narrower FOV than camera 10) and a second sensor with a

second plurality of sensar pixels ram camera 12}, the second plurality of sensor

pixels being eliher Clear ar covered with a standard CFA (oaragraph 83, the tele sub-
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camera may ulllize an image sensor that does nol have a color filer array... lo ullizeiis

entire sensor area} ; and

cs} @ processor configured to provide an outoul image fram a point of view

of either the first or the second camera subset based on a zoom factor (ZF) input

thal defines a respective field of view FOV. (during the processing of the firsi anc

second images inte a combined output image the first and second sets of image data

may be configured for combining or fused based on a zoom factor (2F} input by

changing the focal length of ar optical system , paragraph 4... “allows the user to

choose ary level of zoom and to utilize the mulli-aperlure camera as a continuous 200m

camera” paragraph 62, thus inclucing a paint of view fram ether camera).

Regarding claim 45, Dagherdiscloses that if FOV2 < FOV< FOV;, then the

point of view of the output imageis thatof the first camera (this requires a requestto

increase zoom. Dagherdiscussesin paragraph 4..."zoom may be understood as a

capability to provide different magnifications of the same scene and/or object by

changing the focal length of an optical system”thus a situation where the current zoom

factor is based on camera 12 (narrow FOV)in fig. 1, a request to increase the zoom,

movesit abovetheinitial position to that of at least the FOV of camera 10) andif

FOV. > FOV,;, then the point of view of the output imageis that of the second camera

(same logic for the reverse request).
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Regarding claim 46, Dagherdiscloses that the processoris further configured to

form the output image by processing thefirst and second imagesinto a combined

output image (paragraph 74, using processor 166).

Regarding claim 47, Dagherdiscloses that the processing ofthe first and second

imagesinto a combined output image includes a registration process for registering

respective pixels from the first and second imagesto form the combined output image

(image registration is used, paragraph 65).

Regarding claim 48, Dagherdiscloses that if FOVs < FOV2: < FOV; (which is a

request for zoom change betweenthe lowest and highest magnification change) then

the registration processincludesfinding in an overlap area a correspondingpixelin the

second image for eachpixel in the first image (... image may he divided into overlapping

or non-overlapning blocks of size Kx x Ky, for ie., Kx pbiels in an x-direction and Ky

pixels in a y-direction, paragraph 83. Also some overlap is required for images that are

to be registered, [611), wherein the processoris further configured to form the combined

output image by modifying valuesofthe first image pixels according to values of the

corresponding pixels in the second image, thereby providing a point of view of the

output image ofthe first camera, and if FOV. < FOV, then the registration includes
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finding a correspondingpixelin the first image for each pixel in the second image,

wherein the processoris further configured to form a combined output image by

modifying values of the second imagepixels according to values of the corresponding

pixels in the first image, thereby providing a point of view of the output image of the

second camera (for either zoom selection both images can be changed from RGB

domain to YUVin the fusion process, [73-74].

Regarding claim 49, Dagher discloses that the modified values are Lumapixel

valuesin thefirst or second image modified according to corresponding Luma pixel

values in, respectively, the second or first image (since the order of certain steps can be

reordered, the Lumapixels of either image may be replaced/transferred with the other

or cropped, [62, 66].

Regarding claim 50, Dagherdiscloses that if FOV2 < FOV, < FOV; then a

registration processincludesfinding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel in the

second image for eachpixel in the first image(... image may be divided into overlapping

or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky, fori.e., Kx pixels in an x-clrection and Ky

pixels in @ y-direction, paragraph 83. Also some overlap is required far images thal are

ta be registered, [&1]}, wherein the processoris further configured to form the combined

output image by modifying valuesofthe first image pixels according to values of the
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corresponding pixels in the second image (the Luma pixels of one image may be

replaced/transferred with the other or cropped, [62, 66]), thereby providing a pointof

view of the output image ofthe first camera (since the order of certain steps can be

reordered either point of view can be represented based on zoom selection), andif

FOV. > FOV,; then the processoris further configured to form a combined output

image using only pixel values from the second image, thereby providing a point of view

of the output image of the second camera (this would represent the reverseofthe first

part of the claim).

Regarding claim 51, Dagher discloses that the modified values are first image

Luma pixel values modified according to corresponding second image Luma pixel

values (since the order of certain steps can be reordered, the Lumapixels of either

image may be replaced/transferred to the other and cropped, [62, 66)]).

Regarding claim 52, Dagher discloses the imitations of the clair similar to that af

claim 44 wherein he aiso discloses wherein the pracessing includes registering the first

and second images and finding respective pixels in the first and second images and
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wherein ihe registering includes applying low pass fiering ta the secon image, thereby

improving registration performance (paragraph 96, “using image registration

information...color information may be fused...only low passed color information is used

from the color channels).

iain 53 recites similar limitations as claims 52 and 44 and is rejected for the

same rationale.

Claim &4 recites similar lirritations as claim 45 and is rejected for the same

rationale.

Glaim &5 recites similar Hmitations as claim 46 and is relected for the same

rationale.

Claim 56 recites similar imitations as claim 47 and is rejected far the same

rationale.

Claims 57-60 recite similar imitations as clairis 48-51 and are reiected for ihe

same rationale.
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Application/Control Number: 14/386,823 Page 12

Art Unit: 2664

Claim 61 is a method claim correspondingto the device of claim 52 and is

rejected for the samerationale.

4. Claim 4 is rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Dagher, US2011/0064327in view of Koskinen, US 8179457 in view of Myhrvold, US

8094208.

Regarding claim 4, ihe Dagher- Koskinen combination teaches the invention as

per claim 1. iidoes not explicitly teach thal the non-standard CFA includes a repetition

ofa 4x4 micro-cell in which 4a color filler arder is BBRR-RBBR-RABB-BARE. Myhrvold

in the sameart of imaging teachesvariousfilter arrangements such as RGBE, CYYM &

RGBWand such as needed to reduce or compensatediffraction effects. Also seefigs.

3a-h). Thus it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was madeto have modified the Gagher- Koskinen combination with the

different possible arrangements of Myhrvold to allow for a cleaner image.
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DETAILED ACTION

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to EVEL COWANwhosetelephone numberis (571)270-

5093. The examiner can normally be reached on Mon.- Thur: 8am - 5pm est.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Lin Ye can be reached on 571 272 7372. The fax phone numberfor the

organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automatedinformation

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/EUEL COWAN/

Examiner, Art Unit 2664

/AUNG S. MOE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2664
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Applicant: § Confirmation No: 1857

Gal Shabtay :
Serial No.: 14/386823

Title: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN

MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING

SYSTEMS

Filed: 09/22/2014 §

§ Attorney Docket: Coreph-0072 US NP

Commissioner for Patents

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Sir/Madam

Before substantive examination, Applicant respectfully requests that claims

32-43 presently outstanding in the application be cancelled and replaced with new

claims 44-61. A small entity fee of $ 290 for one independent claim in excess of three

and two claims in excess of 20 is paid herewith.
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IN THE CLAIMS:

Please cancel presently outstanding claims 32-43 and replace them with new

claims 44-61.

1. (Original) A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subsetthat provides a first image, the first camera subset having

a first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a non-

standard color filter array (CFA), the non-standard CFA used to increase a specific

color sampling rate relative to a same color sampling rate in a standard CFA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera

subset having a second sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second

plurality of sensor pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and

c) a processor configured to processthe first and second images into a combined

output image.

2. (Previously Cancelled)

3. (Previously Cancelled)

4. (Original) The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CFA

includes a repetition of a 4x4 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is BBRR-RBBR-

RRBB-BRRB.

5-9. (Previously Cancelled)

10. (Previously Presented) The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the processor

is further configured to register respective first and second Luma images obtained

from the first and second images during the processing of the first and second images

into a combined output image, the registered first and second Luma images used

together with color information to form the combined output image.

11. (Previously Cancelled)

12. (Previously Cancelled)
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13. (Previously presented) The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the first

camera subset hasa first field of view (FOV), wherein the second camera subset has a

second, smaller FOV than the first FOV, and wherein the non-standard CFA covers

substantially only an overlap area on the first sensor that captures the second FOV,

thereby providing both optical zoom andincreased color resolution.

14-31. (Previously Cancelled)

32-43. (Cancelled)

44. (New) A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a

first field of view (FOV)) andafirst sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels

covered at least in part with a standard color filter array (CFA);

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera

subset having a second field of view (FOV>2) such that FOV2 < FOV, and a second

sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor pixels

being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and

c) a processor configured to provide an output image from a point of view of

either the first or the second camera subset based on a zoom factor (ZF) input that

defines a respective field of view (FOVzp).

45. (New) The imaging system of claim 44, wherein if FOV2 < FOVzp < FOVi,

then the point of view of the output image is that of the first camera and if FOV. >

FOV7p, then the point of view of the output image is that of the second camera.

46. (New) The imaging system of claim 45, wherein the processor is further

configured to form the output image by processing the first and second images into a

combined output image.
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47. (New) The imaging system of claim 46, wherein the processing of the first and

second images into a combined output image includes a registration process for

registering respective pixels from the first and second images to form the combined

output image.

48. (New) The imaging system of claim 47, wherein if FOV. < FOVzp < FOV;

then the registration process includes finding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel

in the second imagefor each pixel in the first image, wherein the processoris further

configured to form the combined output image by modifying values of the first image

pixels according to values of the corresponding pixels in the second image, thereby

providing a point of view of the output image of the first camera, and if FOV2 =

FOVzp then the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the first image

for each pixel in the second image, wherein the processor is further configured to

form a combined output image by modifying values of the second image pixels

according to values of the corresponding pixels in the first image, thereby providing a

point of view of the output image of the second camera.

49. (New) The imaging system of claim 48, wherein the modified values are

Lumapixel values in the first or second image modified according to corresponding

Lumapixel values in, respectively, the secondorfirst image.

50. (New) The imaging system of claim 47, wherein if FOV. < FOVzp < FOV;

then a registration process includes finding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel in

the second image for each pixel in the first image, wherein the processor is further

configured to form the combined output image by modifying values of the first image

pixels according to values of the corresponding pixels in the second image, thereby

providing a point of view of the output image of the first camera, and if FOV2 =

FOVzp then the processor is further configured to form a combined output image

using only pixel values from the second image, thereby providing a point of view of

the output image of the second camera.
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51. (New) The imaging system of claim 50, wherein the modified values are first

image Lumapixel values modified according to corresponding second image Luma

pixel values.

52. (New) A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subsetthat provides a first image, the first camera subset having

a first field of view (PFOV1) and a first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels

covered at least in part with a standard color filter array (CFA);

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera

subset having a second field of view (FOV2) such that FOV2 < FOV1 and a second

sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor pixels

being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and

c) a processor configured to form an output image by processing the first and

second images into a combined output image;

wherein the processing includes registering the first and second images and

finding respective pixels in the first and second images and wherein the registering

includes applying low pass filtering to the second image, thereby improving

registration performance.

53. (New) A method of acquiring images by a multi-aperture imaging system, the

method comprising:

d) providing a first image generated by a first camera subset of the imaging

system, the first camera subset having a first field of view (FOV)) andafirst sensor

with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a standard color

filter array (CFA);

e) providing a second image generated by a second camera subset of the

imaging system, the second camera subset having a secondfield of view (FOV2) such

that FOV, < FOV, and a second sensor with a secondplurality of sensor pixels, the

second plurality of sensor pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA;

and
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f) using a processor for generating an output image from a point of view ofeither

the first or the second camera subset based on a zoom factor (ZF) input that defines a

respective field of view (FOVz,).

34. (New) The method of claim 53, further comprising: if FOV2 < FOVzp < FOV,

generating an output image from a point of view of the first camera; and if FOV2 >

FOVzp, generating an output image from a point of view of the second camera.

55. (New) The method of claim 54, further comprising generating the output

image by processing the first and second images into a combined output image.

56. (New) The method of claim 55, wherein the processing of the first and second

images into a combined output image includes executing a registration process for

registering respective pixels from the first and second images to form the combined

output image.

57. (New) The method of claim 56, wherein the registration process comprises:

if FOV. < FOVzp < FOV), finding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel in

the second image for each pixel in the first image and generating the combined output

image by modifying values of the first image pixels according to corresponding pixel

values in the second image, thereby providing a point of view of the output image of

the first camera, and if FOV. > FOVzp, finding a corresponding pixel in the first

image for each pixel in the second image and generating a combined output image by

modifying values of the second image pixels according to corresponding pixel values

in the first image, thereby providing a point of view of the output image of the second

camera.

58. (New) The method of claim 57, wherein the modified values in the first or

second image are Luma pixel values modified according to corresponding Lumapixel

values in, respectively, the secondor first image.
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59. (New) The method of claim 56, wherein the registration process comprises:

if FOV. < FOVzp < FOV), finding in an overlap area a corresponding pixel in

the second image for each pixel in the first image and generating the combined output

image by modifying values of the first image pixels according to corresponding pixel

values in the second image, thereby providing a point of view of the output image of

the first camera; and if FOV. > FOVzp, generating a combined output image using

only pixel values from the second image, thereby providing a point of view of the

output image of the second camera.

60. (New) The method of claim 59, wherein the modified values are first image

Luma pixel values modified according to corresponding second image Lumapixel

values.

61. (New) A method of acquiring images by a multi-aperture imaging system, the

method comprising:

g) providing a first image generated by a first camera subset of the imaging

system, the first camera subset having a first field of view (FOV) andafirst sensor

with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a standard color

filter array (CFA);

h) providing a second image generated by a second camera subset of the

imaging system, the second camera subset having a secondfield of view (FOV) such

that FOV, < FOV, and a second sensor with a secondplurality of sensor pixels, the

second plurality of sensor pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA;

and

i) using a processor for generating an output image by processing the first and

second images into a combined output image, wherein the processing includes

registering the first and second images and finding respective pixels in the first and

second images, and wherein the registering includes applying low passfiltering to the

second image, thereby improving registration performance.
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REMARKS

This preliminary amendmentcancels presently outstanding claims 1, 4, 10, 13

and 32-43 and adds new claims 44-61, of which claims 44, 53, 53 and 61 are

independent. No new matter is introduced. Support for the new claims may be found

with reference to the published PCT application WO 2014/083489 A1, as follows:

Claims 44, 52, 53 and 61: p. 4, lines 3-10 and 23-25, p. 7, line 3-p. 8, line 2, p. 12,

lines 15-20

Claims 45 and 54: p. 12, lines 15-20

Claims 46 and 55: p. 13, lines 2-3, p. 4, lines 9-10

Claims 47 and 56: p. 4, lines 23 to p. 5, line 3

Claims 48-51 and 57-60: p. 12, line 1 to p. 13, line 15

In view of the above amendments and remarksit is respectfully submitted that

claims 1, 4, 10, 13 and 44-61 are in condition for allowance. Prompt notice of

allowanceis respectfully and earnestly solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

/Menachem Nathan/

Menachem Nathan

Agent for Applicant
Registration No. 65392

Date: September 15, 2015
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Gal Shabtay

Attorney Docket Number: COREPH-0072 US NP

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Sub-Total in

USD(S$)

Basic Filing:

40

Independentclaims in excess of 3 2614 1 210 210

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:
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Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantity USD(S)

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

a

imine

Title of Invention: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

eo
i

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Credit Card

TheDirector of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:
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File Listing:

Document gs File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Preliminary Amendment Preliminary_amendment.pdf 2aclbd179fd1c50a3 1 8a7fee22da282f34a3

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
99f33fc5fc39dc12d45c38ec0467357ebbee

71d0

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/06 (09-11)
Approved for use through 1/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF GOMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD|Application or Docket Number [Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO-875 1 4/386 ,823 09/22/2014 CT To be Mailed

Entity: [|] LARGE &X] smatt [] micro

APPLICATIONAS FILED — PART|

(Column 1) (Column2)

NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA

37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (¢)

37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m

LI EXAMINATION FEE

TOTAL CLAIMS / .
37 CFR 1.16(i minus 20 =

INDEPENDENTCLAIMS | .
37 CFR 1.16(h minus 3 =

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets
of paper, the application size fee due is $310 ($155
for small entity) for each additional 50 sheets or
fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37

LJAPPLICATION SIZE FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(s))

[_] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1,16(j)
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “O” in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED - PARTII

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

09/16/2015 AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA ADDITIONAL FEE($)
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (37 CFR * i ** -2
Ind dent .

=2

[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENT

Cc FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

AFTER PREVIOUSLY
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

1.16(i

Independent .
creme PpMinesPe
[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

)

PRESENT EXTRA

AMENDMENT
CT FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “O” in column 3. LIE
** If the “Highest NumberPreviously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter “20”. VINCENT BUTLER/
*** If the “Highest NumberPreviously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter “3”.
The “Highest NumberPreviously Paid For” (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichisto file (and by the USPTOto
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountoftime you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and TrademarkOffice, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and selectoption 2.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
) OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
 
   

14/386,823 09/22/2014 Gal Shabtay COREPH-0072 US NP
CONFIRMATION NO.1857

92342 PUBLICATION NOTICE

Nathan & Associates Patent Agents Ltd

P.O.Box 10178 IOC
Tel Aviv, 6110101
ISRAEL

Title: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

Publication No.US-2015-0085174-A1

Publication Date:03/26/2015

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databasesvia the
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http:/Awww.uspto.gov/pattt/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon paymentof the appropriate fee set forth
in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382,
by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the
dates of receipt of correspondencefiled in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.-uspto.gov/. Prior to
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
! OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

U.S. APPLICATION NUMBERNO. FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTY. DOCKET NO.

 
14/386,823 Gal Shabtay COREPH-0072 US NP

92342

Nathan & Associates Patent Agents Ltd PCT/IB2013/060356
P.O.Box 10178

Tel Aviv, 6110101
ISRAEL

CONFIRMATION NO.1857

371 ACCEPTANCE LETTER

000000009.0

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCEOF APPLICATION UNDER35 U.S.C 371 AND 37 CFR 1.495

The applicant is hereby advised that the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice, in its capacity as a
Designated / Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495), has ACCEPTEDthe aboveidentified international application for
national patentability examination in the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice.

The United States Application Number assigned to the application is shown above.A Filing Receiptwill be
issued for the present application in due course. THE DATE APPEARING ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE
“FILING DATEor 371(c) DATE” IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE LASTOF THE35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(1) and (c)(2)
REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVEDIN THE OFFICE. THIS DATE IS SHOWN BELOW.Thefiling date of
the above identified application is the internationalfiling date of the international application (Article 11(3) and 35
U.S.C. 363)

09/22/2014

DATE OF RECEIPT OF 35 U.S.C.

371(c)(1) and (c)(2) REQUIREMENTS

The following items have been received:

* Indication of Small Entity Status
* Copy of the International Application filed on 09/22/2014
* Copy of the International Search Reportfiled on 09/22/2014
* Preliminary Amendmentsfiled on 09/22/2014
«Information Disclosure Statementsfiled on 09/22/2014

* Inventor's Oath or Declaration filed on 09/22/2014

« Request for Immediate Examinationfiled on 09/22/2014
«U.S. Basic National Feesfiled on 09/22/2014

* Assignmentfiled on 09/22/2014
¢ Priority Documentsfiled on 09/22/2014
« Powerof Attorneyfiled on 09/22/2014
* Application Data Sheet (87 CFR 1.76)filed on 09/22/2014
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Applicant is reminded that any communications to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed
to the address given in the heading andinclude the U.S. application no. shown above (37 CFR 1.5)

JUELETHIA A PALMER
 

Telephone: (571) 272-9050
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 14/386,823

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART| OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

Basic Fee
SEARCH =EE

EXAMINATION en(37 CFR 1.16(0

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE_|sheets of paper, the application size fee dueis
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheetsorfraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))

Independent(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
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AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))
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(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.
* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".

** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSQ. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO ITOT CLAIMSJIND CLAIMS

14/386,823 09/22/2014 560 COREPH-0072 US NP 16 3

CONFIRMATION NO.1857

92342 FILING RECEIPT

Nathan & Associates Patent Agents Ltd

P.O.Box 10178 MeA
Tel Aviv, 6110101 000000072407536
ISRAEL

 
 
   

NTA

Date Mailed: 12/18/2014

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyofthis Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Gal Shabtay, Tel-Aviv, ISRAEL;
Noy Cohen, Tel-Aviv, ISRAEL;
Oded Gigushinski, Herzlia, ISRAEL;
Ephraim Goldenberg, Ashdod, ISRAEL;

Applicant(s)
Corephotonics Ltd., Tel-Aviv, ISRAEL

Assignment For Published Patent Application
Corephotonics Ltd., Tel-Aviv, ISRAEL

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 92342

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a 371 of PCT/IB2013/060356 11/23/2013
whichclaims benefit of 61/730,570 11/28/2012

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see http:/Avww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 12/15/2014
The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 14/386,823
Projected Publication Date: 03/26/2015
Non-Publication Request: No
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Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

Title

HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

Preliminary Class

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the needof applicantsto file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://“www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcementissues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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Doc code: IDS

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed

PTO/SB/08a (01-10)
Approvedfor use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.
 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Application Number 14386823 

Filing Date 2014-09-22 
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Attorney Docket Number | COREPH-0072 US NP 
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Examiner Name  
  
Attorney Docket Number | COREPH-0072 US NP
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1 International Search Report and Written Opinion issued in related PCT patent application PCT/IB2013/060356, dated Ol
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Application Number 14386823 

Filing Date 2014-09-22 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Gal Shabtay 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT |...
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
  Examiner Name  
Attorney Docket Number | COREPH-0072 US NP 

 
CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to makethe appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
[_] from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to thefiling of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e}(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

[-] any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

[_] See attached certification statement.

[_] The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statement is not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.

Name/Print Registration Number 65392

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

 

 
The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Departmentof Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
requestinvolving an individual, to whom the record pertains, whentheindividual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any otherrelevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

Fromthe
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

  PCT

WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

 
 

To: GAL SHABTAY
NATHAN & ASSOCIATES PATENT AGENTS
LTD.
P.O. BOX 10178
6110101 TEL AVIV
ISRAEL

 

  
  

 
 
 
 

(PCT Rule 436is.1)

   

Date of mailing

(day/month/year) 1 7 APR 7014
FOR FURTHER ACTION

See paragraph 2 below

 

 
 

Applicant’s or agent’s file reference
COREPH-72 

 
 
 
 

 

 International application No.

PCT/IB2013/060356 23 November 2013 28 November 2012

International filing date (day/month/year) Priority date (day/month/year)

 

International Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC
IPC(8) - HO4N9/09 (2014.01) :
USPC - 348/277

Applicant COREPHOTONICSLTD.

 

                 

  1. This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Box No.I Basis of the opinion

Box No.II Priority

Box No. HE Non-establishmentofopinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Box No. IV—Lack of unity of invention

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43dis. 1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive stepor industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. Vi Certain documents cited

Box No. VH_ Certain defects in the international application

LIUKOODOK
Box No. VIEL Certain observations onthe international application

 
 

FURTHER ACTION

Ifa demand for international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will be considered to be a written opinion ofthe
International Preliminary Examining Authority (“IPEA”) exccpt that this does not apply where the applicant chooses an Authority
other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen IPEA has notified the International Bureau under Rule 66. 1dis(b) that written
opinions of this International Searching Authority will not be so considered.

 
  
 Hthis opinionis, as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the IPEA,the applicantis invited to submit to the IPEA

a written reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration of3 months fromthe date ofmailing of Form
PCT/ISA/220 orbefore the expiration of 22 months from the priority date, whichever expireslater.
For further options, see Form PCT/ISA/220.

 
  

    
 
    

 Authorized officer: Nameand mailing address of the ISA/US|Date of completion of this opinion
Mail Stop PCT, Attn: ISA/US
Commissionerfor Patents
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
Facsimile No. 571-273-3201

Form PCT/ISA/237 (cover sheet) July 2011)

    Blaine R. Copenheaver 
 

 

 
 

27 March 2014
  

  
PCT Helpdesk: 574-272-4300
PCT OSP: 571-272-7774  
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/B2013/060356
  

Box No. I Basis of this opinion 

1. With regard to the language,this opinion has been established on thebasis of:

the international application in the language in whichit was filed.

[| a translation of the international application into which is the language of a
translation furnished for the purposes ofinternational search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b)).

2. [] This opinionhas been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified
to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43 bis. 1{a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this opinion has been
established on the basis of a sequencelisting filed or furnished:

a. (means)

[] on paper
[] in clectronic form

b. (time)

[J in the international application as filed
[| together with the international application in clectronic form
C1 subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search

4. [| In addition, in the case that more thanone version or copy ofa sequence listing has beenfiled or furnished, the required
statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the application as filed or
does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional comments:

 

Form PCTHSA/237 (Box No. 1) (fuly 2011)
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International application No.WRITTEN OPINION OF THE. . . a ny

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/IB2013/060356  
 

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43/s.1(a){i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement 

1. Statement

 

 

 

 

Novelty (N) Claims 1-20,30,31 YES
Claims 21-29,32 NO

Inventive step (1S) Claims None YES
Claims 1-32 NO

Industrial applicability (IA) Claims 1-32 YES
 

Claims None NO 

 

2, Citations and explanations:

Claims 21-29, 32 lack lack novelty under PCTArticle 33(2) as being anticipated by Dagheret al. (US 2011/0064327 A1), hereinafter
Dagher.

Regarding claim 21, Dagher teaches a multi-aperture imaging system (... multi-aperiure camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3) comprising: .
a) a first camera subsetthat providesa first image, the first camera subset having a first sensor with a first plurality of sensorpixels (... A
scene (5) is imaged by two cameras(10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... carneras (10) and (42) may be... sub-cameras
of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera
may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or
sizes [0049], Fig.2; ... multi-aperture camera (100), each offirst and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging ontoits
own sensor(j.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) covered at least in part with a standard CFA(... Image sensors
often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayer paltern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images
are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB
or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067)); :
b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset having a second sensor with a second plurality of
sensorpixels (... A scene (5) is imaged by two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may
be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2: ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to
having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; ... multi-aperture camera (100), each offirst and second optical sub-systems (110) and
(420) is shown imaging onto its own sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2), the second plurality of sensor pixels
being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA(... Image sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (‘CFA’),
such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV... the tele sub-camera mayutilize .
an image sensorthat does not have a color filter array... to utilize its entire sensor area [0063], Fig.8); and
¢) a processor(... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of image data (301) and (302) te a processor (166) which
may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) configured
to register first and second Luma images obtained respectively from the first and second images and to process the registeredfirst and
second Luma images together with color information into a combined output image (... FIG.8, both the tele and wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV... one luminance (Y) channel and two chrominance channels (U, V) [0063], Fig.8; ... Process (338)... may be applied to
full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color
information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation
may be performed where luminance informatian from the grayscale sub-camera is added to the color image from the cclor sub-camera...
FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077],
Fig.11; ... a grayscale sub-camera generally producesonly a luminance signal (e.g., Y information [0067}).
iThe term “Luma” is synonymous with “luminance”.}

Regarding claim 22, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 21 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the first and the second camera subsets {... cameras (10) and (12) maybe...
sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [G046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... lt is conternplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to
having identical shapes or sizes [0049]) have respectively identical fields of view (In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera
mayinclude establishing ’a first focal length... configuring the second camera may include establishing a second focal length... The
second focal length may be different than thefirst focal length such that the second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as compared
to the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may havea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2).
[Thefirst and second sub-cameras may haveidentical focal lengths and therefore identical fields of view.]

 

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. V) July 2011)
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International application No. 
 

WRITTEN OPINION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

PCT/IB2013/060356 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Supplemental Box  
In case the spacein any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of:

Regarding claim 23, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 22 (... multiaperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041)-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the second Luma
image for each pixel in the first Luma image(... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure
(842) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365) that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion
of image data [0073}-[0077], Fig.14; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky(i.e., Kx pixelsin
an x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera (e.g.,
first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parallax shift between the two or
more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform [0090],
Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (369)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15} and wherein the processoris further configured te form the output image by transferring information from the
second imagetothefirst image (... Pracess (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied
[0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera imageto luminance information
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 41, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes
processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11). ,

Regarding claim 24, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 22 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the registration includes finding a correspondingpixelin the first Luma image
for each pixel in the second Luma image(... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342)
is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of
image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (i.e., Kx pixels in an
x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperturecamera (e.g., first
and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parallax shift between the two or more
sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform [0090], Fig. 13;
... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (369)... may be ‘merged’ [0098],
Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from thefirst image to the
second image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ...
fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information from a grayscale
sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added
to the color image from the color sub-camera... F1G. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see
FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11). :

Regarding claim 25, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 21 (... multi-aperture camera systemswith the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042), Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the first camera subset hasa first field of view (FOV), wherein the second
camera subset has a second, smaller FOV than thefirst FOV (... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)...
cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor
chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include
establishing a first focal iength... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The secand focal length
may be different than the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as compared to the first camera
{0013); ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), and wherein the
processor(... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may,
for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) is further
configured to register the first and second Luma images(... FlG.8, both the tele and wide images are converted from RGB to YUV... one
luminance (Y) channel and two chrominance channels (U, V) [0063], Fig.8; ... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an
image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color
sub-camera image to luminance information from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where
luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates
an exemplary process (365)that utilizes pracessor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11) based on a zoom
factor (ZF) input(... “zoom” may be understood as a capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an
optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any level of zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom
camera [0062]).
[Thefirst and second sub-cameras have variable focal lengths and therefore variable fields of view.]
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Regarding claim 26, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 25 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be understood as a
capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any
level of zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062)) that defines an FOV greater than the second
FOV (... two cameras (10) and (12) that image fields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single
multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... ltis contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be
shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anctherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes
{0049}, Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera mayinclude establishingafirst focal length... configuring the second
camera may Include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than thefirst focal length such that the
second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different
focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), finding a corresponding pixel in the second Luma imagefor each pixelin the
first Luma image(... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9;
... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077],
Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (i.e., Kx pixels in an x-direction and Ky pixels in
a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera (e.g., first and second sub-cameras
(150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) andits sensor(s)... it is possible to estimate a parallax shift between the two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ...
image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform [0090], Fig.13; ... image fusion step
(373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (369)... may be ‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein
the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the second imageto thefirst image (...
Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image
data... may involve addition of cofor information from a color sub-camera image to luminanceinformation from a grayscale sub-camera
image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added to the color
image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for
fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11).

Regarding claim 27, Dagherteaches the imaging system of claim 25 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0044}-[0042), Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be understood as a
capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any
level of zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062)]) that defines an FOV smaller than, or equal fo
the second FOV(... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of
a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera
may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or
sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the
second camera may include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may bedifferent than thefirst focal length such
that the second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as comparedto thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a
different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), finding a corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in
the second Luma image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065],
Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data
[0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (Le., Kx pixels in an x-direction
and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera {e.g., first and second
sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parallax shift between the two or more
sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform [0090], Fig.13;
... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computedin imageregistration step (369)... may be ‘merged’ [0098],
Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the first image to the
second image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ...
fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminanceinformation from a grayscale
sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added
to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes processer (166) (see
FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11).
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Regarding claim 28, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim 25, wherein the second sensor(... cameras (10) and (12) maybe...
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to
having identical shapesorsizes [0049], Fig.2; ... first and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging onto its own
sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) includes a standard CFA(... Image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer filter, or be formed ofindividual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY")) [0067]) and wherein, for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be understood as a capability to provide different
magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose anylevel of zoom andto utilize the
multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062]) that defines an FOV equalto or smaller than the second FOV(... two
cameras (16) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture
camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... Itis contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any
manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; Ina
particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera mayinclude establishinga first focal length... configuring the second camera may
include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may bedifferent than the first focal length such that the second
camera exhibits a different field of view as _ comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal
length resultingin different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), the processoris further configured to form the output image based on the second
image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion
of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera imageto luminanceinformation from a grayscale
sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminanceinformation from the grayscale sub-camera is added
to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes processor (166) (see
FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11). ,

Regarding claim 29, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim 271 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0044]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter (... Image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue ("RGB’)colorfilter array (‘CFA’), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer filter, or be formed ofindividual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow ("“CMY”)) [0067)]).

Regarding claim 32, Dagher teaches a multi-aperture imaging system (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042}, Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3) comprising:
a) a first camera subsetthat providesa first image, the first camera subset havingafirst field of view (FOV)(... two cameras (10) and (12)
that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1,
Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of
pixels adjacent one anctherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect,
configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a
second focal length... The second focal length may be different than thefirst focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different
field of view as comparedto thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in different
fields of view [0048], Fig.2) and first sensorwith a first plurality of sensor pixels (... multi-aperture camera (100), eachoffirst and second
optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging onto its own sensor(i.¢., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2)
covered at least in part with a standard CFA(... image sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB’)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a
Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer
filter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)[0067)):
b) a second camera subsetthat provides a second image, the second camera subset having a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV (...
two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of sub-~cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be
shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapesorsizes
[0049}, Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring thefirst sub-camera may include establishingafirst focal length... configuring the second
camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than the first focal. length such that the
second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedto thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may havea different
focal length resulting in differentfields of view [0048], Fig.2) and a second sensorwith a secondplurality of sensor pixels (... multi-aperture
camera (100), each of first and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging onto its own sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and
(140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) covered with a standard CFA (... image sensorsoften utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array
("CFA’), such as a Bayer pattem... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA
such as a Bayerfilter, or be formedof individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [(G067}); and
c) a processor(... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which
may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) configured
to, for a zoom factor input (... “zoom” may be understood as a capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length
of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose anylevel of zoom andtoutilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom
camera [0062]) that defines an FOV equal to or smaller than the second FOV (... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20)
and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... ltis contemplated that
sensors of sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherina
single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera
may include establishinga first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The second
focal length may be different thanthe first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as comparedto the
first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in differentfields of view [0048), Fig.2), form an
output image based on the second image (... Process (338)... may be appliedto full color images... an image registration procedure (342)
is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera imageto luminance
information from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminanceinformation from the
grayscale sub-camera is addedto the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) that
utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11). 
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Claims 1, 6-20, 30-31 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Dagheret al. (US 2011/0064327 A‘),
hereinafter Dagherin view of Koskinen et al. (US 8,134,115 B2), hereinafter Koskinen.

Regarding claim 1, Dagher teaches a multi-aperture imaging system (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041}-[0042}], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3) comprising:
a) a first camera subsetthat providesafirst image, the first camera subset having a first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels (... A
scene (5)is imaged by two cameras (10) and (12) that image fields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras
of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... Itis contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera
may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or
sizes [0049], Fig.2; ... multi-aperture camera (100), each offirst and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging ontoits
ownsensor(.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) coveredat least in part with a color filter array (CFA)(... Image
sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue ("RGB") colorfilter array (‘CFA’), Such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide
images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer filter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements
(e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow ("CMY")) {0067]), the CFA usedto increase a specific color sampling raterelative to a same color
sampling rate in a standard CFA (... upsampling andinterpolation of the first and second sets of image data... increasing the sampling
frequency... higher level of image quality... higher resolution [0054], Fig.4, Fig.5, Fig.6);
b) a second camera subsetthat provides a second image, the second camera subset having a second sensorwith a second plurality of
sensorpixels (... A scene (5) is imaged by two cameras (10) and (12) that image fields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may
be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one another in a single sensor chip... not limited to
having identical shapesorsizes [0049], Fig.2; ... multi-aperture camera (100), each offirst and second optical sub-systems (110) and
(120) is shown imaging onto its own sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2), the second plurality of sensor pixels
beingeither Clear or covered with a standard CFA(... Image sensorsoftenutilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (‘CFA’),
such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV... the tele sub-camera mayutilize
an image sensorthat does not have a colorfilter array... to utilize its entire sensor area [0063], Fig.8); and
c) a processor configured to processthefirst and second images into a combined-output image (... Multi aperture camera (100) provides
first and second sets of image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combiningor “fusing”
the image data sets... to an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3), but lacks the explicit, teaching of a non-standard colorfilter array
(CFA).
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has a non-standard colorfilter array (CFA) (Typical technologiesfor generating color
imagesrely on the Bayer sensorandits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example,
CYGM filters... and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1; The exemplary embodiments ofthis invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in
combination with a colorfilter array. Thecolorfilter array may be designed much morefreely than conventional colorfilter arrays Col.3
in.41-48, Fig.3; Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG.1, the optical filters... enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired
combinations Col.3 In.59-63 Fig.3; It should be noted that the color filters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three
differentfilter types is shown overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig-9). /
lt would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine a non-standard colorfilter array (CFA)
as taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63, Fig.3).

Regarding claim 6, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim1 (... muiti-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-(0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayer filter (... image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue ("RGB’) colorfilter array (‘CFA’), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063}, Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY")) [0067)).

Regarding claim 7, Dagher teaches the imaging systemofclaim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the standard CFAincludes a Bayer filter (... Image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA suchas a Bayerfilter, or be formed ofindividual color sensor elements(e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067}), but lacks the explicit teaching of a non-Bayerfilter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has a non-Bayer-filter (Typical technologies for generating color imagesrely on the Bayer
sensorandits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGM filters... and RGBE
filters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine a non-Bayerfilter as taught by
Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 In.46-56, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3).
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Regarding claim 8, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 7 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... Image sensors oftenutilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such
as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer
filter, or be formedof individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067]), but lacks the explicit teaching
of wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBWi1, a RGBWi2 and a
RGBWH3HSfilter. :
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a
CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#filter (Typical technologies for generating color imagesrely on the Bayer sensor
andits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBEfilters
Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.).
It would have been cbvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention te combine wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected
from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW4#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW2#Sfilter as taught by Koskinen with the
invention of Dagher.
The motivatioh would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 in.46-56, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3).

Regarding claim 9, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the first and the second camera subsets (... cameras (10) and (12) maybe...
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture carnera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to
having identical shapes or sizes [0049]) have identical fields of view (in a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera mayinclude
establishing a first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The secondfocal length
may be different than the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedtothe first camera
[0013]; ... each optical sub-system may havea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), but lacks the explicit
teaching of and wherein the non-standard CFA covers an overlap area that includesall the pixels of the first sensor, thereby providing
increased color resolution. .
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has and wherein the non-standard CFA (The exemplary embodiments ofthis invention
use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination with a colorfilter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much morefreely than
conventionalcolorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3; Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the opticalfilters... enable a plurality of different filter
types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3 in.59-63, Fig.3) covers an overlap area that includesall the pixels of thefirst sensor(It
should be notedthat the color filters do not have to be separate for each receptor(2)... each of three differentfilter types is shown
overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9), thereby providing increased color resolution (This enables the use of the
muitiple filters... resolution is not degraded... A dynamic optimization between resolution and colorfidelity and sensitivity may be achieved
Col.3 In.52-58; In certain cases it may be beneficial to vary the spectral characteristics of thefilter array (6)... the center areaofthefilter
array (6) may have higher resolution Col.7 in.41-44, Fig.7, Fig.9).
It would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine and wherein the non-standard CFA
covers an overlap area that includesall the pixels of the first sensor, thereby providing increased color resolution as taught by Koskinen
with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63, Fig.3). In addition, a dynamic optimization between resolution and color fidelity may be achieved and designation of higher
resolution in certain areas of the filter array (Koskinen, Col.3 In.52-58, Col.7 In.41-44).

Regarding claim 10, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim 9 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the processor(... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of
image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to
an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) is further configured to register respective first and second Luma images obtained from thefirst
and second images during the processing ofthe first and second images into a combined output image, the registered first and second
Luma images used together with color information to form the combined output image (... F1G.8, both the tele and wide imagesare
converted from RGB to YUV... one luminance (Y) channel and two chrominance channels (U, V) [0063], Fig.8; ... Process (338)... may be
applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition
of color information from a color sub-camera image to lurninance information from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary
operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is addedto the color image from the color
sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data
{0073}-[0077], Fig.11; ... a grayscale sub-camera generally produces only a luminancesignal (e.g., Y information [0067)).

Regarding claim 11, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 10, wherein the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the
second Luma imagefor each pixelin the first Luma image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration
procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG.3)
for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocksof size Kx x Ky(i.e., Kx
pixels in an x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera
{e.g.. first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... it is possible to estimate a parallax shift between the
two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform
{0090], Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (368)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the
second imageto thefirst image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied
[0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes
processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11).
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Regarding claim 12, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 10, wherein the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the
first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an imageregistration
procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FiG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3)
for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (i.e., Kx
pixels in an x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera
{e.g., first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parailax shift between the
two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform
{0090}, Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in imageregistration step (369)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from thefirst
image to the second image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342)is applied
[O065}, Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is addedto the color image from the color sub-camera... F1G. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes
processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073}-[0077], Fig. 11). ,

Regarding claim 13, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the first camera subset hasa first field of view (FOV) (... two cameras (10) and
(12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046],
Fig.1, Fig.2; ... Itis contemplated that sensors.of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks
of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect,
configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a
second focal length... The second focal length maybedifferent than thefirst focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different
field of view as comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in different
fields of view [0048], Fig.2), wherein the second camera subset has a second, smaller FOV than thefirst FOV (... two cameras (10) and
(12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046],
Fig.1, Fig.2; ... lt is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks
of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect,
configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a
secondfocal length... The second focal length may be different than the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different
field of view as compared to thefirst camera [0013], ... each optical sub-system may havea different focal length resulting in different
fields of view [0048], Fig.2; ... first sub-camera (150) has a widerfield of view as compared to second sub-camera (160)... (160) may serve
as a “tele” sub-camera having a higherlevel of zoom as comparedto first sub-camera (150) [0051]), thereby providing both optical zoom
and increased color resolution (... (160) may serve as a “tele” sub-camera having a higher level of zoom as comparedto first sub-camera
(150) [0051]; ... itis possible to combine... two or more images... to create a single, foveated high resolution image... images will have
regions of higher resolution [0054j; ... the tele sub-camera... resulting in even higher image resolution in the overlap region [0063]; ... in
order to ensure good colorfidelity [0106]), but lacks the explicit teaching of and wherein the non-standard CFA covers an overlap area on
the first sensor that captures the second FOV.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has and wherein the non-standard CFA (The exemplary embodimentsof this invention
use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination with a color filter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much more freely than
conventionalcolorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3; Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the opticalfilters... enable a plurality of differentfilter
types to be used in any desired combinations Coil.3 In.59-63, Fig.3) covers an overlap area on thefirst sensor that captures the second
FOV (It should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three differentfilter types is shown
overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9; The direction at which the light arrives is assumed to be within a field of
view (FOV)of the sensor (1) Col.4 In.46-47).
it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine and wherein the non-standard CFA
covers an overlap area on the first sensor that captures the second FOV as taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63, Fig.3). In addition, a dynamic optimization between resolution and colorfidelity may be achieved and designation of higher
resolution in certain areas ofthe filter array (Koskinen, Col.3 In.52-58, Col.7 In.41-44, Fig.7, Fig.9).

Regarding claim 14, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 13, wherein the processoris further configured to, during the processing
of the first and second images into a combined output image (... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of image data
(301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to an image
output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) and based on a zoom factor (ZF) input (... “zoom” may be understood as a capability to provide different
magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any level of zoomand to ulllize the
multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062]), register respective first and second Luma images obtained from thefirst and
second images, the registered first and second Luma irnages used together with color information to form the combined output image(...
FIG.8, both the tele and wide images are converted from RGB to YUV... one luminance (Y) channel and two chrominance channels (U, V)
[0063], Fig.8; ... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ...
fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information from a grayscale
sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added
to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365}that utilizes processor (166) (see
FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... a grayscale sub-camera generally produces only a luminancesignal (e.g., Y
information [0067)). :
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Regarding claim 15, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim 14, wherein the registration includes,for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be
understood as a capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user
to choose any level of Zoom andtoutilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062)) that defines an FOV greater
than the second FOV(... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) maybe...
sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one another in a single sensorchip... not limited to
having identical shapesorsizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal
length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The second focal length maybedifferent than
ihe first focal length suchthat the second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as compared to thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical
sub-system may havea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), finding a corresponding pixel in the second
Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration
procedure (342)is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3)
for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (i.e., Kx
pixels in an x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera
(e.g., first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) andits sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parallax shift between the
two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (269) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wisesliding window transform
{0090), Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computedin image registration step (369)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the
second imagetethefirst image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied

. [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes
processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11).

Regarding claim 16, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 14, wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input (..."zoom” may be
understood as a capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical syste [0004]; ... allows the user
to chooseanylevel of zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062]) that defines an FOV smaller
than,or equal to the second FOV (... two cameras (10) and (42) that image fields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be...
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocksof pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to
having identical shapes orsizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring thefirst sub-camera may include establishing a first focal
fength... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than
the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedto thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical
sub-system mayhavea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), finding a corresponding pixel in the first
Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image(... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration
procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG.3)
for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks ofsize Kx x Ky(i.e., Kx
pixels in an x-direction and Kypixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera
(e.g., first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... it is possible to estimate a parallax shift between the
two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implementedwith a block-wisesliding window transform
[0090], Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (369)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from thefirst
imageto the second image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied
[0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminanceinformation
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes
processor(166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0677], Fig.114).

Regarding claim 17, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 13, wherein the second sensor (... cameras (10) and (12) may be...
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to
having identical shapesor sizes [0049], Fig.2; ... first and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120)is shown imaging onto its own
sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) includes a standard CFA (... Image sensors oftenutilize a
Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”) [0067]) and wherein the processing includes, for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be understood as a capability
to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any level of
zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062)) that defines an FOV equal to or smaller than the
second FOV (... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a
single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera may
be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one another in a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapesorsizes
[0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the second
camera may include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than the first focal length such that the
second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may haveadifferent
focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), forming the output image based on the second image (... Process (338)...
maybe applied to full color images... an imageregistration procedure (342)is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve
addition of color information from a color sub-carera image to luminance information from a grayscale sub-camera image...a
complementary operation may be performed where luminanceinformation from the grayscale sub-camera is added to the color image from
the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image
data [0073}-[0077], Fig.11).
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Regarding claim 18, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 13 (... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of
image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to
an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal
length... configuring the second camera may include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than
the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical
sub-system mayhavea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayer
filter (... Image sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB’)colorfilter array (“CFA’), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele
and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor
elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067)). .

Regarding claim 19, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 13 (... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of
image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to
an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera mayinclude establishing a first focal
length... configuring the second camera may include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than
the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as compared to the first camera [0013]; ... each optical
sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in differentfields of view [0048], Fig.2), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayer
filter (... Image sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele
and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor
elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow ("CMY”)) [0067]), but lacks the explicit teaching of a non-Bayerfilter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has a non-Bayerfilter (Typical technologies for generating color images rely on the Bayer
sensorand its variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBE
filters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1).
It would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine a non-Bayerfilter as taught by
Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 in.46-56, Col.3 in.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3).

Regarding claim 20, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 19 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[004 1]-[0042], Fig.i1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... Image sensors oftenutilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (“CFA”), such
as a Bayerpattern... in FiG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer
filter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067)), but lacks the explicit teaching
of wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and aRGBWIAfilter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a
CYYM, a CYGN, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBWASfilter (Typical technologies for generating color images rely on the Bayer sensor
and its variations... FIG. 1 showsa typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBEfilters
Col.1 1n.46-56, Fig.1).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected
from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM,a RGBWA1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBWH#3filter as taught by Koskinen with the
invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.4 In.46-56, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3).

Regarding claim 30, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 21 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[004 1]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter (... Image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array ("CFA"), such as a Bayer pattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067]), but lacks the explicit teaching of a non-Bayerfilter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has a non-Bayer filter (Typical technologies for generating color images rely on the Bayer
sensor and its variations... FIG. 1 showsa typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBE
filters Col.1 in.46-56, Fig.7).
It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine a non-Bayerfilter as taught by
Koskinen with the invention of Dagher. :
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 In.46-56, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3). .

Regarding claim 31, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 30 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[004 1]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... mage sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (“CFA”), such
as a Bayer pattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer
filter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067]), but lacks the explicit teaching
of wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBWiH, a RGBW#2 anda
RGBW#3filter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a
CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#S3filter (Typical technologies for generating color images rely on the Bayer sensor
andits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBEfilters
Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.14).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the tirne of the invention to combine wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected
from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM,a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW8HSfilter as taught by Koskinen with the
invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 In.46-56, Col.3 In.47-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3). 
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Regarding claim 2, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041}-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera
{0046}, Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner...
blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049)), but lacks the explicit
teaching of wherein the non-standard CFAincludes a repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is either BR-RB or YC-CY.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-standard CFA (Typical technologies for generating color images rely
on the Bayer sensorand its variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters...
and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1; The exemplary embodiments of this invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination
with a colorfilter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much morefreely than conventional colorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3;
Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the optical filters... enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3; it should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three differentfilter types
is shownoverlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9).
it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-standard CFA as
taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of differentfiller types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3).
Dagher as modified lacks includes a-repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is either BR-RB or YC-CY.
Myhrvoild is analogous to Dagher and has includes a repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell (Color mosaics orfilter arrays (CFAs) and demosaicing
techniques-for digital imaging are disclosed herein... CFAs and demosaicing techniques described herein are not restricted to any
particular color sensor Col.5 In.44-53; FIG. 2 shows an exemplary RGB pattern (200) fora colorfilter array... may be used for CFAs based
on other color combinations (e.g., RGBE, CYYM, CYGM, RGBW,etc.) Col.6 In.56-Col.7 In.1, Fig.2; Exemplary CFA patterns mayinclude
NxN repeatunits... corresponding to a 2x2 array... a 3x3 array... a 4x4 array... a 5x5 array Col.7 In.20-30, Col.8 In.14-22, Fig.3; 2x2 array
Fig.3A; 3x3 array Fig.3B, Fig.3C; 4x4 array Fig.2, Fig.3D, Fig.3E; 6x6 array Fig.1), but lacks the explicit teaching of in which a colorfilter
orderis either BR-RB or YC-CY.
However,it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to combine includes a
repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is either BR-RB or YC-CY as taught by Myhrvold with the invention of Dagher,
since rearranging parts of an invention involves only routine skill in the art.
The motivation for doing so would be to allow a designer CFAs based on other color combinations for NxN repeat units and not be
restricted to any particular color sensor (Myhrvold CoL5 In.44-53, Col.6 in.56-Col.7 In.1, Col.7 In.20-30, Figs.i-3).

Regarding claim 3, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; muiti-aperture camera Fig.3; ... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera
{0046}, Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner...
blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049)), but lacks the explicit
teaching of wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition of a 3x3 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is GBR-RGB-BRG.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-standard CFA (Typical technologies for generating color imagesrely
on the Bayer sensor and its variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters...
and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1; The exemplary embodimentsofthis invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination
with a colorfilter array. The color filter array may be designed much morefreely than conventional color filter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3;
Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the optical filters... enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3; It should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three differentfilter types
is shown overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.5 1-55, Fig.7, Fig.9).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-standard CFA as
taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3).
Dagher as modified lacks includes a repetition of a 3x3 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is GBR-RGB-BRG.
Myhrvold is analogous to Dagher and hasincludesa repetition of a 3x3 micro-ceil (Color mosaicsorfilter arrays (CFAs) and demosaicing
techniquesfor digital imaging are disclosed herein... CFAs and demosaicing techniques described herein are not restricted to any
particular color sensor Col.5 In.44-53; FIG. 2 shows an exemplary RGB pattern (200) for a color filter array... may be used for CFAs based
on other color combinations (e.g., RGBE, CYYM, CYGM, RGBW,etc.) Col.6 In.56-Col.7 In.1, Fig.2; Exemplary CFA patterns may inciude
NxN repeat units... corresponding to a 2x2 array... a 3x3 array... a 4x4 array... a 5x5 array Col.7 In.20-30, Col.8 In.14-22, Fig.3; 2x2 array

Fig.3A; 3x3 array Fig.3B, Fig.3C; 4x4 array Fig.2, Fig.3D, Fig.3E; 6x6 array Fig.1), but lacks the explicit teaching of in which a colorfilterorder is GBR-RGB-BRG.
However, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to combine includes a
repetition of a 3x3 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is GBR-RGB-BRGas taught by Myhrvold with the invention of Dagher, since
rearranging parts of an invention involves only routine skill in the art.
The motivation for doing so would be to allow a designer CFAs based on other color combinations for NxN repeat units and not be
restricted to any particular color sensor (Myhrvold Col.5 In.44-53, Col.6 In.56-Col.7:In.1, Col.7 In.20-30, Figs.1-3).
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Regarding claim 4, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[004 1]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multl-aperture camera
[0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner...
blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049}), but lacks the explicit
teaching of wherein the non-standard CFAincludes a repetition of a 4x4 micro-cell in which a colorfilter orderis
BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.

However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-standard CFA (Typical technologies for generating color imagesrely
on the Bayer sensorandits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters...
and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.4; The exemplary embodiments ofthis invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination
with a colorfilter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much more freely than conventionalcolorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3;
Contrasting FiG. 3 with FIG. 1, the optical filters... enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3; It should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three different filter types
is shown overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-standard CFA as
taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
Tne motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a piurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 in.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3).
Dagher as modified lacks includes a repetition of a 4x4 micra-cell in which a color filter order is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.
Myhrvold is analogous to Dagher and hasincludes a repetition of a 4x4 micro-cell (Color mosaics orfilter arrays (CFAs) and demosaicing
techniquesfor digital imaging are disclosed herein... CFAs and demosaicing techniques described herein are not restricted to any
particular color sensor Col.5 In.44-53; FIG. 2 shows an exemplary RGB pattern (200)for a colorfilter array... may be used for CFAs based
on other color combinations (e.g., RGBE, CYYM, CYGM, RGBW,etc.) Col.6 In.56-Col.7 In.1, Fig.2; Exemplary CFA patterns may include
NxN repeat units... corresponding to a 2x2 array... a 3x3 array... a 4x4 array... a 5x5 array Col.7 In.20-30, Col.8 In.14-22, Fig.3; 2x2 array
Fig.3A; 3x3 array Fig. 3B,Fig.3C; 4x4 array Fig.2, Fig.3D, Fig.3E: 6x6 array Fig.1), but lacks the explicit teaching of in which a colorfilterorder is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.
However, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to combine includes a

repetition of a 4x4 micro-cell in which a coiorfilter order is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRBas taught by Myhrvold with the invention of Dagher,since rearranging parts of an invention involves only routine skill in the art.
The motivation for doing so would be to allow a designer CFAs based on other color combinations for NxN repeat units and not be
restricted to any particular color sensor (Myhrvold Col.5 In.44-53, Col.6 in.56-Col.7 In.1, Col.7 In.20-30, Figs.1-3).
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Regarding claim 5, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera
[0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... tis contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner...
blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049}), but lacks the explicit
teaching of wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is selected from the group
consisting of RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR,
BBGRRG-RGRBGBGBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR, RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBBBGBRGR-BRRBBRand
RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-standard CFA (Typical technologies for generating color images rely
on the Bayer sensorandits variations... FIG. 1 showsa typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters...
and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1; The exemplary embodiments of this invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination
with a colorfilter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much morefreely than conventional colorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3;
Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the opticalfilters... enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3; It should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three differentfilter types
is shown overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-standard CFA as
taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher. ,
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3).
Dagheras modified tacks includes a repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is selected from the group consisting of
RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR, BBGRRG-RGRBGBGBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR,
RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBBBGBRGR-BRRBBRand RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.
Myhrvoid is analogous to Dagherand has includesa repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell (Color mosaics orfilter arrays (CFAs) and demosaicing
techniquesfor digital imaging are disclosed herein... CFAs and demosaicing techniques described herein are not restricted to any
particular color sensor Col.5 In.44-53; FIG. 2 shows an exemplary RGB pattern (200) for a colorfilter array... may be used for CFAs based
on other color combinations (e.g., RGBE, CYYM, CYGM, RGBW,etc.) Col.6 In.56-Col.7 in.1, Fig.2; Exemplary CFA patterns may include
NXN repeat units... corresponding to a 2x2 array... a 3x3 array... a 4x4 array... a 5x5 array Col.7 in.20-30, Col.8 In.14-22, Fig.3; 2x2 array
Fig.3A; 3x3 array Fig.3B, Fig.3C; 4x4 array Fig.2, Fig.3D, Fig.3E; 6x6 array Fig.1), but lacks the explicit teaching of in which a colorfilter
orderis selected from the group consisting of RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR,
BBGRRG-RGRBGBGBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR, RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBBBGBRGR-BRRBBRand
RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.

However,it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to combine includes a
repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is selected fram the group consistingof :
RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR, BBGRRG-RGRBGBGBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR,
RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBBBGBRGR-BRRBBR and RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBRastaught
by Myhrvald with the invention of Dagher, since rearranging parts of an invention involves only routine skill in the-art.
The motivation for doing so would be to allow a designer CFAs basedon other color combinations for NxN repeat units and not be
restricted to any particular color sensor (Myhrvold Col.5 In.44-53, Col.6 In.56-Col.7 In.1, Col.7 In.20-30, Figs.1-3).

Claims 1-32 meetthe criteria set out in PCT Article 33(4), and thus have industrial applicability because the subject matter claimed can be
madeor used in industry. 
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(57) Abstract: Systems and methods for image data fusion include
providing first and second sets of image data corresponding to an im-
aged first and second scene respectively. The scenesat least partially
overlap in an overlap region, defining a first collection of overlap im-
age data as part of the first set of image data, and a second collection of
overlap imagedata as part of the second set of image data. The second
collection of overlap image data is represented as a plurality of image
data subsets such that each of the subsets is based onat least one char-

acteristic of the second collection, and each subset spans the overlap
region. A fused set of image data is produced by an image processor,
by modifying the first collection of overlap image data based onatleast
a selected onc of, but less than all of, the image data subscts.
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IMAGE DATAFUSION SYSTEMS AND METHODS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent application

No. 61/025,533, filed on 1 February 2008 and entitled MULTI-FOCAL LENGTH

IMAGEFUSION,U.S. Provisional Patent application No. 61/051,338, filed 7 May

2008 and entitled TRANSFORM DOMAIN REGISTRATION FOR IMAGE

FUSION,and U.S. Provisional Patent application No. 61/059,319, filed 6 June 2008

and entitled TRANSFORM DOMAIN REGISTRATION FOR IMAGE FUSION. All

of the above-identified applications are incorporated herein by referencein their

entiretics.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Small, digital cameras integrated into mobile electronics such as

mobile phones, personal digital assistants (“PDAs”) and music players are becoming

ubiquitous. Each year, mobile phone manufacturers add more imaging features to

their handsets, causing these mobile imaging devices to converge towards feature sets

that consumers expect from stand-alone digital still cameras. At the same time, the

size of these handsets is shrinking, making it necessary to accordingly reducethetotal

size of the camera modules while still adding imaging features. Optical zoom is a

primary feature that manydigital still cameras have that many mobile phones may not

have, primarily due to the severe size constraints in mobile imaging devices.

[0003] Cameras (including digital cameras) may be arrangedto receive

electromagnetic radiation (such as visible light) through an aperture that can be

defined by the camera based on a numberofwell known techniques. For example, an

optical sub-system, including one or more lenses and/or other optical elements, may

define the aperture such that the received radiation is imaged by the optical sub-

system and a resulting image is directed towards a sensor region such as a sensor

array that includesaplurality of detectors defining a sensing surface. The sensor

region may be configured to receive the image and to generate a set of image data

based on the image. In some commonapplications, such as when using conventional

digital cameras to capture images, the camera may bealigned to receive
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electromagnetic radiation associated with scenery having a given set of one or more

objects. In these applications the set of image data is, for example, represented as

digital image data using an electrical signal conveyed byelectrical conductors or

stored using memoryorother digital storage techniques. In addition, the set of image

data can be processed using a number of known image processing techniques.

[0004] In the context of the present disclosure, “zoom” may be understood

as a capability to provide different magnifications of the same scene and/or object by

changingthe focal length of an optical system, with a higher “level of zoom”being

associated herein with greater magnification and a lowerlevel of zoom being

associated with lower magnification. In typical film-based cameras, as well as in

conventional digital cameras, optical zoom can be accomplished with multiple lens

groups that are moved along an optical axis of an imaging system for defining a range

of different lens configurations. For any given configuration, the position of the lens

groups determines a focal length specific to that configuration. Based on well known

techniques, camera users can adjustably control the positioning of the lens groups for

selecting a specific level of zoom. At any specific level of zoom associated with a

selected focal length of a camera’s optical sub-assembly, an image represents a

portion of a given scene basedin part on the field of view defined by the lens system.

For example, an image plane can be defined by the camera’s sensor region (such as a

sensor array), and the resulting image represents a field of view consistent with (i) a

shape and transverse extent of the sensor region’s sensing surface, and(ii) the selected

focal length. For a given camera,there is a tradeoff between zoom andfield of view

such that camera settings exhibiting longer focal lengths generally tend to result in a

greater level of zoom in conjunction with correspondingly narrowerfield of view.

Conversely, camera settings exhibiting comparatively shorter focal lengths tend to

result in a lower level of zoom in conjunction with a wider field of view.

[0005] Certain film-based cameras and digital cameras utilize a fixed

focus imaging system, and these cameras generally do not feature adjustable optical

zoom. Fixed focus imaging systems are especially common in PDAs. The high

complexity, cost and decreased durability typically associated with moveable lenses

(e.g., in cameras having optical zoom) limit their use in inexpensive camera modules

such as mobile phone camera modules and other low cost modules. Film based
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cameras with fixed focus imaging systems generally offer no means for the user to

adjust the degree of magnification while preparing to take a picture. Onthe other

hand, digital cameras having fixed optical focus can incorporate digital zoom to allow

the user to control the level of zoom before and/or after capturing the image by

generating a corresponding set of image data. For example, digital zoom can utilize

computer-processed cropping followed by signal upsampling and data interpolation of

the cropped image to convert the cropped imageto the original display size. Asa

result, however, the resolution of the cropped, final image is decreased and the image

quality suffers.

SUMMARY _

[0006] The following embodiments and aspects thereof are described and

illustrated in conjunction with systems, tools and methods, which are meant to be

exemplary andillustrative, not limiting in scope. In various embodiments, one or

more problems and/or limitations associated with the above-described systems and

methods have been addressed, while other embodiments are directed to other

improvements.

[0007] In an embodiment, an imaging method utilizes a multi-aperture

imaging system for producing a fused set of image data. This method may include

providing a multi-aperture camera having first and second sub-camerasincluding a

first sub-camera, having imaging optics defining a first aperture, with the first camera

configured for imaging a first scene through the first aperture and for generating a

first set of image data corresponding to the imaged first scene. A second camera may

be provided, having imaging optics defining a second aperture, and the second sub-

camera may be configured for imaging a second scene through the second aperture

and for generating a second set of image data corresponding to the imaged second

scene. The second sub-camera can be aligned such that the second sceneat least

partially overlaps the first scene in an overlap region that defines(i) a first collection

of overlap image data as part ofthefirst set of image data for the imagedfirst scene

and (ii) an at least generally corresponding, second collection of overlap image data as

part of the secondset of image data for the imaged second scene. The second

collection of overlap image data of the second scene may be represented as a plurality
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of image data subsets based onat least one associated characteristic of the second

collection of overlap image data, such that each subset is superimposedacross the

overlap region. A fused set of image data can be produced from thefirst set of image

data by changingthefirst collection of overlap image data in the overlap region of the

first scene based on at least a selected onc of, but less than all of the image data

subsets.

[0008] In one aspect, representing the second collection of overlap image

data mayinclude configuring the plurality of image data subsets such that each subset

is based on a different characteristic as compared to the characteristic associated with

any oneof the other subsets.

[0009] In another aspect, the first collection of overlap image data may

includea first collection of luminance data, and the selected one of the image data

subsets may be a luminance channel (of luminance data) based on luminance as the

characteristic of the second collection of overlap image data, and changing ofthe first

collection of overlap image data may include combiningthefirst and second

collections of luminance data. Arranging of the second sub-camera mayinclude

supplying the second sub-camera as a grayscale camera for providing the luminance

channel as being composed of grayscale scaled imagedata.

[0010] In yet another aspect, representing the second collection of overlap

image data mayinclude filtering the second collection of overlap image data suchthat

the selected image data subset is composedoffiltered data, and filtering the second

collection of overlap image data may include applying convolution filtering to the

second collection of overlap image data such that the selected image data subsetis

influenced by the convolution filtcring. Furthermore, representing the second

collection of overlap image data may include scaling the second collection of overlap

image data such that the selected image data subset is composed ofscaled data.

[0011] In an additional aspect, the second collection of overlap image data

may include intensity information, and scaling the second collection of overlap image

data may include changingat least someofthe intensity information. In this case

scaling the second collection of overlap image data includes applying a gain for

causing the changing of the intensity information.
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[0012] In another aspect, representing the second collection of overlap

image data mayinclude transforming at least some of the second collection of overlap

image data such that the characteristic of the second collection of overlap image data

is represented in a transform domain, and the selected image data subset is composed

of transformed data.

[0013] In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include

establishing a first focal length for the first sub-camera, and configuring the second

camera may include establishing a second focal length for the second camera. The

second focal length may be different than the first focal length such that the second

camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedto the first camera. Configuring

the first camera may include providinga first sensing surface that has a first shape,

with the first shape being characterized bya first transverse width. The first sensing

surface may beoriented for receiving the imaged first scene to cause the generating of

the first set of image data. In this particular aspect, configuring the second camera

mayinclude providing a second sensing surface that has a second shape that matches

the first shape and has a transverse width that matches the first transverse width, and

the second sensing surface may be oriented for receiving the imaged second sceneto

cause the generating of the first set of image data. Establishing the first focal length

may causethe first set of image data to exhibit a first level of zoom with respect to the

first scene, and establishing the second focal length may cause the second set of data

to exhibit a second level of zoom with respect to the second scene, and the first level

of zoom maybegreater than the first level of zoom. In some instances, imaging of

the first scene may causesthefirst set of image data to havea first angular frequency

based at least in part on the first focal length, and the imaging of the second scene

may cause the second collection of overlap data to have a second angular frequency

based at least in part on the second focal length, such that the second angular

frequencyis higher thanthe first angular frequency. In this particular aspect,

generating the first set of image data may includeinitially producing aninitial set of

image data and then producingthe first set of image data from the initial set of image

data by upsamplingthe initial set of image data for increasing the angular frequency

of the first set of image data, as compared to the initial image data, to a target angular

frequency suchthatthe first set of image data is upsampled image data. Theinitial sct
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of image data may include a group of initial data points, and the upsampling may

cause thefirst set of image data to include(i) the group of initial data points and (11)

an additional numberof data points. The upsamplingofthe initial set of image data

may further include interpolating betweenthe initial data points for assigning values

for cach of the additional of data points. Furthermore, the upsampling can include

matching the increased angular frequency to the second angular frequency suchthat

the target angular frequency ofthe first set of image data is at least approximately

equal to the second angular frequency.

[0014] In one embodiment, the first sub-camera may be configured with a

first sensor region having a first sensing surface, and the first sensor region may be

aligned suchthat the imaging of the first scene includes projecting an imageofthe

first scene throughthefirst aperture and ontothe first sensing surface such that the

first sensor region causes the generating ofthe first set of image data. In this

example, the second sub-camera may be furnished with a second sensor region having

a second sensing surface, and the second sensor region may be aligned such that the

imaging of the second scene includes projecting an image of the second scene through

the second aperture and onto the second sensing surface such that the second sensor

region causes the generating of the second set of image data. In one aspect of this

embodiment, the first sensing surface may havea first shape defined bya first surface

area and the second sensing surface may have a second shapethat at least generally

matchesthe first shape, and the second surface may have a second surfacearea that is

at least approximately equalto the first surface area. It is noted that the first sensor

region and the second sensor region mayeachbe a part of a single image sensor.

[0015] In another aspect of this embodiment, the first collection of overlap

image data mayinitially be represented based on first, second and third data channcls,

and changingthe first collection of overlap image data may include converting the

first collection of overlap image data, as represented by the first second and third data

channels, to represent the first collection of overlap image data based on a different

set of three data channels. For example, the first, second, and third channels may be

R, G and B channels, respectively, and the different set of data channels may be Y, U

and V channels.
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[0016] In yet another aspect of this embodiment, the second collection of

overlap image data maybeinitially based onfirst, second, and third channels, and

representing the fused set of overlap image data may further include converting the

second collection of overlap image data (as represented by thefirst, second, and third

channels) to represent the second collection of overlap data based onadifferent set of

three channels. Each of the different channels may serve as one ofthe plurality of

image data subsets. For example, the three data channels may be R, G, and B

channels, and the different set of data channels may be Y, U and V channels, and the

Y channel mayserve as the selected subset of overlap imagedata.

[0017] In an aspect, generating the first set of image data may include

initially producinga set of initial image data and then producingthefirst set of image

data from the initial image data by applying a first forward transformationto at least a

portion of the initial image data such that the first set of image data may be

transformed data in a transform domain such thatthe first set of image data least

generally represents, in the transform domain, at least some of the portion ofthe

initial image data, and representing the second collection of overlap image data may

include applying a second forward transformation to at least some of the second set of

image data such that the characteristic of the second collection of imagedatais

represented in the transform domain, andat least the selected image data subsetis

composed of transformed data. Changing the first collection of overlap image data

may include merging the selectedone of the image data subsets withthe first

collection of overlap image data in the transform domain to generate a merged data

set in the transform domain, and producing the fused set of image data may include

converting the merged data set from the transform domain by applying thereto at least

one of(i) a reverse transformation and (ii) an inverse transformation.

[0018] In an additional aspect, producing the fused set of image data

further may include identifying at least one spatial feature that is present at a feature

position within the first collection of overlap image data ofthefirst set of imagedata,

searching for a related representation ofat least one identified spatial feature (in the

selected image data subset) such that each related representation at least

approximately correspondsto oneofthe identified features, and (for at least a selected

one of the related representationsthat is located in the selected image data subset
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based on the searching) registering the selected related representation as being

associated with the feature position of the corresponding identified feature. In this

additional aspect, changingthe first collection of overlap image data may include

modifying each identified spatial feature based on the correspondingrelated

representation of that feature. It is noted that the related representation may have a

related feature position within the selected image data subset, and searching for the

related representation can include finding a spatial shift between the related fcature

position and the feature position. It is further noted that finding the spatial shift may

include determining that the spatial shift is non-zero and is caused by parallax

betweenthe first and second sub-cameras.

[0019] The additional aspect may include(i) defining a reference block

overlying the feature position and having a shapethat overlies a reference portion of

the first collection of overlap image data such that the reference portion of image data

at least represents the spatial feature, (ii) defining a search region within the selected

image data subset, and (iii) designating a plurality of candidate blocks within the

search region, each of which candidate blocks overlics an associated portion of the

selected image data subset at a candidate position therein. In some instances the

searching may include determining a degree of correspondence between (1) the

reference portion of data overlaid by the reference block and (i) the portion of data

associated with each ofthe plurality of candidate blocks, and in this instance one

candidate block may be selected based on the degree of correspondence, such that the

selected candidate block exhibits the highest degree of correspondence as compared

to the other candidate blocks. Registering the selected related representation may

include associating the candidate position of the selected candidate block with the

feature position, and modifying of the spatial feature may include include changing

the reference portion ofdata based on at least some of the portion of data associated

with the selected candidate block. Designating the plurality of candidate blocks may

include defining a first candidate block as a specific one of the plurality of candidate

blocks, and a second candidate block as a different one of the plurality of candidate

blocks, such that the first and second candidate blocks partially overlap one another.

[0020] In addition to the exemplary aspects and embodiments described

above, further aspects and embodiments will becomeapparent by reference to the
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drawings and bystudy of the following descriptions. In addition to the exemplary

aspects and embodiments described above, further aspects and embodiments will

becomeapparent by reference to the drawings and bystudyofthe following

descriptions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] Exemplary embodimentsare illustrated in referenced figures of the

drawings. It is intended that the embodiments and figures disclosed herein are to be

illustrative rather than limiting.

[0022] FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating fusion of image data from

two sources.

[0023] FIG. 2A is a diagrammatic view of one embodiment of an optical

design for a multi-aperture camera.

[0024] FIG. 2B is a diagrammatic view of another embodimentofan

optical design for a multi-aperture camera.

[0025] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a multi-aperture imaging

system.

[0026] FIG.4 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process

for creating full-size images from a multi-aperture camera that shares a single sensor.

[0027] FIG. 5 is an exemplaryplotillustrating the differences in angular

frequency information contained in the images produced from optical sub-systems

having different focal lengths, but the samc f-number.

[0028] FIG.6 is a series of exemplary plots, shown here to ulustrate how

differences in angular frequency information from images produced from sub-

cameras having different focal lengths can be exploited in fusing the images.

[0029] FIG. 7 is a combination block diagram and flow chart illustrating

optional embodiments of the methods for processing and fusing images from a mullti-

aperture camera.

[0030] FIG. 8 is a combination block diagram and flow chart illustrating

other embodiments of methods for processing and fusing images from a multi-

aperture camera.
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[0031] FIG. 9 is a combination block diagram and flow chart illustrating

another embodiment for processing and fusing images from a multi-aperture camera.

[0032] FIG. 10 is a diagramatic view of a two-dimensional sensorarray

for use in one embodiment of a multi-aperture camera.

[9033] FIG. 11 illustrates one embodiment of a process for registering and

fusing image data produced by grayscale and color sub-cameras in a multi-aperture
camera.

[0034] FIG. 12 illustrates one embodiment of a process for registering

image data produced by grayscale and color sub-cameras in a multi-aperture camera,

in an embodiment.

[0035] FIG. 13 illustrates one embodimentof a process for fusing

registered image data produced by grayscale and color sub-cameras in a multi-

aperture camera, in another embodiment.

[0036] FIG. 14 is a contourplot illustrating the amount of parallax present

between objects imaged by grayscale and color sub-cameras in one embodiment of a

multi-aperture camera.

[0037] FIG. 15 is a plot comparing cross-sectional intensity changes for

grayscale and color sub-cameras in one embodiment of a multi-aperture camera.

[0038] FIG. 16 is a plot comparing cross-sectional contrast changes for

grayscale and color sub-cameras in one embodiment of a multi-aperture camera, in an

embodiment.

[0039] FIG. 17 showsline plots of a cross-section through a dark to bright

transition region, in a luminance channelof a color image produced by a color sub-

camera betore image fusion.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0040] The following description is presented to enable one of ordinary

skill in the art to make and use the embodiments herein, and is provided in the context

of a patent application and its requirements. Various modifications to the described

embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art and the principles

herein may be applied to other embodiments. Thus, the present disclosure is not
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intended to be limited to the embodiments shownbutis to be accorded the widest

scope consistent with the principles and features described herein.

[0041] Certain embodiments described in this disclosure address issues

that affect currently available systems by providing multi-aperture camera systems

with the imaging characteristics approaching those of optical zoom anda size profile

similar to fixed focus systems. In addition to combinations of optical and electronic

components, this disclosure provides methods for fusing images having different

optical characteristics.

[0042] The use of multi-aperture digital camera systems provides

advantages over certain optical zoom systems(e.g., smaller module height, lower

cost, elimination of moving parts) and overstrictly digital zoom systems(e.g., better

image quality, as quantified by, for example, image resolution).

[0043] A first digital camera, for example, operated by a first

photographer, exhibits a specific fixed focal length, and the focal length influences an

overall field of view that is consistent with a given level of zoom of thefirst digital

camera. For example, the first digital camera is hand-held by the first photographer

and hand-aligned in a direction suitable for imaging a sct of objects that is centered on

a tree (as a first object) and includes a person (as a second object)sitting at a picnic

table (as a third object) The field of view ofthe first digital camera can be of

sufficient transverse extent such that the imaged scene includesall three objects, each

in their entirety, in a way that is consistent at least with (i) the directional orientation

of the camera, (ii) a given spacing from the camerato thetree, and(iii) the level of

zoom of the camera. The first photographer can select a fixed focal length camera

having a sufficiently “wide” angle lens (i.e., corresponding to a low degree of zoom)

such that all three objects can be simultaneously imaged. Alternatively, thefirst

photographercanintentionally place herself at a selected distance from the objects in

order to achieve the desired result of having all three objects within the field of view

of the camera. As described immediately above, the level of zoom ofthe camerais

determined in part by the focal length of the camera, with the resulting field of view

being determined by other factors such as a physical size of a sensor array (such as a

charge-coupled device, or “CCD”array) utilized by and associated with the camera.
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In this example, the first digital camera producesa first set of image data

corresponding to the imaged scene.

[0044] Continuing with the above example, a second photographer can

stand next to the first photographer, and hold a fixed focal length compact digital

camerathat is aligned in approximately the same direction as the first photographer’s

camera. The second photographer in this example might be particularly interested in

the tree, and maytherefore elect to utilize a digital zoom feature to digitally adjust the

level of zoomsuchthat only the tree (the first object in the scene) is captured, while

the rest of the scene is cropped. In this example, the compact digital camera produces

a second set of image data corresponding to the tree. While the second set of image

data (captured by the second photographer) corresponds to the sametree that is

imaged in a correspondingportion ofthe first set of image data, and therefore can be

considered as representing a part of the same scene imagedbythefirst set of image

data, for purposesofthis disclosure, the second set of image data is regarded as

representing a second scene that overlaps the first scene.

[0045] Throughoutthis disclosure, the terms “image” and “digital signal”

are used interchangeably whenreferring to signal processing. For example, those

skilled in the art will recognize that the term “image processing”is often used

interchangeably with “digital signal processing” or, more simply, “signal processing”.

[0046] Turning now to the figures, wherein like reference numbers are

used hereinafter to refer to like components wheneverpossible throughout the various

figures, FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating fusion of image data from two sources.

A scene 5 is imaged by two cameras 10 and 12 that imagefields of view 20 and 22,

respectively, producing first and second sets of image data 30 and 32, respectively. In

embodiments herein, camcras 10 and 12 may be physically separate devices, as shown

in FIG. 1, or may be sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera, as discussed

below in connection with FIG. 2A and 2B. First and second sets of image data 30 and

32 overlap in an overlap region 40. In an embodiment, data from first and second sets

of image data 30 and 32 are utilized to generate a fused set of image data 45. Fused

set of imaged data 45 may span overlap region 40, as shown in FIG. 1, or may extend

beyond overlap region 40 to the extent of either first and second sets of image data 30

and 32, as will be discussed below.
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[0047] FIG. 2Aillustrates a simplified diagrammatic representation of an

exemplary multi-aperture zoom camera 95 that includes two sub-cameras. Each sub-

camera includes an optical sub-system (represented by boxes 110 and 120 in FIG. 2A)
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in optical communication with a detector, or sensor region, 100 or a portion of image

sensor region 100 along a respective optical axis (102, 103). The optical sub-systems

may include one or moreoptical elements such as lenses, but also may include

spacers and elements without optical power.

[0048] In the embodiment of a multi-aperture camera illustrated in FIG.

2A, each of optical sub-systems 110 and 120 may have a different focal length, but

the same f-number, and each optical sub-system may image a scene and project an

image onto a portion (such as approximately one half) of sensor region 100 for

generating a corresponding set of image data corresponding to each scene. Sensor

region 100 in this exemplary embodiment maybe provided, for instance, as a

complementary metal oxide semiconductor (“CMOS”) sensor, a CCD array or any

other analog or digital array of sensors or sensor media capable of receiving image

information from two or more optical sub-systems. While sensor region 100 is

illustrated in FIG. 2A as one continuous part or component, there is no requirement

for this to be the case, as will be described below. In the exemplified illustration in

FIG.2, each optical sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in

different fields of view; there is a “wide” sub-camera 120 having aperture 107 and a

“tele” or “zoom” sub-camera 110 having aperture 105.

[0049] In the embodiment of FIG. 2A,it is convenientfor illustrative

purposesto consider an image sensorthat is a two-dimensionalarray of individual

sensing pixels, with a total of about 3 megapixels in the entire array. In a two-

aperture system such as the one shownin FIG.2, each half of the image sensor used

by each of the optical sub-systems might include about 1.5 megapixels. It is

contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be

shared in any manner; that is, pixels thereof may be (1) in separate sensor chips with

images focused thereon by a single optical system or by separate optical subsystems,

(2) blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip, or (3) interleaved in

any mannerwithin a single sensor chip. Similarly, sensors (and/or pixels thereof) of
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separate cameras that provide image data for embodiments herein are not limited to

having identical shapes orsizes.

{[0050] Attention is now turned to FIG. 2B with continuing reference to

FIG. 2A. FIG. 2B illustrates another embodiment of multi-aperture camera 95,

having a sensor region configured as two separate sensors 130 and 140 respectively.

In FIG.2B first sub-camera 150 is indicated with a coarse dashed line and second

sub-camera 160 is indicated with a fine dashed line. First sub-camera 150 includes

optical sub-system 110 configured to imagea first scene throughfirst aperture 105

and first sensor 130 mayreceive the resulting image for generating therefromafirst

set of image data (represented by an arrow 301) corresponding to the imagedfirst

scene. Second sub-camera 160 includes second optical sub-system 120 configured to

image a second scene through second aperture 107 and second sensor 140 may

receive the resulting second image for generating therefrom a secondset of image

data (represented by an arrow 302) corresponding to the imaged second scene. First

and second sub-cameras 150 and 160 are therefore disclosed as a way to generate

image data from two sub-cameras. Certain embodiments hercin may require that one

or the other of sub-cameras 150 and 160 havecertain relative focal lengths(e.g., tele

or wide) or imaging capabilities (e.g,. grayscale or color image data); it is not

intended that such requirements remain fixed to one sub-cameraorthe other

throughout the present disclosure. Also, it is recognized herein that the first and

second optical sub-systems each may include one or more optical elements such as,

but not limited to, refractive elements, diffractive elements, apertures, phase

modifying elements and spacers, and that the first and second optical sub-systems

may be identical to each other, may have different optical or physical characteristics,

and may or may not be physically adjacent to one another as shown in FIGS. 2A and
2B.

[0051] Aperture 105 and optical sub-system 110 may be configured, for

example, such that first sub-camera 150 has a widerfield of view as compared to

second sub-camera 160. In other words, first sub-camera 150 serves as a wide sub-

camera having a field of view that is wider as comparedto that of second sub-camera

160. Furthermore, second sub-camera 160 may serve as a “tele” sub-camera having a

higher level of zoom as compared to first sub-camera 150.
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[0052] As described above, the first and second sub-cameras in the present

example may be oriented in a direction that is approximately the samefor both the

first and second cameras, as indicated by optical axes 102 and 103, respectively. Asa

result, the first and second scenes may overlap one another such that overlapping

portions of the two scenes may simultaneously represent a similar image, albeit from

two slightly different views. This causes the first and second image data sets to

include subsets of data that are to be considered as overlapping one another, as will be

discussed in greater detail below.

[0053] Attention is now turned to FIG. 3 with ongoing reference to FIG.

2B. FIG.3 illustrates an embodiment of a multi-aperture imaging system 164. Multi

aperture camera 100 providesfirst and second sets of image data 301 and 302 toa

processor 166 which may,for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the

image data sets as will be described hereinafter, and fused image data 350 may then

be provided to an image output device 167. It is noted that one or both of processor

166 and output device 167 may be arranged integrally with the multi-aperture camera,

in a mannerthat is analogous to conventional digital cameras having integral

processors and displays. In another cxample, one or both of processor 166 and output

device 167 maybe arranged externally to the given multi-aperture camera. In either

arrangement, processor 167 is configured for receiving image data from multi-

aperture camera 100, and image output device 167 is configured for receiving

processed imagedata from processor 166. As described above, and based on well

known techniques, image data may be represented and/or conveyed using one or both

of (i) electrical signals (wirelessly or by electrical conductors) and (ii) memoryor

other digital storage techniques.

[0054] FIG. 4 schematically illustrates operation of a system 170 for

processing first and sccond scts of image data generated byfirst and second sub-

cameras ofa multi-aperture camera (e.g., sub-cameras 150 and 160 of FIG. 2A and

FIG. 2B). First and second sensorregions 17] and 172 respectively, associated with

first and second sub-cameras 150 and 160 respectively, each have N/2 pixels such that

the multi-aperture camerahasa total of N pixels. In some instances, a user of the

multi-aperture camera maydesire that a final image size have a total of N pixels. For

example, a multi-aperture camera mayinclude first and second sensor regions,
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associated with the first and second sub-cameras, that each have 1.5 megapixels, such

that the overall sensor region of the multi-aperture camera is 3 megapixels. In another

example, a user of the multi-aperture camera maydesire that a final imagesize(tele

or wide) correspond to the original 3 megapixel sensor size. FIG. 4 represents one
way to accomplish this by applying 2-dimensional upsampling and interpolation to

the first and second sets of image data (for example digital signals) associated with

the first and second sub-cameras. Upsampling is a process of increasing the sampling

frequency ofa digital signal and creates new data points in the signal. Interpolation

calculates the values for the created data points. A first set of image data 173, having

N/2 pixels, is upsampled and interpolated to provide a first upsampled and

interpolated set 174, and a second set of image data 175 having N/2 pixels,is

upsampled and interpolated to provide a second upsampled and interpolated set 176.

Importantly, the newly created data points did not exist in the original digital signal

and as a consequence, upsampling and interpolation generally results in some level of

degradation in image quality. Methods of upsampling and interpolation include, but

are not limited to, linear interpolation, polynomial interpolation, spline interpolation,

bilinear interpolation, bicubic interpolation, and wavelet interpolation. In cases where

a higher level of image quality is desired by the multi-aperture camcra user,it is

possible to combine, or fuse, the data contained in two or more of the images recorded
in the multi-aperture camera to create a single, foveated high resolution image. These

fused images will have regions of higher resolution and may be combined with other

upsampling and interpolation techniques to create a high quality image.

[0055] FIG. 5 shows a plot 180 thatillustrates differences in angular

frequency information present in images having different fields of views, but identical

image sensor sizes. For simplicity, the plot applies with respect to image data values

lying along one-dimension only of a given image sensor and/or sensing region. Those

skilled in the art will recognize that this discussion may be adaptcd to apply to the

two-dimensional sensor systems described herein.

[0056] Well knownprinciples of sampling theory dictate that for a

detector with ‘n’ pixels, the sampling frequency(fs) of the detector is

fs =n/FOV,
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where FOVis the field of view, in degrees. This yields a Nyquist sampling frequency

of:

Nyquist = fs/2

in cycles/degree. Optical systems generally cannot distinguish frequencies abovethe

Nyquist limit. As depicted in FIGS. 2A and 2B, the wide and tele optical sub-systems

may be configured such that the image captured by the tele system correspondsto, or

overlaps with, some portion of the image captured by the wide optical sub-system.

This will be referred to as the “overlap region”. For the multi-aperture cameras

illustrated in FIGS. 2A and 2B, the “wide” optical sub-system may have, for example,

a field of view of 60 degrees. As an example, given a 1024 pixel sampling (in one

dimension), the “wide” Nyquist frequency is 8.5 cycles/degree. The “tele” optical

sub-system in FIGS. 2A and 2B uses the same numberofpixels as the wide optical

sub-system, but has a field of view, for example, of 30 degrees, yielding a “tele”

Nyquist frequency of 17 cycles/degree. In the embodiments in FIG. 2A and 1B, the

tele optical sub-system may create an image with a field of view that substantially

overlaps the central portion of the wide image, defining an overlap region over which

the second scene (imaged by the second sub-camera) substantially overlapsthe first

scene (imaged by the first sub-camera). With regard to this overlap region, a

correspondingcollection of the first set of image data 1s considered asa first

collection of overlap image data, and a corresponding collection of the secondset of

imagedata is to be considered herein as a second collection of overlap image data. In

other words,the first collection of overlap image data (from the first sub-camera)

overlaps the second collection of overlap image data (from the second sub-camera).

In a particular example depicted graphically by FIG. 5 the wide signal only includes

frequency data below 8.5 cycles/degree (a region 200 in FIG. 4) and the tele image

contains frequency data from 0 to 17 cycles/degree for the overlap region. Thatis, the

tele image contains high frequency data that was not captured by the wide sub-camcra

(e.g., between 8.5 and 17 cycles/degree). A shaded region 210 represents the high

frequency data captured by the tele optical sub-system.

[0057] FIG. 6 showsa series of three plots 192, 194 and 196, vertically

aligned with one another and generally indicated by reference number 190, that

illustrate certain principles underlying one embodiment of a method of image fusion.
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Asillustrated in FIG.6, a first set of image data (for example a digital signal)

generated by a wide optical sub-system (e.g., a “wide image”) may be upsampled (for

example as described with reference to FIG. 4) to match an angular sampling

frequency ofa tele digital signal obtained from a tele optical sub-system (e.g., a “tele

image’) such that each of the images has the same, or nearly the same,effective

Nyquist frequency. The upsampled first sct of image data 191 is represented in first

plot 192, and the second set of image data 193 is represented in second plot 194. Itis

noted that second set of image data 193 has been high-passfiltered, as will be

described in greater detail below. Upsamplingthefirst set of image data to create first

set of image data 191 effectively doubles a numberofpoints in the wide image

without changingits field of view, but it also leaves a “gap”in the frequency domain

between a detected Nyquist frequency and an upsampled Nyquist frequency ofthe

image data (in this example, from 8.5 to 17 cycles per degree). This gap can befilled

by calculated data (e.g., interpolation, as previously described with reference to FIG.

3), but if the region of overlap between the fields of view of the tele and wide images

is known,or can be determined by imageregistration techniques, high-frequency

information captured by the tele image may be addedback into the upsampled wide

imageat that overlap region. In other words, the high frequency tele data may be

used to fill the ‘gap’ created by upsampling the wide image, at the overlap region.

This results in a fused, foveated image of high resolution, represented in FIG. 6 by

fused data set 195, shown in third plot 196 that includes both first set of image data

191 and second set of image data 193. In the event that the upsampling ofthe first set

of image data results in an angular frequency that does not exactly match the angular

frequency of the tele signal, additional blending steps may be utilized as part of, or in

addition to, the fusion of tele image data with wide image data, to improve image

quality of fused data set 195.

[0058] FIG.7 illustrates details of one embodiment ofthe process of FIG.

6. In FIG.7, a first set of image data 300 (e.g., a wide image) is upsampled and

interpolated to form a target image 310. A secondset of image data 320 (e.g., a tele

image) is centered and blended into target image 310. As described previously with

reference to FIGS. 2A and 2B, the first and second sub-camerasin the present

cxample maybeoriented in a direction that is approximately the same for both the
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first and second cameras, as indicated by axes 102 and 103, respectively. As a result,

the first and second scenes, imaged bythe first and second cameras and represented

by the first and second sets of image data, may overlap with one another suchthat

overlapping portions of the two scenes may simultaneously represent a similar

physical source of scenery, albeit from two slightly different views. As described

previously, this may causethe first and second imagedata sets to include collections

of data that are to be considered as overlapping one another, as will be discussed in

greater detail immediately hereinafter.

[0059] FIG.7 illustrates a particular example wherein a multi-aperture

camera is configured such that the second sub-camera(e.g., sub-camera 160, FIG.

2A) having a higher level of zoom as comparedto the first sub-camera) is aligned

with the first sub-camera(e.g., sub-camera 150) in an orientation that causes the

second scene (imaged by the second camera) to be at least approximately centered

within the first scene (imaged bythe first camera). Oneresult of this arrangementis

that a second set of image data overlaps a first collection of overlap data that is

centered within the first set of image data. In this particular arrangement, as depicted

in FIG.7, the secondset of imagedata is entirely overlapped bythe first set of image

data, and the entire secondset of image data serves as the secondset of overlap image

data.

[0060] In one embodiment (Option A — indicated in FIG. 7 by acircled

letter “A”), a blend procedure may include changing a first set of overlap image data

by directly replacing data from an upsampled wide image with low and high

frequency data from a tele image. Alternatively, the low frequency data from the tele

and wide images may be averaged as part of the center and blend step, and the high

frequency data (obtained after interpolation of the wide image) is replaced with data

from the tele image. In another embodiment, indicated by Option B (indicated in

FIG. 7 by a circled letter “B”), a high-pass filter 315 is optionally applicd to the signal

from the tele image prior to the steps of centering and blending, to remove low

frequency data. High-passfilters, suitable for use as high-passfilter 315 in the

processillustrated in FIG. 6, may include convolution filters such as finite impulse

response (FIR)filters and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters, among others.

Removing low frequency data already present in an overlap region 312 of the wide
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image, from the tele image, allows faster, less computationally intense fusion of the

two images.

[0061] As mentioned previously, a tele image may not correspond to the

exact image center of a wide image,or that the tele image may only partially overlap

with the wide image. For example, mechanical alignment between axesofa first

camera and a second camera(e.g., axes 102 and 103, FIG. 2B) may be oflimited

precision, and the mechanical alignment mayresult in a spatial shift between the first

and second scenes such that the second sceneis not perfectly centered within the first

scene. Therefore, it may be necessary to compensate for the spatial shift using signal

processing techniquesto register the two images prior to fusion. Image registration

techniques, to be described in detail at appropriate points hereinafter include, but are

not limited to: identification and alignment of center pixels for the two images to be

registered; mapping features(e.g., lines, curves, boundaries, points,line intersections,

and others) in one imageto features in a second image; image similarity methods;
search-based methods; spatial-domain methods (using control points); and frequency

domain methods(e.g., phase correlation).

[0062] In certain of the image fusion processes presented herein, a

resulting imageis either a full-size wide imageora full-size tele image, produced

using upsampling/interpolation of the original tele image. The term “full-size,” in the

case where sub-cameras in a multi-aperture camera share a single sensor, meansthat a

resulting image size corresponds to an image that would be produced using

substantially all of the pixels available on the sensor, were it not shared. This does

not preclude a user from choosing an intermediate level of zoom between wide and

tele fields of view. Further cropping and re-sampling of target image 310, for

example, allows the user to choose any level of zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture

camera as a continuous zoom camera.

[0063] FIG.8 illustrates an embodimentof a process 332 for fusing tele

and wide images. It relies on the principles described above with reference to FIG.7,

but also takes advantage of the human eye’s increased sensitivity to luminance over

chrominancewith respect to blending of overlap regions of wide and tele images

represented by first and second sets of image data, respectively. Using only

luminance data allows for a decreasein computational demands for signal processing
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and fusion algorithms, and may reduce susceptibility to color effects (e.g., color

aliasing) at edges. Image sensorsoften utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter

array (“CFA”), such as a Bayer pattern CFA, for representing a given set of image

data as a group using three data subsets corresponding to red, green and blue. There

are a numberof other available techniques for representing image data as a plurality

of image data subsets, andit is often possible to apply well established techniques to

convert image data from one representation to another. As one example, in the

embodiment exemplified in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide imagesare converted

from RGB to YUV in a conversion procedure 334. The YUV model defines a set of

image data in terms of one luminance (Y) channel and two chrominance channels (U,

V), and these channels may each be regarded as subsets of a given set of imagedata.

Then, as in previous examples, the wide image data is upsampled and interpolated in

an upsampling procedure 336. The step of upsampling/interpolating data from the

wide image may occurbefore or after conversion of RGB to YUV. Data from the Y

channel (luminance) ofa tele sub-camera may beoptionally high-passfiltered (i.e.,

option B,as indicated by filtering procedure 315, FIG. 8 ), as described previously.

Theresulting high frequency luminance data from the tele image is fused with the low

frequency luminance data from the wide image,also as described previously.

Optionally, as part of signal processing of the second set of image data, a gain

procedure 340 mayalso be applied to the high frequency data extracted from thetele

image prior to fusion with the low frequency data from the wide image. This process

is a form of an unsharp mask process. Finally, chrominance data from the wide image

maybe returned to form a final, blended image. Alternatively, because chrominance

data has been discarded from the tele sub-camera in this embodiment, the tele sub-

camera may utilize an image sensor that does not have a colorfilter array. This

allowsthe tele optical sub-systemto utilize its entire sensor area to collect luminance

data, resulting in even higher image resolution in the overlap region ofthe fused

image. In the example presented above, and as indicated in FIG. 8, chrominance data

from the U and V channels (chrominance data), as part of a second set of imagedata

(e.g., the tele image) are discarded as redundant to the U and V data obtained from the

wide image. In another embodiment, however, data from the tele U and V channels

may be averaged with the U and V data from the wide image to reduce noise.
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[0064] It is noted that high and/orlow passfiltering of a given set of

image is considered herein as one wayofat least approximately representing the

given set of image data based on one or more image data subsets, since applying

filtcring procedures to the given data set may be regarded as a procedurefor dividing

the data into different subsets of image data. For example, applying a high passfilter

to the given set of image data producesfiltered data that may be considered as a

subset of the image data, since the filtered data correspondsto the given set of image

data and represents onlya filtered subset thereof. Also, for a given overlap region

represented byat least two sets of overlap imagedata, the tele image captures both

high and low frequency information for that region while the wide image captures

only low frequency information. As will be described immediately hereinafter, the

unsharp maskprocess described above can be accomplished using much less

computational powerbytreating the wide image data as a low-passsubset ofthe tele

imagedata.

[0065] FIG. 9 schematically illustrates yet another embodiment of a

method 338 for image fusion. In method 338, high pass filtering is provided by

subtraction of the original wide image signal (discarding interpolated high frequency

data) from a tele imagesignal, after registration at a region of overlap. It is noted that

method 338 maybe performed in a waythat produces results that are substantially the

same as those or method 332, FIG.7 (e.g., applying a high-pass filter to the tele image

signal). However, method 338 may be performed without using a computational

filtering operation. Method 338 includes what is referred to herein as an “optical-

digital high-pass filter.” Again, a step of applying a gain 340toafiltered signalis

optional. Based on knowndigital processing techniques, this subtraction operation

may be used in conjunction with the gain operation to optionally replace the high-pass

filtering step described aboveandasillustrated in FIG. 8 when, for example, access to

computational poweris limited. For example, a subtraction operation requires far less

computational power, pixel for pixel, than, for example, applying a 7 x 7 convolution

filter that requires 49 multiplications and 48 additions for each pixel in the overlap

region. Process 338 maybe thoughtofas an optical-digital high-pass filter that may

be applied cither to full color images, or as in the example shownin FIG.7, to a

signal from a luminance channel only. It is noted that an image registration procedure
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342 is applied prior to subtraction procedure 344. As described above in reference to

FIG. 7, FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B, mechanical alignment between axis 102 of thefirst

camera and axis 103 of the second camera maybe of limited precision, and the

mechanical alignment mayresult in a spatial shift between first and second scenes

such that the second sceneis not perfectly centered within the first scene. It may thus

be desirable to compensate for the spatial shift using signal processing techniqucs to

register the two images prior to fusion. Image registration techniques are described in

greater detail immediately hereinafter.

[0066] While the embodiments herein disclose fusion of tele and wide

images produced by a multi-aperture camera, it will be appreciated by those skilled in

the art that the processes described and claimed herein can be applied to the fusion of

any two imagesthat have image overlap regions but differ in field of view and/or

native resolution. It is also contemplated that simply changing the order of certain

steps in the processes and methods described herein mayresult in substantially the

same fused images. Such re-ordering of steps thus falls within the scope of the

disclosed methods.

[0067] Having described systems and methodsrelating to multi-aperture

cameras and image fusion, a numberof further details are described below. Attention

is again returned to FIG. 2B. As discussed previously above, in multi-aperture

camera 100, each offirst and second optical sub-systems 110 and 120 is shown

imaging onto its own sensor(i.e., sensors 130 and 140, respectively), and additional

examples of a multi-aperture camera may include one or more optical subsystems

sharing the sameor different regions of a single sensor. Similarly, it may be desirable

for each sub-camera, or a group of sub-cameras, to use sensors positioned on different

planes. Image sensors suitable for use with multi-aperture camera 100 may include,

for example, a CMOSsensor, a CCD array orany other analog or digital array of

sensors or sensor media capable of receiving image information from one or more

optical sub-systems. Image sensors 130 and 140 may be identical, or may be

configured to have different physical, optical or electronic properties. For example,

first sensor 130 may be a grayscale sensor for capturing and generating first image

data 301 including luminance information corresponding to an object or a scene,

while second sensor 140 maybe a color scnsor for providing second image data 302,
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including color information about the object or scene. Second sensor 140 may

include, for instance, a CFA suchas a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color

sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (‘CMY’”)). It is noted that a

grayscale sub-camera generally produces only a luminancesignal (e.g., Y information

without U, V chrominance information). Conversely, a color sub-camera produces a

color image (e.g., RGB or CMY)that contains both chrominance and luminance

information.

[0068] Attention is now directed to FIG. 10 with continued reference to

FIG. 2B. A top view of sensors 130 and 140 of FIG. 2B is shownin FIG. 10. In this

example, first sensor 130 of FIG. 2B is an array of grayscale pixels, and second sensor

140 of FIG. 2B is an array of color-sensitive pixels. While FIG. 10 is not drawn to

scale, and only depicts a limited numberofpixels,it illustrates that a position of a

given pixel 360 can be described in terms of its position along a row (i) and a column

(/) such that each given pixel 360 is associated with a position indicated by a

coordinate (7, 7). While FIG. 10 depicts grayscale, first sensor 130 and color, second

sensor 140 aligned along sensor rows,it is noted that the sensors (or portions of a

single sensor shared by multiple optical sub-systems) may be aligned along the

columnsor offset in some other manner.

[0069] Twocharacteristics of a multi-aperture camera, such as multi-

aperture camera 100 of FIG. 2B, may include parallax and a differential sensitivity

between a grayscale and a color sub-camera. These characteristics are discussed

briefly below.

[0070] Dueto a separation betweenfirst and second sub-cameras 150 and

160 of FIG. 2B, multi-aperture camera 100 may have parallax between a grayscale,

luminance image produced byfirst sub-camera 150 and a color image produced by

second sub-camcra 160. In other words, because each sub-camera images a given

object or feature from a slightly different position, the position of the given object or

feature as projected on each sub-camera’s sensor may vary. Jt is noted that parallax is

a function of a camera-to-object depth (e.g., distance from the multi-aperture camera

95, FIG. 2B) andtherefore, for a three-dimensional object parallax changes across the

imaged object. That is, for objects or features at different camera-to-object distances,

an image of the object or feature in the first sub-camera may fall on different pixels as
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compared to an image of the same object or feature in the second sub-camera. When

the images are combined,it is desirable in most applications to at least reduce the

effects of parallax during imagefusion.

[0071] Additionally, because substantially all of the light available to a

grayscale sub-camera mayfall on pixels of its grayscale sensor, the grayscale sub-

camera may exhibit higher light sensitivity than a color sub-camerathat utilizes a

CFA for extracting color information. Moreover, spatial resolution of image data

obtained from the grayscale sensor(i.e., image data including luminance information

only) mayalso be higher than spatial resolution of image data in a luminance (Y)

channel of the CFA. The higherlight sensitivity and higher spatial resolution of the

grayscale sub-camera may be exploited by combiningthe set of image data generated

by the grayscale sub-camera with the set of color image data to form a final color

image with higher overall image quality, as comparedto the set of image data

obtained from the color sub-camera alone. Consequently, multi-aperture imaging

system 100 may provide advantages such as, but not limited to: 1) improved low-

light performancein terms of lower noise levels; 2) higher contrast as a result of the

better light-sensitivity of the grayscale sensor; and 3) knowledge of object depth

derived fromthe fusion algorithm and known camera geometries.

[0072] While the exemplary embodiment of the multi-aperture camera of

FIG. 2B is shownto include two sub-cameras, other numbers and configurations of

sub-cameras are possible. For example, three sub-cameras may be arranged in linear

or triangular configurations. Four or more sub-cameras may bearranged in a linear

manner, or in two or more rows(i.e., horizontal) or columns(1.e., vertical).

IMAGE REGISTRATION AND FUSION ALGORITHM

[0073] In an embodiment, fusion of image data from a multi-aperture

camera may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to

luminance information from a grayscale sub-camera image. In another embodiment,

a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the

grayscale sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera. Due to

parallax, one main difference between these two embodimentsis that certain objects

are spatially shifted in the resulting fused images.
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[0074] Attention is now turned to FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary

process 365 that utilizes processor 166 (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data 301 and

302 produced, for example, by grayscale and color sub-camerasin a multi-aperture

camera system. (It is appreciated that although process 365 and other processes

herein are described as operating on image data from a multi-aperture camera system,

other embodiments apply such processes to appropriate image data from imaging

systems of other types.) In a step 367, a second set of image data 302 from sccond

sub-camera 160 is converted to luminance-chrominance(i.e., YUV channels).

Conversion step 367 is necessary dueto the fact that, in the present example, image

data 301 from first sub-camera 150 is already in the luminance domain; consequently,

the color channels (e.g., RGB or CMY) from second sensor 140 are advantageously

converted to include a first channel of luminance data (Y) and additional channels of

chrominance data (UV)as a part of the image fusion process. We denote the

luminance channels of the grayscale and color images as Y, and Y_, respectively;

(U,V) and Ue, V..) denote their corresponding color channels. Note that, in the

exemplary embodiment, the (Uaoc ) channels are effectively zero initially because

the grayscale sub-cameracollects no chrominance data. Consistent with terminology

established above and used throughoutthis disclosure, each one of the

(Y,,¥-,U-,V-) channels is to be regarded as a subsetofits associated set of image

data.

[0075] Luminance channel Y,. from step 367 is directed to a step 369,

whereboth grayscale and color luminance channels Y, and Y,. are registered so as to

generate registration information 371 (indicated by an arrow). This registration step

mayutilize a set of basis functions applied to a digital signal in the sampled domain to

decomposethat signal into image data subsets, including at least two frequency sub-

bands in the transform domain, while maintaining localized information about the

frequency content. The application of such a function to data in the sampled domain

is referred to herein as a localized sampled domain frequency transform (“LSDFT’’).

One example of a LSDFTis the use of successive convolution filters to apply a series

of high pass and lowpassfilters to decompose an image,initially into high and low

frequency sub-bands, then into High/Low (“HL”), High/High (“HH”), Low/Low
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(“LL”) and Low/High (“LH”) bands. Another example of a LSDFTis the use of short

time Fourier transforms (“STFT’) to obtain information about bands of frequencies

for a given spatial interval. Another exemplary basis function is the wavelet

transform. Consistent with terminology established above, particularly in reference to

filtering of image data, any given frequency sub-band,including but not limited to

HH, LL, and LH bands, may be regardedas a subsetof its associated set of image

data, and STFT maybe utilized to decompose a given set of image data into subsets

of image data.

[0076] In one exemplary embodiment, registration step 369 utilizes

LSDFTprocessing in order to determine any disparity between the grayscale and

color luminance channels Y, and Y. caused by parallax effects. For instance,

registration step 369 may determine which group ofpixels in image Y,. corresponds

to a given group ofpixels inimage Y,.

[0077] Still referring to FIG. 11, registration information 371 generated in

registration step 369 is directed to a step 373 whereregistration information 371 is

combined with chrominance information (U,.,V..) from color image data 302 to form

fused set of color image data 375 with (Y,. 5 UU, 5 Ve ) . That is, image fusion step
373 calls corresponding color information from the (U,., V..) channels and addsit to

the appropriate (UG Vv.) channels.

[0078] In certain applications, it may be desirable to perform some

processing of the imagesprior to or following image fusion step 373 in orderto, for

instance, improvethefidelity of the fusion and/or reduceartifacts that result from any

potential registration errors. For instance, prior to image registration step 369, the

(y,oUe; Vv.) channels may be scaled prior to processing in order to account for any

intensity difference between the two sensors. For example, the data may be scaled by

applying gain to a given set of image data. Such intensity matching may be necessary

for properregistration of the grayscale and color images in imageregistration step

369. The matching of the Y channel intensity levels may be performed using a

method such as, but not limited to, scaling and gammacorrection. Additionally, post

processing after image fusion step 373 may be performed, for instance, to ensure that
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relative color gain stays the sameafter the image fusion operation. Such additional

processing steps are optional.

[0079] One advantage of the processillustrated in FIG. 11 resides in

enabling estimation of the U, Vo ) channels from the (Yo.YesUe, V.) channels

while utilizing any known information about any inherent dependence between them.

In other words, (¥,,¥-,U¢; V..) channels may be used to estimate the (previously

zero) (Ug,V¢ ) channels, first by utilizing known(orcalculated) registration between

them, then applying the knowncolor information from the (U,.,¥-) channels, as

discussed below.

IMAGE REGISTRATION

[0080] Image registration may require at lcast some overlap region

between two collections of overlap image data that are to be registered with onc

another. Whenthis occurs, some feature may be identified in a first collection of

overlap image data, and a second collection of overlap image data may beregistered

with the first collection of overlap image data. In particular, an example of image

registration step 369 is discussed in detail immediately hereinafter.

[0081] Imageregistration may be performedutilizing any LSDFT

applicable to a given sampled domain. For example, image registration may be

performed in the wavelct domain. As another example, image registration may be

applied in a transform domain suchthat at least one of the collections of overlap

image data is represented in that transform domain. The wavelet transform includes

an inherent property of allowing simultaneous access to localized spatial information

and localized frequency content without certain artifacts (e.g., ringing, intensity

mismatch, and edge discontinuity) commonly encountered in other block transform

methods. As an example, the wavelet transform may be applied in a sliding-window

fashion, which may be particularly useful when working in memory-constrained

processing environments. The exemplary wavelet transform described herein utilizes

Daubechies’ 4x4 wavelets [See, I. Daubechies, Ten Lectures on Wavelets, SIAM:

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics; First cdition (June 1, 1992)].

Alternatives using higher level wavelets, other families of wavelets (c.g., bi-
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orthogonal, Haar, Meyer, and Gabor), or other types of LSFTs are contemplated and

are considered as within the scope of embodiments disclosed herein.

[0082] Attention is now turned to FIG. 12 with ongoing reference to FIG.

2B, FIG. 10 and FIG. 11. FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary embodiment 369(1) of

image registration step 369 (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding

window transform. First, forward transforms 380 and 385, respectively, are applied to

grayscale and color luminance channels Y, and Y.. The results of forward

transforms 380 and 385 are two groups of dyadic frequency sub-bands denoted 400

(Vo oe YM) and 410 (Yo veYMsy) for the ¥, and ¥,tg >

channels, respectively. The schematicillustrations of of the two groups of sub-bands

are not drawn to scale. Each one of the (y, Me Y; me Y; aan Y, an ) sub-bandsincludes a
subset of image data represented in the transform domain and corresponding to the

entire block that is illustrated in FIG. 12 and denoted as Y,. Similarly, each one of
AL LH

the (y.OY) sub-bands includes a subset of image data corresponding
to the entire block that is illustrated in FIG. 12 and denoted as Y.. For example, the

Yo “sub block entirely overlaps and corresponds to the Y, channel.
LL

[0083] Next, the Y,~ sub-band image may be divided into overlapping or

non-overlapping blocks of size K, x K, (i.e., Ky pixels in an x-direction and Ky pixels

in a y-direction). Note that this division of the sub-band image maynot be necessary

in practice. However, it is contemplated that a “sliding” transform may beused,that

is, the transform may operate on one block at a time and the data needed to generate

subsequent blocks may be buffered. A full-frame version is described herein for

clarity. A given k" block in the LL sub-band from the Y, image is denotedin FIG.

12 as (y,oC‘ ), , and the corresponding blocks in the HL, LH and HH frequency sub-

bands are denoted in FIG. 12 as (yG° ), , (yin ), , and (y,GC" ), respectively.

[0084] Foreach “target” block (y.oe* ), , ablock in the LL sub-band from
the Y,. image corresponding to the same spatial region in object space that is occupied

by the target block is identified. This identified block from the Y, image may be
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chosen from all sets of possible (overlapping) K, x K, blocks in yo" . With prior

knowledgeof a spatial relationship between sub-cameras in a multi-aperture camera

system (or between other imaging systems that supply the Y. and Y, channels) the

search region may be greatly reduced. For example, using knowledge of the sub-

camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera (e.g., first and second sub-cameras 150

and 160 of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s) (e.g., first and second sensors 130 and 140 of

FIG. 2B), it is possible to estimate a parallax shift between the two or more sub-

cameras. For example, an inspection of FIG. 10, which illustrates the sensor

oricntation for the exemplary arrangement of grayscale and color sensors from FIG.

2B, reveals that any parallax that occurs in this particular multi-aperture camera,

occurs in one direction (e.g., along a row of pixels and spanning several columns of

the sensors). Because of the position of the grayscale sensor with respect to the color

sensor in the exemplary configuration shown in FIG. 10, any parallax for each pixel

position (7, /) in Y,” , if present, would occurat positions (7, /') in Yo , where

j'< 7. Also, given prior knowledgeof the imaging geometry for a given multi-

aperture system,it is possible to determine a maximum expected parallax shift from a

closest object distance of interest. For example, the maximum expected parallax for

closest objects in image space maybe P pixels in the wavelet domain. Thus, a search

region Z (denoted as the Z region in FIG. 12) maybe defined as a block of pixels in
LL

Y.~ whose row indices and maximum columnindex are the sameas those pixels in

(y.G° ), but whose minimum column index is P pixels Iess than the smallest column

index in (y,oC¢ ), .
[0085] In addition to utilizing prior knowledgeofthe spatial relationship

between sub-cameras (or separate imaging systems), it may be desirableto refine a

determination of parallax by identifying at least one spatial feature having a feature

position within the first collection of overlap image data, and then searching within

the second collection of image data for a related representation of the spatial feature

such that the related feature at least approximately correspondsto the identified

feature. It is then possible to register the related representation as being associated

with the first feature position. This makes it possible to compensate for parallax by
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changingthe first collection of overlap image data by modifying each identified

spatial feature based on the related representation thereof. For example, changing the

feature may include shifting the associated feature position in orderto spatially align

it with the related representation. Certain embodiments described below provide

examplary techniques for performing suchregistration.

[0086] Still referring to FIG. 12, search region Z may be divided into

overlapping K, x K, blocks. An overlap between these blocks may be chosenas, for

example, one pixel. Any such candidate j" block may be denoted as (y,o. ), for the
LL frequency sub-band ofthe color channel. The corresponding blocks in the HL,

LH and HHcolorchannel frequency sub-bands may be similarly denoted as (y,on )i>

(y,ca ); , and (y,on ), , respectively. In order to determine which of candidate blocks

(yi" ); correspondto target block (yo. ). the following sequence of steps may be
performed:

G) Merge(i.e., project) the high frequency blocks corresponding to low

frequency block (yco. )|; onto the high frequency blocks corresponding

to low frequency block (y.oe* ). . This operation may be performed, for
HH

instance, by swapping the blocks (v2 ), (rin ), , (v7 )} with the

blocks (x,a ), , (yt ), , (yi )f and performing an inverse transform.
Denote the spatial domain block that results from this operation as €.

(1) Compute an error between € and (Y,C );, Where (Y,C ) ; is the ji" block
in the sampled domain that correspondsto the je blocks in the

transform domain that are used to compute € in step (i). For example,

the comparison mayutilize a mean squared error (“MSE”) operation

scaled by the overall block intensity. Other error metrics, such as L1

norm, may be used.
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(iii)

[0087]

Steps (i) and (ii) may be repeated for all j values. The block index j*

that generates the lowest error may be selected as the block associated

with (y.oO* ), .
Attention is now directed to FIG. 13 in conjunction with FIG. 12.

FIG. 13 illustrates an embodiment 369(2) of image registration step 369 (see FIG. 11)

implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform.. Theinitial processing in

this alterative embodimentis substantially the sameas illustrated in FIG. 12 and

described above and may be performed in the wavelet domain using Daubechies’ 4x4

wavelets. For example, the steps of performing a forward transform (e.g., an LSDFT

such as a discrete wavelet transform) on both color and grayscale Y channels,
LL

defining a “target” block (y.G ), , and defining a search region Z are similar to the
embodimentillustrated in FIG. 12. Further processing as shown in FIG. 13 may

include the following:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Merge(e.g., project) the high frequency blocks corresponding to low

frequency block (y,oC© )};; onto the high frequency blocks corresponding

to low frequency block (yi ), . Like the process shownin FIG. 12,
this operation may be performed, for instance, by swapping the blocks

(ve), (ve), (727), } with the blocks {(rZ"),,(v2""),. (22), } and
performing an inverse transform, with an additional step of performing

a forward transform. Denote the block that results in the LL sub-band

. LL ,
at the same location as \Y¥G" J, as €’.

LE ;

Compute an error between ¢’ and (y.C )};. Again, the error
computation may utilize an MSE operation scaled by overall block

intensity, or other suitable error metrics, such as L] norm, may be

used.

Steps (i) and (ii) may be repeated for all j valucs. The block index j*

that generates the lowest error may be selected as the block associated

with (V4),
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[0088] As in the embodiment described by FIG. 12, steps (1) and (1) may

be repeated forall j values. The block index j* that generates the lowest error may be

selected as the block associated with (y,Ge ), .
[0089] Index and error information obtained using either of methods

369(1) and 369(2) described above mayberepresented, for example, as a “parallax

map” and/or an “error map.” The error map is a two-dimensionalarray of error

values calculated in step (iii) above for the block selected in step (iv) for each target

block processed. The parallax map is a two-dimensional array indicating which index

(i, j*) from Yi" correspondsto each index (7, /) in y,* and maybe represented as

pixel offset as a function of image coordinate.

[0090] Turning now to FIG. 14, an example of such a parallax map is

illustrated as a contour plot 500. In this example, two planar objccts were imaged

with a multi-aperture camera, such as multi-aperture camera 95 of FIG. 2B. One

object (at a center of the imaged scene) was placed at an object distance of 60 cm

from the multi-aperture camera and the other was placed at an object distance of 1 m

(background). Contour plot 500 in FIG. 14 reflects this object composition, showing

22 to 28 pixels of parallax in the center (e.g., associated with the object at 60 cm in

the present example) and 2 to 6 pixels of parallax associated with the object at 1 m.

With prior knowledge of the geometry for a particular multi-aperture camera, creation

ofsuch a parallax map may be used to obtain “ranging” information for objects in an

image created using the multi-aperture camera.

[0091] In another example, imageregistration step 369 (FIG. 11) may

include a simplified version of the process outlined above. For example, steps (1)-(ii1)

as described above in connection with step 369(1) (FIG. 12) may be replaced by a

simpler process where, instead of computing ¢, only blocks (yoOC )j; and (y,oe. ), are
directly compared. In most instances, results of this simplified comparison operation

are similar to the results of performing step 369(1). However, with certain objects

having high-frequency content, step 369(1) may yield more accurate registration

results. This is expected because inspection of only low-frequency sub-bands would

“miss” certain registration error that may be present only in the higher spatial

frequencies.
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IMAGE FUSION.

[0092] Attention is now turned to FIG. 15 in conjunction with FIG. 11. In

certain embodiments, image fusion step 373 (see FIG. 11) is integrated within or

performed concurrently with registration step 369. However, FIG. 15 illustrates the

operation of image fusion component 373 as a stand-alone step. Using registration

information computed in imageregistration step 369, color channels (UoVo) may be

‘merged’ onto grayscale channels (U,V). This image fusion step may be

accomplished utilizing a variety of digital signal processing methods and using some

or all of the frequency components of the digital signals. In one embodiment, only

low passed color information is used from the color channels. This offers two main

benefits: 1) using only low-frequency information may eliminate high-frequency

noise components that are inherently more significant in the color image, and thus

reduce the total noise in the fused set of image data; and 2) a low-pass smoothing

opcration may reduceanyartifacts that result from registration errors. In the

embodimentillustrated in FIG. 15, a wavelet transform may be applied to grayscale

and color chrominance channels (U© V.) and (UGe V.). Subsequently, resulting LL

frequency sub-band blocks from (Uoo.) maybeassigned (e.g., based on registration

information obtained in imageregistration step 369) onto the LL sub-band of Us; V,)

according to a parallax map generated as described above. In the present example,

high-frequency sub-bands may be ignored for the color channels. After the LL

frequency sub-band blocks from (U.,V,.) are assigned onto the LL sub-band of

(Uoo) an inverse wavelet transform may be applied to the merged Y, U, and V

channels to obtain a fused (Y,,U;, V,,) image as a fused set of image data, wherein

Y, =Y, and U,,V,,are subsets of image data that represent the U and V channels

from the original color image, registered and assigned onto the LL sub-band of

(U,.%), as discussed above.

[0093] A resulting fused set of image data, obtained as described above,

may offer improved image quality, for example, in low-light conditions, as compared

to a color image captured by a conventional, single aperture imaging system. For

example, application of the above-described algorithms to the images produced by a
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multi-aperture camera may result in a variety of advantages such as, but not limited

to: 1) improved low-light performance in terms of lowernoise levels; 2) higher-

contrast as a result of the better light-sensitivity of the grayscale sensor; and 3) object

depth information as a by-product of the aforedescribed image fusion process.

[0094] Attention is now turned to FIG. 16. FIG. 16 showstwo line plots

of luminance(i.e., Y channel) intensity as a function of pixcl position for a cross-

section(after correction for parallax) for a fused color image and a color sub-camera

image. First line plot 610 correspondsto Y,. of fused set of image data 350 (see FIG.

3), and secondline plot 620 corresponds to Y. of color image data 302. A first signal

mean 630 (correspondingto fused set of image data 350) is indicated as a solid

horizontal line, and a second signal mean 640 (corresponding to color image data 302)

is indicated as a dashed horizontal line. In each line plot, variations of the image data

around the corresponding meanintensity can be attributed to noise sourcesin the

imaging system. It may thus be seenthat first line plot 610 is higher in intensity than

second line plot 620, and, based on first and secondline plots 610 and 620, that noise

is less severe in the luminance channel of the fused set of image data as compared to

the luminance channel ofthe original color image. Signal-to-noise ratio (“SNR”) may

be used in the example shownin FIG.16 to quantify the noise reduction for the

luminance channel of the fused set of image data from the exemplary multi-aperture

camera over the luminance channel of the un-fused, original color image. In the

present context, SNR is understood to be the ratio of the signal meanto the signal

standard deviation (e.g., due to noise). In the example shown in FIG.16, the SNR of

the luminance channel of the fused set of image data may be calculated to be 100

while the SNR of the luminance channel of the original color image obtained from the

color sub-camera is 73.6. These values demonstrate an improvement of over 25% in

SNR ofthe fused set of image data, which amounts to a 2.7dB improvement.

[0095] Turning now to FIG. 17, in addition to the noise reduction, the

fused set of image data 350 from the exemplary multi-aperture camera also yields a

higher contrast compared to the color image produced by the color sub-camera alone.

FIG. 17 showsfirst and second line plots 710 and 720 of a cross-section through a

dark to bright transition region from the luminance channel Y,, of the fused color
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image, and the luminance channel Y,. of the color image produced bythe color sub-

camera before image fusion, respectively. First and second line plots 710 and 720

provide the necessary data to compute a contrast measure for each of these images. In

the context of the present disclosure, the contrast measure M may be defined as:

_ max(/)— min(Z)
max(/ )+ min(J )

where I is intensity of the luminance channel. Based on first and secondline plots

710 and 720, the contrast measure for the fused image from the exemplary multi-

aperture camera is M = 0.22, while that for the un-fused, color image from the color

sub-camera is M = 0.20, thereby demonstrating an improvement of 10% in the fused

image over the un-fused color image.

PRE- AND POST-PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

[0096] Referring briefly again to FIG. 11, a numberofadditional image

processing algorithms may be applied to the digital signals produced by the sub-

cameras of a multi-aperture camera. These additional algorithms may be applied

prior to, during, or after application of the image registration and fusion steps of FIG.

11, and mayresult in a higher quality fused set of image data 375. Image processing

algorithmsthat are applied to digital signals prior to image registration step 369 are

referred to hercin as “pre-processing algorithms”. Algorithms that are applied after

image fusion step 373 are referred to hercin as “post-processing algorithms”.

{0097] One exampleofa pre-processing algorithm is edge enhancement.

While enhancing edges(i.e., areas of high spatial frequency) may result in a higher

MSEforregistration errors than an MSEcalculated without edge enhancement, the

effect may be desirable in certain applications. One method of edge enhancement

involves increasing contrast of the images. Suitable methods include, for instance,

high pass boost and application of an unsharp mask. Methods for increasing contrast

include, but are not limited to, application of a gammacurveto the intensity levels in
the Y channels, and/or application of histogram stretch. In certain applications,if

contrast is increased in pre-processing, it may be necessary to reverse this operation

prior to an image fusionstep.
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[0098] One example of an image processing algorithm that may be applied

betweenthe imageregistration and image fusionstepsis a filtering operation to

correct for localized errors in the parallax map created during imageregistration step

369. Such localized errors may be caused by noise and can be removed,or reduced,

using a filtering operation applied to the parallax map prior to image fusion step 373.

For example, a filter may be selected to removeisolated sparse registration errors.

Onesuchfiltering operation may be achieved, for instance, using medianfiltering.

Other filtering operations suitable for removal of noise in the parallax map include the

application of band-passfilters.

[0099] Additionally, examination of the error map generated at image

registration step 369 may yield information aboutthe fidelity of the registration

operation. By comparing the errors to some predetermined or adaptively computed

threshold, an additional algorithm maybeutilized to decide whether or not to “color”

a certain wavelet block. This additional algorithm may beparticularly useful in the

presence of occluded regions, where there are objccts visible in the grayscale image

data that are not visible in the color image data due to parallax effects, which results

in that object having no corresponding color information. In such regions, the

calculated MSE maybehigher than other, non-occluded areas and, consequently, the

additional algorithm may be configured such that application of the algorithm does

not add color in occluded regions.

[0100] Also, it should be noted that the scaling of the chrominance(i.e., U

and V) channels of the color image from the color sub-camera system to the

chrominance channels of the grayscale image in step 367 should be performed with

care. For example, since color saturation is a function of the corresponding intensity

level, adaptive scaling of the chrominance channels maybe desirable during fusion in

order to ensure good colorfidelity.

[0101] While the examples described in this disclosure relate to the fusion

of images produced by a multi-aperture camera having color and grayscale sub-

cameras,it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the processes described

and claimed herein may be applied to the fusion of any two or more imagesthat have

image overlap regions, whether produced by a multi-aperture camera system or by

other imaging means. In addition, the examples described herein are applications of a
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localized transform to a digital signal in which the sampled domainis the spatial

domain. It is recognized herein that such localized transforms may be applied to

digital signals having other sampled domains such as, but not limited to, the temporal

domain. Application of the methods described herein to such images may thus be

considered to fall within the scope of the disclosed embodiments. It should thus be

noted that the matter contained in the above description or shownin the

accompanying drawings should be interpreted as illustrative and not a limiting sense.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimed 1s:

1. A methodfor image data fusion, comprising:

providinga first set of image data correspondingto an imagedfirst scene,

providing a secondset of image data corresponding to an imaged second scene

that at least partially overlaps said first scene in an overlap region,the

overlap region defining

a first collection of overlap image data as part of the first set of image data and

a second collection of overlap image data as part of the second set of image

data;

representing said second collection of overlap image dataas a plurality of

image data subsets such that each of the subsets is based onat least one

characteristic of the second collection of overlap image data, and each

subset spans the overlap region; and

producing a fuscdset of image data by modifyingthefirst collection of

overlap image data based onat least a selected oneof, but less than all

of, said image data subscts,

wherein the representing and producing steps are performed by an image

processor.

2. The method of Claim 1 wherein

providingthe first sct of image data includes providing luminancedata as part

of the first set of image data, such that said first collection of overlap

image data includesfirst luminance data;

providing the second set of image data includes providing luminance data as

part of the second set of image data, such that said selected one of said

image data subsets is a luminance channel including second luminance

data;

representing the second collection of overlap image data includes utilizing

luminanceas the characteristic of the second collection of overlap

imagedata, and
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modifying the first collection of overlap image data includes combining the

first and second luminance data.

3. The method of Claim 2 wherein providing the second set of image data

includes providing grayscale image data as said second luminance data.

4, The method of Claim 1 wherein representing said second collection of

overlap image data includesfiltering the second collection of overlap image data to

form the selected image data subset.

5. The method of Claim 4 wherein filtering the second collection of

overlap image data includes high-passfiltering the second collection of overlap image

‘ data such that high-passfiltered data forms the selected image data subset.

6. The method of Claim 4 whereinfiltering the second collection of

overlap image data includes convolutionfiltering the second collection of overlap

image data.

7. The method of Claim 1 wherein representing said second collection of

overlap image data includes scaling said second collection of overlap image data.

8. The method of Claim 7 wherein

providing the secondset of image data includes providing intensity

information as part of the second set of image data, such that said

second collection of overlap image data includessaid intensity

information, and

scaling said second collection of overlap image data includes changingat least

some of said intensity information.

9. The method of Claim 8 wherein scaling said second collection of

overlap image data includes applying a gain to said intensity information.

10. The method of Claim 1 wherein representing said second collection of

overlap image data includes transforming at least some of the second collection of

overlap image data such that the characteristic of the second collection of overlap
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image datais represented in a transform domain andatleast the selected image data

subset includes transformed data.

11. The method of Claim 1 wherein

providing said first set of image data includes establishinga first level of zoom

with respectto said first scene, and

providing said second set of image data includes establishing a second level of

zoomwith respect to said second scenethat is greater than saidfirst

level of zoom.

12. The method of Claim 11 wherein establishing the first and second

levels of zoom causessaid first set of image data to havefirst angular frequency

information basedat least in part on said first level of zoom, and causes said second

collection of overlap image data to have second angular frequency information based

at least in part on said second Icvel of zoom, and said second angular frequency

information represents a higher angular frequency than saidfirst angular frequency

information.

13. The method of Claim 12 wherein generating thefirst set of image data

includes

producing an initial set of image data and

producingsaid first set of image data from theinitial set of image data by

upsampling said initial set of image data to increase the angular

frequency representedin said first set of image data to a target angular

frequency.

14. The method of Claim 13 wherein

producingsaidinitial set of image data generates a group of initial data points,
and

upsampling causesthefirst set of image data to include(i) said group of initial

data points and(ii) an additional number ofdata points produced by

interpolating between theinitial data points for assigning values for

each of the additional of data points.
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15. The method of Claim 13 wherein said upsampling includes matching

said increased angular frequency to said second angular frequency such that the target
angular frequencyofthe first set of imagedatais at least approximately equal to said

second angular frequency.

16. The method of Claim 15 wherein modifying the first collection of

overlap image data includes blending said second collection of overlap image data

withsaid first sct of image data such that at least a majority of said fused image data

exhibits a resulting angular frequency that is at least approximately equalto said

second angular frequency.

17. The method of Claim 1 wherein providingthe first set of image data

includes providingsaid first collection of overlap imagedata asfirst, second and third

data channels, and modifyingsaid first collection of overlap image data includes

converting the first, second and third data channels to a different set of three data

channels.

18. The method of claim 17 wherein providing said first collection of

overlap image data includes providing said first, second and third channels as R, G

and B channels,respectively, and converting the first, second and third data channels

includes converting the R, G and B channels to Y, U and V channels.

19. The method of Claim 1 wherein providing the second set of image data

includes providing said secondcollection of overlap imagedata asfirst, second and

third channels, and representing said second collection of overlap image data includes

converting the second collection of overlap image data to a different set of three

channels, cach of which different channels forms one ofsaid plurality of image data

subsets.

20. The method of Claim 19 wherein providing said second collection of

overlap image data includes providing said first, second and third channels as R,G,

and B channels, and converting the second collection of overlap image data includes

converting the R, G and B channcls to a different set of three channels including Y, U

and V channels.
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21. The method of Claim 20 including selecting said Y channel as the

selected subset of overlap image data.

22. The method of Claim 1 including modifying said sccond colection of

overlap image data by subtracting therefromsaid first set of overlap image data.

5 23. The method of Claim | wherein

providing the first set of image data includes

producinganinitial set of initial image data and

producingsaidfirst set of image data from the set of initial image data by

applying a first forward transformationto at least a portion ofsaid

10 initial image data such that said first set of image data is transformed

data in a transform domain andrepresents, in said transform domain,at

least some ofsaid portion ofthe initial image data; and

representing the second collection of overlap image data includes applying a

second forward transformation to at least some of said second set of

15 image data such that the characteristic of the second collection of

overlap imagedata is represented in said transform domain, and the

selected image data subset is a transformed data subset.

24. The method of Claim 23 wherein modifying said first collection of

overlap image data includes merging the selected one of the image data subsets with

20 the first collection of overlap image data in the transform domain to generate a

merged data set in the transform domain.

25. The method of Claim 24 wherein producing the fused set of image data

includes converting the merged data set from the transform domain by applying

thereto at least onc of(i) a forward transformation and (ii) an inverse transformation.

25 26. The method of Claim 1 wherein producing the fused set of image data

further includes

identifying at least one spatial feature that is present at a feature position

within the first collection of overlap image data, as an identified spatial

feature;
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identifying a related representation of each such identified spatial feature, in

the selected image data subset, such that each related representationat

least approximately corresponds to one of the identified spatial

features;

registering a selected related representation as corresponding with a feature

position of the corresponding identified spatial feature; and

wherein changingthefirst collection of overlap image data includes modifying

at least one identified spatial feature based on the corresponding

related representation of that feature.

27. The method of Claim 26 wherein the related representation has a

related feature position within the selected image data subset, and identifying the

related representation includes identifying a non-zero spatial shift between said

related feature position and said feature position.

28. The method of Claim 26 wherein identifying said spatial shift includes

determining that the spatial shift is caused by parallax between first and second sub-

cameras that provide the first and second sets of image data, respectively.

29, The method of Claim 26 further including

defining a reference block overlying said feature position and having a shape

that overlics a reference portion of said first collection of overlap

image data such that the reference portion of image data represents

said spatial feature, and

defining a search region within the selected image data subset,

designating a plurality of candidate blocks within the search region, each of

which overlies an associated portion of the selected image data subset

at a candidate position therein,

wherein said identifying includes

determining a degree of correspondence between(i) the reference portion of

image data overlaid by the reference block and (ii) the portion ofthe

selected image data associated with each ofthe plurality of candidate

blocks, and
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selecting one of the candidate blocks, based on the degree of correspondence,

that exhibits the highest degree of correspondence among the candidate

blocks.

30. The method of Claim 29 wherein designating the plurality of candidate

blocks includes defining a first candidate block and a second candidate block that

partially overlap one another.

31. The method of Claim 29 wherein registering the selected related

representation includes associating the candidate position ofthe selected candidate

block with the feature position, and modifying the at least one identified spatial

feature includes changing the reference portion of data based onat least some of the
portion of data associated with the selected candidate block.

32. The method of Claim 31 wherein generating the first set of image data

includes

producinga set of initial image data and

producing said first set of image data from theinitial image data by applying a

first forward transformation to at least a portion of said initial image

data, such that said first set of image data is transformed data in a

transform domain, and

wherein said representing the second collection of overlap image data includes

applying a sccond forward transformation to at least some ofsaid

second set of image data such that the characteristic of the second

collection of overlap image data is represented in said transform

domain, and the selected image data subset is a transformed data

subset.

33. The method of Claim 32 wherein modifying said first collection of

overlap image data includes

merging the selected one of the image data subsets with thefirst collection of

overlap image data in the transform domain, to generate a merged data

set in the transform domain, and
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converting the merged data set from the transform domain by applying thereto

at least one of (i) a forwardtransformation and (11) an inverse

transformation.

34. The method of Claim 1, further comprising

configuring a first sub-camera to provide the first set of image data

corresponding to a first field of view;

configuring a second sub-camera to provide the second set of image data

corresponding to a second field of view; and

arranging an overlap ofthe first and secondfields of view, to generate the

overlap region.

35. The method of Claim 34, wherein configuring the second sub-camera

includes supplying the second sub-camera as a grayscale camera that providesat least

a luminance channel.

36. The method of Claim 34 wherein

configuring the first sub-camera includes providing a first sensing surface
characterized bya first transverse width, and orienting said first

sensing surface for receiving the imagedfirst scene to generate the first

set of image data, and

configuring the second sub-camera includes providing a second sensing

surface characterized by a second transverse width, and orienting said

second sensing surface for receiving the imaged second scene to

generate the second set of image data.

37. The method of Claim 34 wherein

configuring the first sub-camera includes establishingafirst focal length for

the first sub-camera, and

configuring the second sub-camera includes establishing a second focal length

for the second sub-camera, the first and second focal lengths being

different from one another.
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38. The method of Claim 37 wherein establishing the first focal length

causes the first set of image data to exhibit a first level of zoom with respect to said

first scene, and establishing the second focal length causes the second set of data to

exhibit a second level of zoom with respect to said second scenethat is greater than

said first level of zoom.

39. The method of Claim 37 wherein providing the first set of image data

includes generatingsaid first set of image data with a first angular frequency based at

least in part on said first focal length, and said providing the secondset of image data

includes generating said second set of image data with a second angular frequency

based at least in part on said second focal length, and said second angular frequencyis

highcr than saidfirst angular frequency.

40. The method of Claim 34 wherein

configuring the first sub-camera includes furnishing said first sub-camera with

a first sensor region having a first sensing surface, and aligning the

first sensor region such that said imaging ofsaid first scene includes

projecting an image ofsaid first scene onto said first sensing surface

such that said first sensor region generates said first set of image data,

and

configuring the second sub-cameraincludes furnishing said sccond sub-

camera with a second sensor region having a second sensing surface,

and aligning the second sensor region suchthat said imaging of said

second sceneincludes projecting an image of said second scene onto

said second sensing surface such that said second sensor region

generates said second set of image data.

41. The method of Claim 40 wherein

furnishing said first sub-camera with said first sensor region having said first

sensing surface, and furnishing said second sub-camera with said

second sensor region having said second sensing surface includes

supplying the first and second sensing surfaces with sensing surface
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shapes and surface areas that substantially correspond with one

another.

4?. The method of Claim 40 wherein furnishing said first sub-camera with

said first sensor region havingsaid first sensing surface, and furnishing said second

sub-camera with said second sensor region having said second sensing surface,

include supplying the first and second sensing surfaces as portions of a single image

sensor chip.

43. The method of Claim 34 wherein

providing the first set of image data includes

producinganinitial set of initial image data and

producingsaid first set of image data from theset of initial image data by

applying a first forward transformation to at least a portion of said

initial image data such that said first set of image data is transformed

data in a transform domain andrepresents, in said transform domain,at

least some ofsaid portion of the initial image data, and

representing the second collection of overlap image data includes applying a

second forward transformation to at least some of said second set of

image data such that the characteristic of the second collection of

overlap image data is represented in said transform domain, and the

selected image data subsetis a transformed data subset.

44. The method of Claim 43 wherein modifying said first collection of

overlap image data includes merging the selected one of the image data subscts with

the first collection of overlap image data in the transform domain to generate a

merged data set in the transform domain.

45. The method of Claim 44 wherein producing the fused set of image data

includes converting the merged data set from the transform domainby applying

thereto at least one of (i) a forward transformation and (ii) an inverse transformation.
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This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/AIA/15 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

,-Patent ane Treemari once U.~esOF COMMERCE

UTILITY JoorePiioo7e USNP

PATENT APPLICATION Gal Shabtay

TRANSMITTAL

(Only for new nonprovisional applications under 37 CFR 1.53(b))|expressmaittabeino.|
APPLICATION ELEMENTS Commissionerfor Patents

See MPEP chapter 600 concerningutility patent application contents. ADDRESS TO: P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

[_] Fee Transmittal Form ACCOMPANYING APPLICATION PAPERS
(PTO/SB/17 or equivalent)

2. [| Applicant asserts small entity status. .[] Assignment Papers
See 37 CFR 1.27 (cover sheet & document(s))

3. [| Applicant certifies micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29. Nameof Assignee
Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/15Aor B or equivalent.

4. [| Specification [Total Pages ]
Both the claims and abstract must start on a new page.
(See MPEP § 608.01(a) for information on the preferred arrangement)

5. [| Drawing(s) (35 U.S.C. 113) [Total Sheets
6. Inventor's Oath or Declaration [Total Pages ] Information Disclosure Statement

(including substitute statements under 37 CFR 1.64 and assignments (PTO/SB/08 or PTO-1449)

serving as an oath or declaration under 37 CFR 1.63(e)) Copiesofcitations attached

 

37 CFR 3.73(c) Statement [| Powerof Attorney
(whenthere is an assignee)

English Translation Document
(if applicable)HOO

a. [| Newly executed(original or copy)
b. [| A copy from a prior application (37 CFR 1.63(d))
[| Application Data Sheet * See note below.

See 37 CFR 1.76 (PTO/AIA/14 or equivalent)
CD-ROM or CD-R
in duplicate, large table, or Computer Program (Appendix)

Preliminary Amendment

Return Receipt Postcard
(MPEP § 503) (Should be specifically itemized)

Certified Copy of Priority Document(s)
(ifforeign priority is claimed)Oooo
Nonpublication Request
[] Landscape Table on CD Under 35 U.S.C. 122(b)(2)(B)(i). Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/35

or equivalent.
9. Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission ; ;

Other: Foreign references; International Search Report(if applicable, items a. —c. are required)

a. [| Computer Readable Form (CRF)
b.[| Specification Sequence Listing on:

i.[] CD-ROMor CD-R (2 copies); or
. [| that such referenceis available aspriorart.ii. Paper

is
 

 

Remarks- This is an IDS. Citation or identification of any 

referencein this IDS shall not be construed as an admission 

 

Cc. [| Statementsverifying identity of above copies
*Note: (1) Benefit claims under 37 CFR 1.78 and foreign priority claims under 1.55 must be included in an Application Data Sheet (ADS).

(2) For applicationsfiled under 35 U.S.C. 111, the application must contain an ADS specifying the applicantif the applicant is an
assignee, person to whom the inventoris under an obligation to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient proprietary
interest in the matter. See 37 CFR 1.46(b).

19. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

The address associated with Customer Number: 92342 OR [| Correspondence address below
 

Name

Address

ay |tate|Zip core
country|itelephone|Lema|
signature _|/Menachem Nathan/ 10-10-2014
Name Registration No.

Nameie [MENACHEM NATHAN 65,392
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.53(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 5 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14.This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO.Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on
the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

ffyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which
the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination
of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of
records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these
records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in
the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be
required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuantto 5 U.S.C.
552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this
system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World
Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
(42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that
agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs,
under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSAregulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant(/.e., GSA or
Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine
use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the
proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an
application opento public inspection or an issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local
law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or
regulation.
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PTO/AIA/RO (07-12)
Approved for use through 11/30/2014. OMB 6651-0035

US. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

POWER OF ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE APPLICATIONS BEFORE THE USPTO

[hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in the attached statement
under 37 CER 3.73ic).

fF i hereby appoint:
Practilioners associated with Customer Number:

LJ
Name RegisirationNumber

E As atiorney(s) or ageni(s) to represent the undersigned before the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in connection wit

onyand all patent applicaansss assigned only to theuadersigned accarding to the USPTO assignment records or assignments documents
respandence address for the application identified in ihe attached statement under 37 CFR 3.73

in The address associated with Customer Number: 92342

Address

City State

Country

8 Assignee Name and Address: Corephotonics Ltd.25 Habarzel St. 3rd Floor

Ramat Hachayal, 6971035
Israel

A copy of this form, together with a statement under 37 CFR 3.73(c} (Form PTG/AIA/MG or equivalent) is required to be
Filed in each application in which this form is used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.73{c} may be completed by one of

the practitioners appointed in this form, and must identify the agolication in which this Power of Attorney is to be filed.
SIGNATUREof Assignee of Record

The individual whose signature and title is supplied belowis authorized to act an behalf of the assignee

Signature /GAL SHABTAY/ Bate 09-20-2014

GAL SHABTAY annabene

 
   

on of informationisrequired by : 32a 2 infos re ac Ht by the publ
by the USPTO to process} an application. Confid ality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.114 ana 1.14. This ¢calection is estimated fo take 3 minutes
to complete, including gather“ing, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any    
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this ourden, should be sent ta the Chief information Officer,
US. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-14590. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TOG: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1874 (PL, 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant ta the
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1} the general authority jor the cailection of this information is 38
U.S.C. 2(b¥2) (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal surpose for which the
information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of
proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be sublect ta the following routine uses:

1. The information on this forrn will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
information Act (6 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (65 U.S.C 552a). Recards fram this system of recards
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice fo determine whether disclosure of these records is
required by the Freedorn of information Act.

2. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in
the course of settlement negotiations.

3. Arecord in this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, fo whomthe record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Mamber with respect to the subjiect matter of the record.

4. Arecord in this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shail be required
to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(rm).

on A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the international Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for
purposas of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 184} and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
(42 U.S.C. 218{c)}.

7. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Aciministrator, General
Services, ar his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency’s
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under
authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA
regulations coverning inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (,e., GSA ar
Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about incividuais.

&. Arecord fromthis systemof records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(6) or issuance of a patent pursuant to S96 U.S.C.
151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subiect to the imitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the
public Ff the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to
public inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this systemof records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
anforcement agency, ifthe USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential viciation of lawor
regulation.
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PTO/AIA/96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office;U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act 0f1995, no persons arerequired to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER37 CEFR3.73(c)

Applicant/Patent Owner; CoOrephotonicsLtd.
Application No./Patent No.: Filed/Issue Date:

Titled: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

Corephotonics Ltd. _a COMPANY

  

 

 

(Nameof Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency,etc.)

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, it is (choose oneof options 1, 2, 3 or 4 below):

1. The assignee of the entire right, title, and interest.

2. [| An assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest (check applicable box):
|_| The extent (by percentage)of its ownership interestis %. Additional Statement(s) by the owners

holding the balance ofthe interest must be submitted to account for 100% of the ownershipinterest.

L] There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors, who together ownthe entire
right, title and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance ofthe interest must be submitted to accountfor the entire
right, title, and interest.

3. L] The assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignmentfrom one ofthe joint inventors was made).
The otherparties, including inventors, who together own the entire right, title, and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to accountfor the entire
right, title, and interest.

4. L] The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate), of an undivided interest in the entirety (a
complete transfer of ownership interest was made). The certified document(s) showing the transfer is attached.

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose oneof options A or B below):

A. An assignmentfrom the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment wasrecordedin

the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , or for which a copy
thereof is attached.

B. L] A chain oftitle from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1. From: To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

2. From: To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

[Page 1 of 2]
This collection of information is required by37 CFR3.73(b). The information is required toobtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis tofile (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentialityis governed by35 U.S.C. 122and 37 CFR1.11 and1.14. Thiscollection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submittingthe completed application form to the USPTO.Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amount
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent tothe Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS.SEND
TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 
Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-SO0-PTO-9199 and SCHREGSPage 193 of 383
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PTO/AIA/96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER37 CEFR3.73(c)

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

[| Additional documents in the chain oftitle are listed on a supplemental sheet(s).

[] As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain oftitle from the original owner to the
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy(i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignmentin the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/GAL SHABTAY/ 09-20-2014

Signature Date

GAL SHABTAY VP-R&D
Printed or Typed Name Title or Registration Number

[Page 2 of 2]
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that yoube given certain informationin connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, pleasebe advised that: (1) the general authority forthe collection of thisinformation is 35
U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and(3) the principal purpose forwhich the
information isused by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related
to a patent applicationor patent. If you do not furnish the requested information,the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office may not be able to process and/or examineyour submission,which may result in termination of proceedings
or abandonmentof the applicationor expiration of the patent.

The informationprovided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these recordsis
required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the
course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the informationin order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required
to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuantto 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an InternationalApplication filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agencyfor
purposesof National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
(42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services,or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency’s
responsibility to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under
authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA
regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (f.e., GSA or
Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
151. Further, arecord may bedisclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the
public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced byeither a published application, an application open to
public inspection or an issued patent.
A record from thissystem of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Applicant:

Gal Shabtay LRLPLPLH
Serial No.:14/XXX,XXX

Title: HIGH RESOLUTION THIN

MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING

SYSTEMS

Filed: Concurrently LRLPLP
Attorney Docket: Coreph-0072 US NP

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

This Preliminary Amendmentis filed concurrently with the National Phase

application of PCT/IB2013/060356. Before substantive examination, please amend

the application as follows:
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IN THE CLAIMS:

Please amendthe claims as follows:

1. (Original) A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subsetthat provides a first image, the first camera subset having

a first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a non-

standard color filter array (CFA), the non-standard CFA used to increase a specific

color sampling rate relative to a same color sampling rate in a standard CFA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera

subset having a second sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second

plurality of sensor pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and

c) a processor configured to processthe first and second images into a combined

output image.

2. (Cancelled)

3. (Cancelled)

4. (Original) The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CFA

includes a repetition of a 4x4 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is BBRR-RBBR-

RRBB-BRRB.

5-9. (Cancelled)

10. (Currently amended) The imaging system of claim 9 1, wherein the processor

is further configured to register respective first and second Luma images obtained

from the first and second images during the processing of the first and second images

into a combined output image, the registered first and second Luma images used

together with color information to form the combined output image.

11. (Cancelled)

12. (Cancelled)

13. (Currently amended) The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the first camera

2
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subset hasa first field of view (FOV), wherein the second camera subset has a second,

smaller FOV than the first FOV, and wherein the non-standard CFA covers

substantially only an overlap area on the first sensor that captures the second FOV,

thereby providing both optical zoom andincreased color resolution.

14-31. (Cancelled)

32. (Original) A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a

first field of view (FOV) andfirst sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered

at least in part with a standard CFA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera

subset having a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV and a second sensor with a

secondplurality of sensor pixels covered with a standard CFA; and

c) a processor configured to, for a zoom factor input that defines an FOV equal

to or smaller than the second FOV, form an output image based on the second image.

33. (New) A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a

first field of view (FOV)) andafirst sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels

covered at least in part with a standard color filter array (CFA);

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera

subset having a second field of view (FOV>2) such that FOV2 < FOV, and a second

sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor pixels

being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and

c) a processor configured to provide an output image from a point of view of

either the first or the second camera subset based on a zoom factor (ZF) input that

defines a respective field of view (FOVzp).

34. (New) The imaging system of claim 33, wherein the processor is further

configured to form the output image by processing the first and second images into a

combined output image.
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35. (New) The imaging system of claim 34, wherein if FOV. < FOVzp < FOVi,

then the point of view of the output image is that of the first camera and if FOV>2 =

FOV7p, then the point of view of the output image is that of the second camera.

36. (New) The imaging system of claim 34, wherein the processor is further

configured to, during the processing of the first and second images into a combined

output image and based on the ZF input, register respective first and second Luma

images obtained from the first and second images, the registered first and second

Luma images used together with color information to form the combined output

image.

37. (New) The imaging system of claim 36, wherein if FOV2 < FOVzp < FOV,

then the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the second Luma image

for each pixel in the first Luma image andthe processoris further configured to form

the combined output image by transferring information from the second image to the

first image, and if POV, = FOVzp then the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image

and the processor is further configured to form the combined output image by

transferring information from the first image to the second image.

38. (New) The imaging system of claim 33, wherein the first plurality of sensor

pixels is covered at least in part with a non-standard CFA, the non-standard CFA used

to increase a specific color sampling rate relative to a same color sampling rate in a

standard CFA.

39. (New) The imaging system of claim 38, wherein if FOV2 < FOVzp < FOVi,

then the point of view of the output image is that of the first camera and if FOV2 >

FOV7p, then the point of view of the output image is that of the second camera.

40. (New) The imaging system of claim 38, wherein the processor is further

configured to form the output image by processing the first and second images into a

combined output image.

Al. (New) The imaging system of claim 40, wherein the processor is further
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configured to, during the processing of the first and second images into a combined

output image and based on the ZF input, register respective first and second Luma

images obtained from the first and second images, the registered first and second

Luma images used together with color information to form the combined output

image.

42. (New) The imaging system of claim 41, wherein if FOV2 < FOVzp < FOV,

then the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the second Luma image

for each pixel in the first Luma image andthe processoris further configured to form

the combined output image by transferring information from the second image to the

first image, and if FOV: = FOVzp then the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image

and the processor is further configured to form the combined output image by

transferring information from the first image to the second image.

43. (New) The imaging system of claim 38, wherein the non-standard CFA covers

substantially only an overlap area on the first sensor that captures the second FOV,

thereby providing both optical zoom andincreased color resolution.
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REMARKS

This preliminary amendment cancels claims 2, 3. 5-9, 11, 12 and 14-31 of

related PCT application PCT/IB2013/060356 and adds new claims 33-43, thereby

reducing the numberof claims to a total of 16. No new matter is introduced. Support

for the amended and new claims may be foundas follows:

Claim 13: at least in description of Figure 1A from page7, line 15 to line 29, Figures

2-9;

Claim 33: at least in description of Figure 1A from page7, line 15 to page8,line 2;

Claims 34 and 40: from page3, line 34 to page 4,line 2;

Claims 35 and 39: original claim 1, from page 3, line 32 to page 4,line 2;

Claims 36-37 and 41-42: original claims 14-16, page 11, line 11 to page 13, line 15;

Claims 38 and 43: original claim 1, at least in description of Figure 1A from page 7,

line 15 to page 8, line 2, Figures 2-9.

In view of the above amendments and remarksit is respectfully submitted that

claims 1, 4, 10, 13 and 32-43 are in condition for allowance. Prompt notice of

allowanceis respectfully and earnestly solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

/Menachem Nathan/

Menachem Nathan

Agent for Applicant
Registration No. 65392

Date: September 19, 2014
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection
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A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181} and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 29804 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued
patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency,if the
USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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ASSIGNMENT

For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby

acknowledged, the undersigned:

GAL SHABTAY NOY COHEN

ODED GIGUSHINSKI EPHRAIM GOLDENBERG

(hereinafter called the "assignor(s)"), hereby assign(s) and transfer(s) to:

Corephotonics Ltd.
25 Habarzel St. 3rd Floor

Ramat Hachayal, 6971035
Israel

(hereinafter called the “assignee(s)”), its/his successors, assignees, nominees, or other legal

representatives, the assignor’s entire right, title and interest in and to the invention entitled:

HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

Described and claimed in the following US National Phase Patent Application identified as

Attorney docket No. COREPH-0072 US NP and filed herewith; and in and to said Patent

Applications, and all original and reissued Patents granted therefor, and all divisions and

continuations thereof, including the right to apply and obtain Patents in all other countries,

the priority rights under International Conventions, and the Letters Patent which may be

granted thereon.

Signed and sealed this 20 day of September, 2014

 

GAL SHABTAY / GAL SHABTAY/

NOY COHEN / NOY COHEN /

ODED GIGUSHINSKI / ODED GIGUSHINSKI/

EPHRAIM GOLDENBERG / EPHRAIM GOLDENBERG /
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PTO/AIA/O1 (06-42)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

DECLARATION(37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN
APPLICATION DATA SHEET(37 CFR 1.76)

Title of|HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS
Invention

As the below named inventor, | hereby declare that:

This declaration (mlis directed fo: The attached application, or

[ United States application or PCT international application number
filed on

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

| believe that | am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

| hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001
by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both.

WARNING:

Petitioner/applicant is cautioned to avoid submitting personal information in documentsfiled in a patent application that may
contribute to identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers
(other than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes) is never required by the USPTO
to support a petition or an application. |f this type of personal information is included in documents submitted to the USPTO,
petitioners/applicants should consider redacting such personal information from the documents before submitting them to the
USPTO. Petitioner/applicant is advised that the record of a patent application is available to the public after publication of the
application (unless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1.213(a) is made in the application) or issuance of a
patent. Furthermore, the record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the application is
referenced in a published application or an issued patent (see 37 CFR 1.14). Checks and credit card authorization forms
PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in the application file and therefore are not publicly available.

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

Gal Shabtay Date (Optional) 09-20-2014inventor:

/Gal Shabtay/
Signature:

Note: An application data sheet (PTO/SB/14 or equivaient), including naming the entire inventive entity, must accompany this form or must have
been previouslyfiled. Use an additional PTO/AIA/01 form for each additional inventor.

 
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and
by the USPTOto process} an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 minute to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuantto the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom ofInformation Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject maiter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractorof the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C, 552a(m).
A record related fo an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposesof National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recordsfor this
purpose, and any otherrelevant (/.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122{b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
Violation of law or regulation.
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PTO/AIA/O1 (06-42)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

DECLARATION(37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN
APPLICATION DATA SHEET(37 CFR 1.76)

Title of|HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS
Invention

As the below named inventor, | hereby declare that:

This declaration (mlis directed fo: The attached application, or

[ United States application or PCT international application number
filed on

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

| believe that | am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

| hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001
by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both.

WARNING:

Petitioner/applicant is cautioned to avoid submitting personal information in documentsfiled in a patent application that may
contribute to identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers
(other than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes) is never required by the USPTO
to support a petition or an application. |f this type of personal information is included in documents submitted to the USPTO,
petitioners/applicants should consider redacting such personal information from the documents before submitting them to the
USPTO. Petitioner/applicant is advised that the record of a patent application is available to the public after publication of the
application (unless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1.213(a) is made in the application) or issuance of a
patent. Furthermore, the record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the application is
referenced in a published application or an issued patent (see 37 CFR 1.14). Checks and credit card authorization forms
PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in the application file and therefore are not publicly available.

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

Noy Cohen Date (Optional) 09-20-2014inventor:

/Noy Cohen/
Signature:

Note: An application data sheet (PTO/SB/14 or equivaient), including naming the entire inventive entity, must accompany this form or must have
been previouslyfiled. Use an additional PTO/AIA/01 form for each additional inventor.

 
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and
by the USPTOto process} an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 minute to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuantto the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom ofInformation Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject maiter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractorof the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C, 552a(m).
A record related fo an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposesof National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recordsfor this
purpose, and any otherrelevant (/.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122{b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
Violation of law or regulation.
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PTO/AIA/O1 (06-42)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

DECLARATION(37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN
APPLICATION DATA SHEET(37 CFR 1.76)

Title of|HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS
Invention

As the below named inventor, | hereby declare that:

This declaration (mlis directed fo: The attached application, or

[ United States application or PCT international application number
filed on

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

| believe that | am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

| hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001
by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both.

WARNING:

Petitioner/applicant is cautioned to avoid submitting personal information in documentsfiled in a patent application that may
contribute to identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers
(other than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes) is never required by the USPTO
to support a petition or an application. |f this type of personal information is included in documents submitted to the USPTO,
petitioners/applicants should consider redacting such personal information from the documents before submitting them to the
USPTO. Petitioner/applicant is advised that the record of a patent application is available to the public after publication of the
application (unless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1.213(a) is made in the application) or issuance of a
patent. Furthermore, the record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the application is
referenced in a published application or an issued patent (see 37 CFR 1.14). Checks and credit card authorization forms
PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in the application file and therefore are not publicly available.

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

Oded Gigushinski Date (Optional) 09-20-2014inventor:

/Oded Gigushinski/
Signature:

Note: An application data sheet (PTO/SB/14 or equivaient), including naming the entire inventive entity, must accompany this form or must have
been previouslyfiled. Use an additional PTO/AIA/01 form for each additional inventor.

 
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and
by the USPTOto process} an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 minute to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuantto the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom ofInformation Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject maiter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractorof the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C, 552a(m).
A record related fo an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposesof National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recordsfor this
purpose, and any otherrelevant (/.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122{b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
Violation of law or regulation.
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PTO/AIA/O1 (06-42)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

DECLARATION(37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN
APPLICATION DATA SHEET(37 CFR 1.76)

Title of|HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS
Invention

As the below named inventor, | hereby declare that:

This declaration (mlis directed fo: The attached application, or

[ United States application or PCT international application number
filed on

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

| believe that | am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

| hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001
by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both.

WARNING:

Petitioner/applicant is cautioned to avoid submitting personal information in documentsfiled in a patent application that may
contribute to identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers
(other than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes) is never required by the USPTO
to support a petition or an application. |f this type of personal information is included in documents submitted to the USPTO,
petitioners/applicants should consider redacting such personal information from the documents before submitting them to the
USPTO. Petitioner/applicant is advised that the record of a patent application is available to the public after publication of the
application (unless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1.213(a) is made in the application) or issuance of a
patent. Furthermore, the record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the application is
referenced in a published application or an issued patent (see 37 CFR 1.14). Checks and credit card authorization forms
PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in the application file and therefore are not publicly available.

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

Ephraim Goldenberg Date (Optional) 09-20-2014inventor:

/Ephraim Goldenberg/
Signature:

Note: An application data sheet (PTO/SB/14 or equivaient), including naming the entire inventive entity, must accompany this form or must have
been previouslyfiled. Use an additional PTO/AIA/01 form for each additional inventor.

 
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and
by the USPTOto process} an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 minute to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuantto the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom ofInformation Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject maiter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractorof the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C, 552a(m).
A record related fo an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the
World intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposesof National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recordsfor this
purpose, and any otherrelevant (/.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122{b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
Violation of law or regulation.
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HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a National Phase application from PCT patent application

PCT/IB2013/060356 which claims priority from US Provisional Patent Application No.

61/730,570 having the sametitle and filed November 28, 2013, which is incorporated herein by

referencein its entirety.

FIELD

Embodiments disclosed herein relate in general to multi-aperture imaging ("MAI")

systems (where “multi” refers to two or more apertures) and more specifically to thin MAI

systems with high color resolution and/or optical zoom.

BACKGROUND

Small digital cameras integrated into mobile (cell) phones, personal digital assistants

and music players are becoming ubiquitous. Each year, mobile phone manufacturers add more

imaging features to their handsets, causing these mobile imaging devices to converge towards

feature sets and image quality that customers expect from stand-alone digital still cameras.

Concurrently, the size of these handsets is shrinking, making it necessary to reduce the total

size of the camera accordingly while adding more imaging features. Optical Zoom is a primary

feature of many digital still cameras but one that mobile phone cameras usually lack, mainly

due to camera height constraints in mobile imaging devices, cost and mechanicalreliability.

Mechanical zoom solutions are common in digital still cameras but are typically too

thick for most camera phones. Furthermore, the F/# (“F number) in such systems typically

increases with the zoom factor (ZF) resulting in poor light sensitivity and higher noise

(especially in low-light scenarios). In mobile cameras, this also results in resolution

compromise, due to the small pixel size of their image sensors and the diffraction limit optics

associated with the F/#.

One way of implementing zoom in mobile cameras is by over-sampling the image and

cropping and interpolating it in accordance with the desired ZF. While this method is

mechanically reliable, it results in thick optics and in an expensive image sensor due to the
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large number of pixels associated therewith. As an example, if one is interested in

implementing a 12 Megapixel camera with X3 ZF, one needs a sensor of 108 Megapixels.

Another way of implementing zoom, as well as increasing the output resolution, is by

using a dual-aperture imaging ("DAI") system. In its basic form, a DAI system includes two

optical apertures which may be formed by one or two optical modules, and one or two image

sensors (e.g., CMOS or CCD)that grab the optical image or images and convert the data into

the electronic domain, where the image can be processed andstored.

The design of a thin MAI system with improved resolution requires a careful choice of

parameters coupled with advanced signal processing algorithms to support the output of a high

quality image. Known MAIsystems, in particular ones with short optical paths, often trade-off

functionalities and properties, for example zoom andcolorresolution, or image resolution and

quality for camera module height. Therefore, there is a need for, and it would be advantageous

to have thin MAIsystemsthat produce an image with high resolution (and specifically high

color resolution) together with zoom functionality.

Moreover, known signal processing algorithms used together with existing MAI

systems often further degrade the output image quality by introducing artifacts when

combining information from different apertures. A primary source of these artifacts is the

image registration process, which has to find correspondences between the different images

that are often captured by different sensors with different color filter arrays (CFAs). There is

therefore a need for, and it would be advantageous to have an imageregistration algorithm that

is more robust to the type of CFA used by the cameras and which can produce better

correspondence between images captured by a multi-aperture system.

SUMMARY

Embodiments disclosed herein teach the use of multi-aperture imaging systems to

implement thin cameras (with short optical paths of less than about 9 mm) and/or to realize

optical zoom systems in such thin cameras. Embodiments disclosed herein further teach new

color filter arrays that optimize the color information which may be achieved in a multi-

aperture imaging system with or without zoom. In various embodiments, a MAI system

disclosed herein includes at least two sensors or a single sensor divided into at least two areas.

Hereinafter, the description refers to “two sensors”, with the understanding that they may

represent sections of a single physical sensor (imager chip). Exemplarily, in a dual-aperture

imaging system, a left sensor (or left side of a single sensor) captures an image coming from a
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first aperture while a right sensor (or right side of a single sensor) captures an image coming

from a second aperture. In various embodiments disclosed herein, one sensor is a “Wide”

sensor while another sensor is a “Tele” sensor, see e.g. FIG. 1A. The Wide sensor includes

either a single standard CFA or two different CFAs: a non-standard CFA with higher color

sampling rate positioned in an “overlap area” of the sensor (see below description of FIG. 1B)

and a standard CFA with a lower color sampling rate surrounding the overlap area. When

including a single standard CPA, the CPA may cover the entire Wide sensor area. A "standard

CFA" may include a RGB (Bayer) pattern or a non-Bayer pattern such as RGBE, CYYM,

CYGM, RGBW#1, RGBW#2 or RGBW#3. Thus, reference may be made to "standard Bayer"

or "standard non-Bayer" patterns or filters. As used herein, “non-standard CFA”refers to a

CFA that is different in its pattern that CFAs listed above as “standard”. Exemplary non-

standard CFA patterns may include repetitions of a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter

order is RR-BB, RB-BR or YC-CY where Y=Yellow = Green + Red, C = Cyan = Green +

Blue; repetitions of a 3x3 micro-cell in which the color filter order is GBR-RGB-BRG; and

repetitions of a 6x6 micro-cell in which the colorfilter orderis

RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR,or

BBGRRG-RGRBGB-GBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR,or

RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BGBRGR-BRRBBR,or,

RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.

The Tele sensor may be a Clear sensor(i.e. a sensor without colorfilters) or a standard

CFA sensor. This arrangement of the two (or more than two) sensors and of two (or more than

two) Wide and Tele “subset cameras” (or simply “subsets”) related to the two Wide and Tele

subsets. Each sensor provides a separate image (referred to respectively as a Wide image and a

Tele image), except for the case of a single sensor, where two images are captured (grabbed)

by the single sensor (example above). In some embodiments, zoom is achieved by fusing the

two images, resulting in higher color resolution that approaches that of a high quality dual-

aperture zoom camera. Some thin MAI systems disclosed herein therefore provide zoom,

super-resolution, high dynamic range and enhanceduser experience.

In some embodiments, in order to reach optical zoom capabilities, a different

magnification image of the same scene is grabbed by each subset, resulting in field of view

(FOV) overlap between the two subsets. In some embodiments, the two subsets have the same

zoom (i.e. same FOV). In some embodiments, the Tele subset is the higher zoom subset and

the Wide subset is the lower zoom subset. Post processing is applied on the two images

grabbed by the MAI system to fuse and output one fused (combined) output zoom image
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processed according to a user ZF input request. In some embodiments, the resolution of the

fused image may be higher than the resolution of the Wide/Tele sensors. As part of the fusion

procedure, up-sampling may be applied on the Wide imageto scale it to the Tele image.

In an embodimentthere is provided a multi-aperture imaging system comprisingafirst

camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first sensor with a

first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a non-standard CPA, the non-

standard CPA used to increase a specific color sampling rate relative to a same color sampling

rate in a standard CFA; a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second

camera subset having a second sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels either Clear or

covered with a standard CFA; and a processor configured to process the first and second

imagesinto a combined output image.

In some embodiments, the first and the second camera subsets have identical FOVs and

the non-standard CFA may cover an overlap area that includes all the pixels of first sensor,

thereby providing increased color resolution. In some such embodiments, the processor is

further configured to, during the processing of the first and second images into a combined

output image, register respective first and second Luma images obtained from the first and

second images, the registered first and second Luma images used together with color

information to form the combined output image. In an embodiment, the registration includes

finding a corresponding pixel in the second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image,

whereby the output image is formed by transferring information from the second image to the

first image. In another embodiment, the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in

the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image, whereby the output image is

formedby transferring information from the first image to the second image.

In some embodiments, the first camera subset has a first FOV, the second camera

subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV, and the non-standard CFA covers an

overlap area on the first sensor that captures the second FOV, thereby providing both optical

zoom and increased color resolution. In some such embodiments, the processor is further

configured to, during the processing of the first and second images into a combined output

image and based on a ZF input, register respective first and second Luma images obtained from

the first and second images, the registered first and second Luma images used together with

color information to form the combined output image. For a ZF input that defines an FOV

greater than the second FOV,the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the

second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image andthe processing includes forming

the output image by transferring information from the second image to the first image. For a
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ZF input that defines an FOV smaller than or equal to the second FOV, the registration

includes finding a corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second

Lumaimage,and the processing includes forming the output image by transferring information

from the first image to the second image.

In an embodimentthere is provided a multi-aperture imaging system comprisingafirst

camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first sensor with a

first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a standard CPA; a second camera

subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset having a second sensor with a

second plurality of sensor pixels either Clear or covered with a standard CPA; and a processor

configured to register first and second Luma images obtained respectively from the first and

second images and to process the registered first and second Luma images together with color

information into a combined output image.

In some embodiments, the first and the second camera subsets have identical first and

second FOVs. In some such embodiments, the registration includes finding a corresponding

pixel in the second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and the processing

includes forming the output image by transferring information from the second image to the

first image. In other such embodiments, the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel

in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image and the processing includes

forming the output image by transferring information from the first image to the second image.

In some embodiments, the first camera subset has a first FOV, the second camera

subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV, and the processoris further configured to

register the first and second Luma images based on a ZF input. For a ZF input that defines an

FOV greater than the second FOV,the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in

the second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and the processing includes

forming the output image by transferring information from the second imageto the first image.

For a ZF input that defines an FOV smaller than or equal to the second FOV,the registration

includes finding a corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second

Lumaimage,and the processing includes forming the output image by transferring information

from the first image to the second image.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Non-limiting examples of embodiments disclosed herein are described below with

reference to figures attached hereto that are listed following this paragraph. The drawings and
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descriptions are meantto illuminate and clarify embodiments disclosed herein, and should not

be considered limiting in any way.

FIG. 1A shows schematically a block diagram illustrating a dual-aperture zoom

imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 1B shows an example of an image captured by the Wide sensor and the Tele

sensor while illustrating the overlap area on the Wide sensor;

FIG. 2 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor that may be implemented

in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 3 shows schematically another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may be

implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 4 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 5 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 6 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 7 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 8 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein:

FIG. 9 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 10 shows a schematically in a flow chart an embodiment of a method disclosed

herein for acquiring and outputting a zoom image;

FIG. 11A shows exemplary images captured by a triple aperture zoom imaging system

disclosed herein;

FIG. 11B illustrates schematically the three sensors of the triple aperture imaging

system of FIG. 11A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Embodiments disclosed herein relate to multi-aperture imaging systems that include at

least one Wide sensor with a single CFA or with two different CFAs and at least one Tele

sensor. The description continues with particular reference to dual-aperture imaging systems
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that include two (Wide and Tele) subsets with respective sensors. A three-aperture imaging

system is described later with reference to FIGS. 11A-11B.

The Wide sensor includes an overlap area (see description of FIG. 1B) that captures

the Tele FOV. The overlap area may coverthe entire Wide sensor or only part of the sensor.

The overlap area may include a standard CFA or a non-standard CFA. Since the Tele imageis

optically magnified compared to the Wide image,the effective sampling rate of the Tele image

is higher than that of the Wide image. Thus, the effective color sampling rate in the Wide

sensor is much lower than the Clear sampling rate in the Tele sensor. In addition, the Tele and

Wide images fusion procedure (see below) requires up-scaling of the color data from the Wide

sensor. Up-scaling will not improve color resolution. In some applications, it is therefore

advantageous to use a non-standard CFA in the Wide overlap area that increases color

resolution for cases in which the Tele sensor includes only Clear pixels. In some embodiments

in which the Tele sensor includes a Bayer CFA, the Wide sensor may have a Bayer CFA in the

overlap area. In such embodiments, color resolution improvement depends on using color

information from the Tele sensor in the fused output image.

FIG. 1A shows schematically a block diagram illustrating a dual-aperture zoom

imaging ("DAZI") system 100 disclosed herein. System 100 includes a dual-aperture camera

102 with a Wide subset 104 and a Tele subset 106 (each subset having a respective sensor), and

a processor 108 that fuses two images, a Wide image obtained with the Wide subset and a Tele

image obtained with the Tele subset, into a single fused output image according to a user-

defined "applied" ZF input or request. The ZF is input to processor 108. The Wide sensor may

include a non-standard CFAin an overlap areaillustrated by 110 in FIG. 1B. Overlap area 110

is surrounded by a non-overlap area 112 with a standard CFA (for example a Bayer pattern).

FIG. 1B also shows an example of an image captured by both Wide and Tele sensors. Note that

“overlap” and “non-overlap” areas refer to parts of the Wide image as well as to the CFA

arrangements of the Wide sensor. The overlap area may cover different portions of a Wide

sensor, for example half the sensor area, a third of the sensor area, a quarter of the sensorarea,

etc. A number of such Wide sensor CFA arrangements are described in more detail with

reference to FIGS. 2-9. The non-standard CFA pattern increases the color resolution of the

DAZI system.

The Tele sensor may be Clear (providing a Tele Clear image scaledrelative to the Wide

image) or may include a standard (Bayer or non-Bayer) CFA.It in the latter case, it is desirable

to define primary and auxiliary sensors based on the applied ZF. If the ZF is such that the

output FOV is larger than the Tele FOV, the primary sensor is the Wide sensor and the
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auxiliary sensoris the Tele sensor. If the ZF is such that the output FOV is equal to, or smaller

than the Tele FOV, the primary sensoris the Tele sensor and the auxiliary sensor is the Wide

sensor. The point of view defined by the output imageis that of the primary sensor.

FIG. 2 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 200 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 200 has a non-overlap area 202

with a Bayer CPAand an overlap area 204 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 4x4 micro-cell in which the color filter order is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.In this figure,

as well as in FIGS. 3-9, “Width 1” and “Height 1” refer to the full Wide sensor dimension.

“Width 2” and “Height 2” refer to the dimensions of the Wide sensor overlap area. Note that in

FIG. 2 (as in following figures 3-5 and 7, 8) the empty row and columnto the left and top of

the overlap area are for clarity purposes only, andthat the sensor pixels follow there the pattern

of the non-overlap area (as shownin FIG.6). In overlap area 204, R and B are sampled at 1/2°°

Nyquist frequency in the diagonal (left to right) direction with 2 pixel intervals instead of at 1/2

Nyquist frequency in a standard Bayerpattern.

FIG. 3 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 300 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 300 has a non-overlap area 302

with a Bayer CPAandan overlap area 304 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter order is BR-RB. In the overlap area, R and B are

sampled at 1/2°° Nyquist frequency in both diagonal directions.

FIG. 4 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 400 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 400 has a non-overlap area 402

with a Bayer CPAandan overlap area 404 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter order is YC-CY, where Y=Yellow = Green + Red, C

= Cyan = Green + Blue. As a result, in the overlap area, R and B are sampled at 1/2°° Nyquist

frequency in a diagonal direction. The non-standard CFA includes green information for

registration purposes. This allows for example registration between the two images where the

object is green, since there is green information in both sensor images.

FIG. 5 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 500 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 500 has a non-overlap area 502

with a Bayer CFAand an overlap area 504 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-

BWBRWR-BRRBBR,where “W”represents White or Clear pixels. In the overlap area, R and

B are sampled at a higher frequency than in a standard CPA. For example, in a Bayer pixel

order, the Red average sampling rate ("Rs") is 0.25 (sampled once for every 4 pixels). In the
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overlap area pattern, Rs is 0.44.

FIG. 6 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 600 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 600 has a non-overlap area 602

with a Bayer CFAand an overlap area 604 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is BBGRRG-RGRBGB-GBRGRB-RRGBBG-

BGBRGR-GRBGBR.In the overlap area, R and B are sampled at a higher frequency than in a

standard CFA. For example, in the overlap area pattern, Rs is 0. 33 vs. 0.25 in a Bayerpixel

order.

FIG. 7 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 700 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 700 has a non-overlap area 702

with a Bayer CPAand an overlap area 704 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 3x3 micro-cell in which the color filter order is GBR-RGB-BRG.In the overlap area, R and

B are sampled at a higher frequency than in a standard CFA. For example, in the overlap area

pattern, Rs is 0. 33 vs. 0.25 in a Bayerpixel order.

FIG. 8 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 800 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 800 has a non-overlap area 802

with a Bayer CPAandan overlap area 804 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-

BGBRGR-BRRBBR.In the overlap area, R and B are sampled at a higher frequency than in a

standard CFA. For example, in the overlap area pattern, Rs is 0. 44 vs. 0.25 in a Bayerpixel

order.

FIG. 9 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 900 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 900 has a non-overlap area 902

with a Bayer CPAandan overlap area 904 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-

RGRBGB-BRBRBR.In the overlap area, R and B are sampled at a higher frequency than in a

standard CFA. For example, in the overlap area pattern, Rs is 0. 44 vs. 0.25 in a Bayerpixel

order.

Processing flow

In use, an image is acquired with imaging system 100 and is processed according to

steps illustrated in a flowchart shown in FIG. 10. In step 1000, demosaicing is performed on

the Wide overlap area pixels (which refer to the Tele image FOV) according to the specific
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CFA pattern. If the CFA in the Wide overlap area is a standard CFA, a standard demosaicing

process may be applied to it. If the CFA in the Wide overlap area is non-standard CFA, the

overlap and non-overlap subsets of pixels may need different demosaicing processes. That is,

the Wide overlap area may need a non-standard demosaicing process and the Wide non-

overlap area may need a standard demosaicing process. Exemplary and non-limiting non-

standard demosaicing interpolations for the overlap area of each of the Wide sensors shown in

FIGS. 2-9 are given in detail below. The aim of the demosaicing is to reconstruct missing

colors in each pixel. Demosaicing is applied also to the Tele sensor pixels if the Tele sensoris

not a Clear only sensor. This will result in a Wide subset color image where the colors (in the

overlap area) hold higher resolution than those of a standard CFA pattern. In step 1002, the

Tele image is registered (mapped) into the Wide image. The mapping includes finding

correspondences between pixels in the two images. In step 1002, actual registration is

performed on luminance Tele and Wide images (respectively Lumar. and Lumawide)

calculated from the pixel information of the Tele and Wide cameras. These luminance images

are estimates for the scene luminance as captured by each camera and do not include any color

information. If the Wide or Tele sensors have CFAs, the calculation of the luminance imagesis

performed on the respective demosaiced images. The calculation of the Wide luminance image

varies according to the type of non-standard CFA used in the Wide overlap area. If the CFA

permits calculation of a full RGB demosaiced image, the luminance image calculation is

straightforward. If the CFA is such that it does not permit calculation of a full RGB

demosaiced image, the luminance image is estimated from the available color channels. If the

Tele sensor is a Clear sensor, the Tele luminance image is just the pixel information.

Performing the registration on luminance images has the advantage of enabling registration

between images captured by sensors with different CPAs or between images captured by a

standard CFA or non-standard CPA sensor and a standard CFA or Clear sensor and avoiding

colorartifacts that may arise from erroneousregistration.

In step 1004, the data from the Wide and Tele images is processed together with the

registration information from step 1002 to form a high quality output zoom image. In cases

where the Tele sensor is a Clear only sensor, the high resolution luminance componentis taken

from the Tele sensor and color resolution is taken from the Wide sensor. In cases where the

Tele sensor includes a CFA, both color and luminance data are taken from the Tele subset to

form the high quality zoom image. In addition, color and luminance data is taken from the

Widesubset.

10
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Exemplary process for fusing a zoom image

1. Special demosaicing

In this step, the Wide image is interpolated to reconstruct the missing pixel values.

Standard demosaicing is applied in the non-overlap area. If the overlap area includes a standard

CFA, standard demosaicing is applied there as well. If the overlap area includes a non-

standard CPA, a special demosaicing algorithm is applied, depending on the CFA pattern used.

In addition, in case the Tele sensor has a CPA, standard demosaicing is applied to reconstruct

the missing pixel values in each pixel location and to generate a full RGB color image.

2. Registration preparation

- Tele image: a luminance image Lumar,is calculated from the Tele sensor pixels. If

the Tele subset has a Clear sensor, Lumar.) is simply the sensor pixels data. If the Tele subset

has a standard CFA, Lumar. is calculated from the demosaiced Tele image.

- Wide image: as a first step, in case the Wide overlap CFA permits estimating the

luminance component of the image, the luminance component is calculated from the

demosaiced Wide image, Lumawia. If the CFA is one of those depicted in FIGS. 4-9, a

luminance imageis calculated first. If the CFA is one of the CFAsdepicted in FIG. 2 or FIG.3,

a luminance image is not calculated. Instead, the following registration step is performed

between a weighted average of the demosaiced channels of the Wide image and Lumaree. For

convenience,this weighted average imageis also denoted Lumawiae. For example, if the Wide

sensor CFA in the overlap region is as shown in FIG. 2, the demosaiced channels Rwiae and

Bwiae are averaged to create Lumawig. according to Lumawige = (f1*Rwigetf2*Bwiae)/(f1+2),

where f1 may be f1=1 and f2 may be f2=1.

- Low-passfiltering is applied on the Tele luminance image in order to match its spatial

frequency content to that of the Lumawiae image. This improves the registration performance,

as after low-pass filtering the luminance images become more similar. The calculation is

Lumaree> Low pass filter > Lumaree, where "LP" denotes an image after low pass

filtering.
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3. Registration of Lumawiae and Lumareic

This step of the algorithm calculates the mapping between the overlap areas in the two

luminance images. The registration step does not depend on the type of CPA used (or the lack

thereof), as it is applied on luminance images. The same registration step can therefore be

applied on Wide and Tele images captured by standard CFA sensors, as well as by any

combination of CFAsor Clear sensor pixels disclosed herein. The registration process chooses

either the Wide image or the Tele image to be a primary image. The other image is defined as

an auxiliary image. The registration process considers the primary image as the baseline image

and registers the overlap area in the auxiliary image to it, by finding for each pixel in the

overlap area of the primary image its corresponding pixel in the auxiliary image. The output

image point of view is determined according to the primary image point of view (camera

angle). Various correspondence metrics could be used for this purpose, among which are a sum

of absolute differences and correlation.

In an embodiment, the choice of the Wide image or the Tele image as the primary and

auxiliary images is based on the ZF chosen for the output image.If the chosen ZF is larger than

the ratio between the focal-lengths of the Tele and Wide cameras, the Tele image is set to be

the primary image and the Wide image is set to be the auxiliary image. If the chosen ZF is

smaller than or equal to the ratio between the focal-lengths of the Tele and Wide cameras, the

Wide imageis set to be the primary image and the Tele imageis set to be the auxiliary image.

In another embodiment independent of a zoom factor, the Wide imageis always the primary

image and the Tele image is always the auxiliary image. The output of the registration stage is

a maprelating Wide image pixels indices to matching Tele image pixels indices.

4. Combination into a high resolution image

In this final step, the primary and auxiliary images are used to produce a high

resolution image. One can distinguish between several cases:

a. If the Wide imageis the primary image, and the Tele image was generated from

a Clear sensor, Lumawide is calculated and replaced or averaged with Lumay,). in the overlap

area between the two images to create a luminance output image, matching corresponding

pixels according to the registration map Lumaoy = cl* Lumawide + c2* Lumar. The values of

cl and c2 may change between different pixels in the image. Then, RGB values of the output

are calculated from Lumaoy and Rwige, Gwiae, and Bwiae.

12
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b. If the Wide image is the primary image and the Tele image was generated from

a CPA sensor, Lumareie is calculated and is combined with Lumawia in the overlap area

between the two images, according to the flow described in 4a.

c. If the Tele image is the primary image generated from a Clear sensor, the RGB

5 values of the output are calculated from the Lumar. image and Rwid, Gwide, and Bwide

(matching pixels according to the registration map).

d. If the Tele image is the primary image generated from a CFA sensor, the RGB

values of the output (matching pixels according to the registration map) are calculated either by

using only the Tele image data, or by also combining data from the Wide image. The choice

10 depends on the zoom factor.

Certain portions of the registered Wide and Tele images are used to generate the output

image based on the ZF of the output image. In an embodiment, if the ZF of the output image

defines a FOV smaller than the Tele FOV, the fused high resolution image is cropped to the

required field of view and digital interpolation is applied to scale up the image to the required

15 output imageresolution.

Exemplary and non-limiting pixel interpolations specifications for the overlap area

FIG. 2  

Bll B12 R13
 

R21 B22 B23
 

R31 R32 B33 
 

20

In order to reconstruct the missing R22 pixel, we perform R22 = (R31+R13)/2. The same

operation is performed for all missing Blue pixels.

     
 

FIG. 3

R11 B12 R13

B21 R22 B23

R31 B32 R33

13
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In order to reconstruct the missing B22 pixel, we perform B22 = (B12+B21+B32+B23)/4. The

same operation is performed for all missing Redpixels.

 

 

FIG. 4

Y11 C12 Y13

C21 Y22 C23

Y31 C32 Y33    
5 In order to reconstruct the missing C22 pixel, we perform C22 = (C12+C21+C32+C23)/4. The

same operation is performedfor all missing Yellow pixels.

FIG. 5

Case 1: W is center pixel

 

 

   
 

10

R11 B12 B13

R21 W22 R23

B31 B32 R33

In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22 = (B12+B32)/2

R22 = (R21+R23)/2

15 G22= (W22-R22-B22) (assuming that W includes the same amount of R, G and B

colors).

Case 2: R22 is center pixel

 

 

 

Bll B12 R13 R14

W21 R22 B23 W24

B31 R32 B33 R34    
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In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22 = (B11+R33)/2

W22 = (2*W214+W24)/3

G22 = (W22-R22-B22) (assuming that W contains the same amount of R, G and B

5 colors). The same operation is performed for Blue as the center pixel.

 

 

 

 

FIG. 6

Bll B12 G13 R14

R21 G22 R23 B24

G31 B32 R33 G34

R41 R42 G43 B44
   
 

In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

10 B22 = (B12+B32)/2

R22 = (R21+R23)/2.

In order to reconstruct the missing 32 pixels, we perform the following:

G32 = (2*G31+2*G224+G43)/5

15 R32 = (R414+2*R424+2*R33+R23+R21)/7.

  
In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

20 B22 = (2*B12+2*B23+B31)/5

R22 = (2*R214+2*R32+R13)/5

and similarly for all other missing pixels.

15
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FIG. 8

R11

R21

B31

R41

B51

 

     
In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22 = (2*B12+2*B32+B13)/5

5 R22 = (2*R214+2*R23+R11)/5.

In order to reconstruct the missing 32 pixels, we perform the following:

G32 = (2*G224+G52)/3

R32 = (2*R33+2*R424+R41+R214+R23)/7.

 

 

 

 

 

10 §69—FIG.9

R11 B12 R13 B14

B21 G22 B23 R24

R31 B32 R33 B34

B41 R42 B43 R44

R51 G52 R53 B54
   
 

In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22 = (B12+B32+B23+B21)/4

R22 = (R11+R13+R314+R33)/4.

15 ‘In order to reconstruct the missing 32 pixels, we perform the following:

G32 = (2*G224+G52)/3

R32 = (R42+R31+R33)/3.

Triple-aperture zoom imaging system with improved color resolution

20

As mentioned, a multi-aperture zoom or non-zoom imaging system disclosed herein

may include more than two apertures. A non-limiting and exemplary embodiment 1100 of a

triple-aperture imaging system is shown in FIGS. 11A-11B. System 1100 includesa first Wide

subset camera 1102 (with exemplarily X1), a second Wide subset camera (with exemplarily

16
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10

15

20

25

30

X1.5, and referred to as a “Wide-Tele” subset) and a Tele subset camera (with exemplarily

X2). FIG. 11A shows exemplary images captured by imaging system 1100, while FIG. 11B

illustrates schematically three sensors marked 1102, 1104 and 1106, which belong respectively

to the Wide, Wide-Tele and Tele subsets. FIG. 11B also shows the CFA arrangements in each

sensor: sensors 1102 and 1104 are similar to Wide sensors described above with reference to

any of FIGS. 2-9, in the sense that they include an overlap area and a non-overlap area. The

overlap area includes a non-standard CPA. In both Wide sensors, the non-overlap area may

have a Clear pattern or a standard CFA. Thus, neither Wide subset is solely a Clear channel

camera. The Tele sensor may be Clear or have a standard Bayer CPAor a standard non-Bayer

CPA. In use, an image is acquired with imaging system 1100 and processed as follows:

demosaicing is performed on the overlap area pixels of the Wide and Wide-Tele sensors

according to the specific CFA pattern in each overlap area. The overlap and non-overlap

subsets of pixels in each of these sensors may need different demosaicing. Exemplary and non-

limiting demosaicing specifications for the overlap area for Wide sensors shown in FIGS. 2-9

are given above. The aim is to reconstruct the missing colors in each and every pixel. In cases

in which the Tele subset sensor is not Clear only, demosaicing is performed as well. The Wide

and Wide-Tele subset color images acquired this way will have colors (in the overlap area)

holding higher resolution than that of a standard CFA pattern. Then, the Tele image acquired

with the Tele sensor is registered (mapped) into the respective Wide image. The data from the

Wide, Wide-Tele and Tele images is then processed to form a high quality zoom image. In

cases where the Tele subset is Clear only, high Luma resolution is taken from the Tele sensor

and color resolution is taken from the Wide sensor. In cases where the Tele subset includes a

CFA, both color and Luma resolution is taken from the Tele subset. In addition, color

resolution is taken from the Wide sensor. The resolution of the fused image may be higher than

the resolution of both sensors.

While this disclosure has been described in terms of certain embodiments and generally

associated methods, alterations and permutations of the embodiments and methods will be

apparent to those skilled in the art. For example, multi-aperture imaging systems with more

than two Wide or Wide-Tele subsets (and sensors) or with more than one Tele subset (and

sensor) may be constructed and used according to principles set forth herein. Similarly, non-

zoom multi-aperture imaging systems with more than two sensors, at least one of which has a

non-standard CFA, may be constructed and used according to principles set forth herein. The

disclosure is to be understood as not limited by the specific embodiments described herein, but

only by the scope of the appended claims.

17
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CLAIMS:

1. A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first

sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a non-standard color

filter array (CFA), the non-standard CFA used to increase a specific color sampling rate

relative to a same color sampling rate in a standard CPA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset

having a second sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor

pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CPA; and

Cc) a processor configured to process the first and second images into a combined output

image.

2. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CPA includesa repetition of

a 2x? micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is either BR-RB or YC-CY.

3. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CPA includesa repetition of

a 3x3 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is GRBR-RGB-BRG.

4. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CPA includesa repetition of

a 4x4 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.

5. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CPA includesa repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which a color filter order is selected from the group consisting of

RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR, BBGRRG-RGRBGB-

GBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR, RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-

BGBRGR-BRRBBRand RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.

6. The imaging system of any of claims 1-5, wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayer

filter.

7. The imaging system of any of claims 1-5, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-

Bayerfilter.

18
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8. The imaging system of claim 7, wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected from the

group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#3

filter.

9. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the first and the second camera subsets have

identical fields of view and wherein the non-standard CFA covers an overlap area that

includes all the pixels of the first sensor, thereby providing increased color resolution.

10. The imaging system of claim 9, wherein the processor is further configured to register

respective first and second Luma images obtained from the first and second images during the

processing of the first and second images into a combined output image, the registered first

and second Luma images used together with color information to form the combined output

image.

11. The imaging system of claim 10, wherein the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and

wherein the processor is further configured to form the output image by transferring

information from the second imageto the first image.

12. The imaging system of claim 10, wherein the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image and

wherein the processor is further configured to form the output image by transferring

information from the first image to the second image.

13. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the first camera subset hasafirst field of

view (FOV), wherein the second camera subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV,

and wherein the non-standard CPA covers an overlap area on the first sensor that captures the

second FOV,thereby providing both optical zoom and increased color resolution.

14. The imaging system of claim 13, wherein the processor is further configured to,

during the processing of the first and second images into a combined output image and based

on a zoom factor (ZF) input, register respective first and second Luma imagesobtained from

the first and second images, the registered first and second Luma imagesused together with

color information to form the combined output image.

19
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15. The imaging system of claim 14, wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input that

defines an FOV greater than the second FOV,finding a corresponding pixel in the second

Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and wherein the processor is further

configured to form the output image by transferring information from the second image to the

first image.

16. The imaging system of claim 14, wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input that

defines an FOV smaller than, or equal to the second FOV,finding a corresponding pixel in

the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image and wherein the processor is

further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the first image

to the second image.

17. The imaging system of claim 13, wherein the second sensor includes a standard CFA

and wherein the processing includes, for a ZF input that defines an FOV equal to or smaller

than the second FOV, forming the output image based on the second image.

18. The imaging system of any of claims 13-17, wherein the standard CFA includes a

Bayerfilter.

19. The imaging system of any of claims 13-17, wherein the standard CFA includes a

non-Bayerfilter.

20. The imaging system of claim 19, wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the

group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#3

filter.

21. A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first

sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a standard CPA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset

having a second sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor

pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CPA; and

20
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Cc) a processor configured to register first and second Luma images obtained respectively

from the first and second images andto process the registered first and second Luma images

together with color information into a combined output image.

22. The imaging system of claim 21, wherein the first and the second camera subsets have

respectively identical fields of view.

23. The imaging system of claim 22, wherein the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and

wherein the processor is further configured to form the output image by transferring

information from the second imageto the first image.

24. The imaging system of claim 22, wherein the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image and

wherein the processor is further configured to form the output image by transferring

information from the first image to the second image.

25. The imaging system of claim 21, wherein the first camera subset hasafirst field of

view (FOV), wherein the second camera subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV,

and wherein the processoris further configured to register the first and second Luma images

based on a zoom factor (ZF) input.

26. The imaging system of claim 25, wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input that

defines an FOV greater than the second FOV,finding a corresponding pixel in the second

Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and wherein the processor is further

configured to form the output image by transferring information from the second image to the

first image.

27. The imaging system of claim 25, wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input that

defines an FOV smaller than, or equal to the second FOV,finding a corresponding pixel in

the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image and wherein the processor is

further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the first image

to the second image.

21
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28. The imaging system of claim 25, wherein the second sensor includes a standard CFA

and wherein, for a ZF input that defines an FOV equal to or smaller than the second FOV, the

processoris further configured to form the output image based on the second image.

29. The imaging system of any of claims 21-28, wherein the standard CPA includes a

Bayerfilter.

30. The imaging system of any of claims 21-28, wherein the standard CPA includes a

non-Bayerfilter.

31. The imaging system of claim 30, wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the

group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#3

filter.

32. A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first

field of view (FOV) and first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in

part with a standard CFA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset

having a second, smaller FOV than the first POV and a second sensor with a second plurality

of sensor pixels covered with a standard CFA; and

Cc) a processor configured to, for a zoom factor input that defines an FOV equal to or

smaller than the second FOV,form an output image based on the second image.

22
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ABSTRACT

A multi-aperture imaging system comprising a first camera with a first sensor that captures a

first image and a second camera with a second sensor that captures a second image, the two

cameras having either identical or different FOVs. The first sensor may have a standard color

filter array (CPA) covering one sensor section and a non-standard color CFA covering

another. The second sensor may have either Clear or standard CFA covered sections. Either

image may be chosen to be a primary or an auxiliary image, based on a zoom factor. An

output image with a point of view determined by the primary image is obtained by registering

the auxiliary image to the primary image.

23
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HIGH RESOLUTION THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is related to and claims priority from US Provisional Patent

Application No. 61/730,570 having the same tithe and filed November 28, 2013, which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

FIELD

Embodiments disclosed herein relate in general to multi-aperture imaging ("MAI")

systems (where “multi” refers to two or more apertures) and more specifically to thin MAT

systems with high color resolution and/or optical zoom.

BACKGROUND

Small digital cameras integrated into mobile (cell) phones, personal digital assistants

and music players are becoming ubiquitous. Each year, mobile phone manufacturers add more

imaging features to their handsets, causing these mobile imaging devices to converge towards

feature sets and image quality that customers expect from stand-alone digital still cameras.

Concurrently, the size of these handsets is shrinking, making it necessary to reduce the total

size of the camera accordingly while adding more imaging features. Optical Zoom is a primary

feature of many digital still cameras but one that mobile phone cameras usually lack, mainly

due to camera height constraints in mobile imaging devices, cost and mechanicalreliability.

Mechanical zoom solutions are common in digital still cameras but are typically too

thick for most camera phones. Furthermore, the F/# (‘F number) in such systems typically

increases with the zoom factor (ZF) resulting in poor light sensitivity and higher noise

(especially in low-light scenarios). In mobile cameras, this also results in resolution

compromise, due to the small pixel size of their image sensors and the diffraction limit optics

associated with the F/#.

One way of implementing zoom in mobile cameras is by over-sampling the image and

cropping and interpolating it in accordance with the desired ZF. While this method is

mechanically reliable, it results in thick optics and in an expensive image sensor due to the

large number of pixels associated therewith. As an example, if one is interested in
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implementing a 12 Megapixel camera with X3 ZF, one needs a sensor of 108 Megapixels.

Another way of implementing zoom, as well as increasing the output resolution, is by

using a dual-aperture imaging ("DAI") system. In its basic form, a DAI system includes two

optical apertures which may be formed by one or two optical modules, and one or two image

sensors (€.g., CMOS or CCD) that grab the optical image or images and convert the data into

the electronic domain, where the image can be processed and stored.

The design of a thin MAI system with improved resolution requires a careful choice of

parameters coupled with advancedsignal processing algorithms to support the output of a high

quality image. Known MAIsystems,in particular ones with short optical paths, often trade-off

functionalities and properties, for example zoom and colorresolution, or image resolution and

quality for camera module height. Therefore, there is a need for, and it would be advantageous

to have thin MAI systems that produce an image with high resolution (and specifically high

color resolution) together with zoom functionality.

Moreover, known signal processing algorithms used together with existing MAI

systems often further degrade the output image quality by introducing artifacts when

combining information from different apertures. A primary source of these artifacts is the

image registration process, which has to find correspondences between the different images

that are often captured by different sensors with different color filter arrays (CFAs). There is

therefore a need for, and it would be advantageous to have an imageregistration algorithm that

is more robust to the type of CFA used by the cameras and which can produce better

correspondence between images captured by a multi-aperture system.

SUMMARY

Embodiments disclosed herein teach the use of multi-aperture imaging systems to

implement thin cameras (with short optical paths of less than about 9 mm) and/or to realize

optical zoom systems in such thin cameras. Embodiments disclosed herein further teach new

color filter arrays that optimize the color information which may be achieved in a multi-

aperture imaging system with or without zoom. In various embodiments, a MAI system

disclosed herein includes at least two sensors or a single sensor divided into at least two areas.

Hereinafter, the description refers to “two scnsors”, with the understanding that they may

represent sections of a single physical sensor (imager chip). Exemplarily, in a dual-aperture

imaging system, a left sensor (or left side of a single sensor) captures an image coming from a

first aperture while a right sensor (or right side of a single sensor) captures an image coming
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from a second aperture. In various embodiments disclosed herein, one sensor is a “Wide”

sensor while another sensor is a “Tele” sensor, see e.g. FIG. 1A. The Wide sensor includes

either a single standard CFA or two different CFAs: a non-standard CFA with higher color

sampling rate positioned in an “overlap area” of the sensor (see below description of FIG. 1B)

and a standard CFA with a lower color sampling rate surrounding the overlap area. When

including a single standard CI‘A, the CI‘A may cover the entire Wide sensor area. A "standard

CFA" may include a RGB (Bayer) pattern or a non-Bayer pattern such as RGBE, CYYM,

CYGM, RGBW#1, RGBW#?2 or RGBW#3. Thus, reference may be made to "standard Bayer"

or "standard non-Bayer" patterns or filters. As used herein, “non-standard CIA” refers to a

CFA that is different in its pattern that CFAs listed above as “standard”. Exemplary non-

standard CFA patterns may include repetitions of a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter

order is RR-BB, RB-BR or YC-CY where Y=Yellow = Green + Red, C = Cyan = Green +

Blue; repetitions of a 3x3 micro-cell in which the color filter order is GRR-RGB-BRG; and

repetitions of a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is

RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR,or

BBGRRG-RGRBGB-GBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR,or

RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BGBRGR-BRRBRBR,or,

RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.

The Tele sensor may be a Clear sensor (i.e. a sensor without color filters) or a standard

CFA sensor. This arrangementof the two (or more than two) sensors and of two (or more than

two) Wide and Tele “subset cameras” (or simply “‘subsets”) related to the two Wide and Tele

subsets. Each sensor provides a separate image (referred to respectively as a Wide image and a

Tele image), except for the case of a single sensor, where two images are captured (grabbed)

by the single sensor (example above). In some embodiments, 700m is achieved by fusing the

two images, resulting in higher color resolution that approaches that of a high quality dual-

aperture zoom camera. Some thin MAI systems disclosed herein therefore provide zoom,

super-resolution, high dynamic range and enhanced user experience.

In some embodiments, in order to reach optical zoom capabilities, a different

magnification image of the same scene is grabbed by each subset, resulting in field of view

(FOV) overlap between the two subsets. In some embodiments, the two subsets have the same

zoom (i.c. same FOV). In some embodiments, the ‘Tele subset is the higher zoom subsct and

the Wide subset is the lower zoom subset. Post processing is applied on the two images

grabbed by the MAT system to fuse and output one fused (combined) output zoom image

processed according to a user ZFinput request. In some embodiments, the resolution of the
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fused image may be higher than the resolution of the Wide/Tele sensors. As part of the fusion

procedure, up-sampling may be applied on the Wide imageto scale il to the Tele image.

In an embodiment there is provided a multi-aperture imaging system comprising a first

camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first sensor with a

first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a non-standard CPA, the non-

standard CI‘A used to increase a specific color sampling rate relative to a same color sampling

rate in a standard CFA; a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second

camera subset having a second sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels either Clear or

covered with a standard CIA; and a processor configured to process the first and second

images into a combined output image.

In some embodiments, the first and the second camera subsets have identical FOVs and

the non-standard CFA may cover an overlap area that includesall the pixels of first sensor,

thereby providing increased color resolution. In some such embodiments, the processor is

further configured to, during the processing of the first and second images into a combined

output image, register respective first and second Luma images obtained from the first and

second images, the registered first and second Luma images used together with color

information to form the combined output image. In an embodiment, the registration includes

finding a corresponding pixel in the second Luma imagefor each pixel in the first Luma image,

whereby the output image is formed by transferring information from the second imageto the

first image. In another embodiment, the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in

the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image, whereby the output image is

formed by transferring information from the first image to the second image.

In some embodiments, the first camera subset has a first FOV, the second camera

subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV, and the non-standard CFA covers an

overlap area on the first sensor that captures the second FOV, thereby providing both optical

zoom and increased color resolution. In some such embodiments, the processor is further

configured to, during the processing of the first and second images into a combined output

image and based on a ZFinput, register respective first and second Luma images obtained from

the first and second images, the registered first and second Luma images used together with

color information to form the combined output image. Por a ZF input that defines an POV

grcater than the second KOV, the registration includes finding a corresponding pixcl in the

second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and the processing includes forming

the output image by transferring information from the second image to the first image. For a

ZF input that defines an FOV smaller than or equal to the second FOV, the registration
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includes finding a corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second

Luma image, and the processing includes forming the output image by transferring information

from the first image to the second image.

In an embodimentthere is provided a multi-aperture imaging system comprisinga first

camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first sensor with a

first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a standard CIA; a second camera

subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset having a second sensor with a

second plurality of sensor pixels either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and a processor

configured to register first and second Luma images obtained respectively from the first and

second images and to processthe registered first and second Luma images together with color

information into a combined output image.

In some embodiments, the first and the second camera subsets have identical first and

second FOVs. In some such embodiments, the registration includes finding a corresponding

pixel in the second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and the processing

includes forming the output image by transferring information from the second image to the

first image. In other such embodiments, the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel

in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image and the processing includes

forming the output image by transferring information from the first image to the second image.

In some embodiments, the first camera subset has a first FOV, the second camera

subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV, and the processor is further configured to

register the first and second Luma images based on a ZF input. For a ZF input that defines an

FOV greater than the second FOV, the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in

the second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and the processing includes

forming the output image by transferring information from the second imageto thefirst image.

For a ZFinput that defines an FOV smaller than or equal to the second FOV, the registration

includes finding a corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second

T.uma image, and the processing includes forming the output image by transferring information

from the first image to the second image.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Non-limiting examples of embodiments disclosed herein are described below with

reference to figures attached hereto that are listed following this paragraph. The drawings and

descriptions are meant to illuminate and clarify cmbodiments disclosed herein, and should not
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be considered limiting in any way.

FIG. 1A shows schematically a block diagram illustrating a dual-aperture zoom

imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 1B shows an example of an image captured by the Wide sensor and the Tele

sensor while illustrating the overlap area on the Wide sensor;

T'IG. 2 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor that may be implemented

in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 3 shows schematically another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may be

implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 4 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 5 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 6 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implementedin a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 7 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 8 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 9 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor that may

be implementedin a dual-aperture zoom imaging system disclosed herein;

FIG. 10 shows a schematically in a flow chart an embodiment of a method disclosed

herein for acquiring and outputting a zoom image;

FIG. 11A shows exemplary images captured by a triple aperture z00m imaging system

disclosed herein;

FIG. 11B illustrates schematically the three sensors of the triple aperture imaging

system of FIG. 11A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Embodiments disclosed herein relate to multi-aperture imaging systems that include at

least one Wide sensor with a single CFA or with two different CFAs and at least one Tele

sensor. The description continues with particular reference to dual-aperture imaging systems

that include two (Wide and Tele) subsets with respective sensors. A three-aperture imaging
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system is described later with reference to FIGS. 11A-11B.

The Wide sensor includes an overlap area (see description of FIG. 1B) that captures

the Tele FOV. The overlap area may cover the entire Wide sensor or only part of the sensor.

The overlap area may include a standard CFA or a non-standard CFA. Since the Tele image is

optically magnified compared to the Wide image, the effective sampling rate of the Tele image

is higher than that of the Wide image. Thus, the effective color sampling rate in the Wide

sensor is much lower than the Clear sampling rate in the Tele sensor. In addition, the Tele and

Wide images fusion procedure (see below) requires up-scaling of the color data from the Wide

sensor. Up-scaling will not improve color resolution. In some applications, it is therefore

advantageous to use a non-standard CFA in the Wide overlap area that increases color

resolution for cases in which the Tele sensor includes only Clear pixels. In some embodiments

in which the Tele sensor includes a Bayer CFA, the Wide sensor may have a Bayer CFA in the

overlap area. In such embodiments, color resolution improvement depends on using color

information from the Tele sensor in the fused output image.

T'IG. 1A shows schematically a block diagram illustrating a dual-aperture zoom

imaging ("DAZI") system 100 disclosed herein. System 100 includes a dual-aperture camera

102 with a Wide subset 104 and a Tele subset 106 (each subset having a respective sensor), and

a processor 108 that fuses two images, a Wide image obtained with the Wide subset and a Tele

image obtained with the Tele subset, into a single fused output image according to a user-

defined "applied" ZF input or request. The ZF is input to processor 108. The Wide sensor may

include a non-standard CFA in an overlap area illustrated by 110 in FIG. 1B. Overlap area 110

is surrounded by a non-overlap area 112 with a standard CFA (for example a Bayer pattern).

FIG. 1B also shows an example of an image captured by both Wide and Tele sensors. Note that

“overlap” and “non-overlap” areas refer to parts of the Wide image as well as to the CFA

arrangements of the Wide sensor. ‘he overlap area may cover different portions of a Wide

sensor, for example half the sensorarea, a third of the sensor area, a quarter of the sensor area,

etc. A number of such Wide sensor CFA arrangements are described in more detail with

reference to FIGS. 2-9. The non-standard CFA pattern increases the color resolution of the

DAZIsystem.

The Tele sensor may be Clear (providing a Tele Clear image scaled relative to the Wide

image) or may include a standard (Baycr or non-Baycr) CPA.It in the latter case, it is desirable

to define primary and auxiliary sensors based on the applied ZF. If the ZF is such that the

output FOV is larger than the Tele FOV, the primary sensor is the Wide sensor and the

auxiliary sensor is the ele sensor. If the ZFis such that the output FOV is equal to, or smaller
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than the Tele FOV, the primary sensor is the Tele sensor and the auxiliary sensor is the Wide

sensor. The point of view defined by the output image is that of the primary sensor.

FIG. 2 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 200 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 200 has a non-overlap area 202

with a Bayer CPA and an overlap area 204 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 4x4 micro-cell in which the color filter order is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.In this figure,

as well as in FIGS. 3-9, “Width 1” and “Height 1” refer to the full Wide sensor dimension.

“Width 2” and “Height 2” refer to the dimensions of the Wide sensor overlap area. Note that in

T'IG. 2 (as in following figures 3-5 and 7, 8) the empty row and column to the left and top of

the overlap area are for clarity purposes only, and that the sensor pixels follow there the pattern

of the non-overlap area (as shown in FIG.6). In overlap area 204, R and B are sampled at 1/2°°

Nyquist frequencyin the diagonal (left to right) direction with 2 pixel intervals instead of at 1/2

Nyquist frequency in a standard Bayerpattern.

FIG. 3 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 300 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 300 has a non-overlap area 302

with a Bayer CFA and an overlap area 304 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter order is BR-RB. In the overlap area, R and B are

sampled at 1/2°° Nyquist frequency in both diagonal directions.

FIG. 4 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 400 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 400 has a non-overlap area 402

with a Bayer CFA and an overlap area 404 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter order is YC-CY, where Y=Yellow = Green + Red, C

= Cyan = Green + Blue. As a result, in the overlap area, R and B are sampled at °° Nyquist

frequency in a diagonal direction. The non-standard CFA includes green information for

registration purposes. ‘his allows for example registration between the two images where the

object is green, since there is green information in both sensor images.

FIG. 5 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 500 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 500 has a non-overlap area 502

with a Bayer CFA andan overlap area 504 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-

BWBRWR-BRRBBR,where “W”represents White or Clear pixcls. In the overlap arca, R and

B are sampled at a higher frequency than in a standard CPA. For example, in a Bayer pixel

order, the Red average sampling rate ("Rg") is 0.25 (sampled once for every 4 pixels). In the

overlap area pattern, Rs is 0.44.
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FIG. 6 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 600 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 600 has a non-overlap area 602

with a Bayer CFA and an overlap area 604 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which the colorfilter order is BBGRRG-RGRBGB-GBRGRB-RRGBBG-

BGBRGR-GRBGBER.In the overlap area, R and B are sampled at a higher frequency than in a

standard CPA. For example, in the overlap area pattern, Rs is 0. 33 vs. 0.25 in a Bayer pixel

order.

FIG. 7 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 700 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 700 has a non-overlap area 702

with a Bayer CFA and an overlap area 704 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 3x3 micro-cell in which the color filter order is GBR-RGB-BRG.In the overlap area, R and

B are sampledat a higher frequency than in a standard CFA. For example, in the overlap area

pattern, Rs is 0. 33 vs. 0.25 in a Bayerpixel order.

FIG. 8 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 800 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 800 has a non-overlap area 802

with a Bayer CFA and an overlap area 804 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-

BGBRGR-BRRBBR.In the overlap area, R and B are sampled at a higher frequency than in a

standard CFA. For example, in the overlap area pattern, Rs is 0. 44 vs. 0.25 in a Bayer pixel

order.

FIG. 9 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 900 that may be

implemented in a DAZI system such as system 100. Sensor 900 has a non-overlap area 902

with a Bayer CFA and an overlap area 904 covered by a non-standard CFA with a repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is RBRBRB-BGRBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-

RGRBGB-BRBRBR.In the overlap area, R and B are sampled at a higher frequency than in a

standard CFA. Por example, in the overlap area pattern, Rg is 0. 44 vs. 0.25 in a Bayer pixel

order.

Processing flow

In use, an image is acquired with imaging system 100 and is processed according to

steps illustrated in a flowchart shown in FIG. 10. In step 1000, demosaicing is performed on

the Wide overlap area pixels (which refer to the Tele image FOV) according to the specific

CEA pattern. If the CFA in the Wide overlap area is a standard CFA, a standard demosaicing
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process may be applied to it. If the CFA in the Wide overlap area is non-standard CFA,the

overlap and non-overlap subsets of pixels may need different demosaicing processes. Thatis,

the Wide overlap area may need a non-standard demosaicing process and the Wide non-

overlap area may need a standard demosaicing process. Exemplary and non-limiting non-

standard demosaicing interpolations for the overlap area of each of the Wide sensors shown in

T'IGS. 2-9 are given in detail below. The aim of the demosaicing is to reconstruct missing

colors in each pixel. Demosaicing is applied also to the Tele sensor pixels if the Tele sensoris

not a Clear only sensor. This will result in a Wide subset color image where the colors (in the

overlap area) hold higher resolution than those of a standard CPA pattern. In step 1002, the

Tele image is registered (mapped) into the Wide image. The mapping includes finding

correspondences between pixels in the two images. In step 1002, actual registration is

performed on luminance Tele and Wide images (respectively Lumartee and Lumawiae)

calculated from the pixel information of the Tele and Wide cameras. These luminance images

are estimates for the scene luminance as captured by each camera and do not include any color

information. If the Wide or Tele sensors have CIAs, the calculation of the luminance imagesis

performed on the respective demosaiced images. The calculation of the Wide luminance image

varies according to the type of non-standard CFA used in the Wide overlap area. If the CFA

permits calculation of a full RGB demosaiced image, the luminance image calculation is

straightforward. If the CFA is such that it does not permit calculation of a full RGB

demosaiced image, the luminance image is estimated from the available color channels. If the

Tele sensor is a Clear sensor, the Tele luminance image is just the pixel information.

Performing the registration on luminance images has the advantage of enabling registration

between images captured by sensors with different CFAs or between images captured by a

standard CPA or non-standard CFA sensor and a standard CFA or Clear sensor and avoiding

color artifacts that may arise from erroneousregistration.

In step 1004, the data from the Wide and Tele images is processed together with the

registration information from step 1002 to form a high quality output zoom image. In cases

wherethe ‘Tele sensor is a Clear only sensor, the high resolution luminance componentis taken

from the Tele sensor and color resolution is taken from the Wide sensor. In cases where the

Tele sensor includes a CFA, both color and luminance data are taken from the Tele subset to

form the high quality zoom image. In addition, color and luminance data is taken from the

Wide subset.
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Exemplary process for fusing a zoom image

1. Special demosaicing

In this step, the Wide image is interpolated to reconstruct the missing pixel values.

Standard demosaicing is applied in the non-overlap area. If the overlap area includes a standard

CFA, standard demosaicing is applied there as well. If the overlap area includes a non-

standard CFA, a special demosaicing algorithm is applied, depending on the CFA pattern used.

In addition, in case the Tele sensor has a CIA, standard demosaicing is applied to reconstruct

the missing pixel values in each pixel location and to generate a full RGB color image.

2. Registration preparation

- Tele image: a luminance image Lumar. is calculated from the Tele sensor pixels. If

the Tele subset has a Clear sensor, T.umatete is simply the sensor pixels data. If the Tele subset

has a standard CFA, Lumareie is calculated from the demosaiced Tele image.

- Wide image: as a first step, in case the Wide overlap CFA permits estimating the

luminance component of the image, the luminance component is calculated from the

demosaiced Wide image, Lumawiae. If the CFA is one of those depicted in FIGS. 4-9, a

luminance image is calculatedfirst. If the CFA is one of the CFAsdepicted in FIG. 2 or FIG. 3,

a luminance image is not calculated. Instead, the following registration step is performed

between a weighted average of the demosaiced channels of the Wide image and Lumayere. For

convenience, this weighted average image is also denoted Lumawiae. For example, if the Wide

sensor CFA in the overlap region is as shown in FIG. 2, the demosaiced channels Rwidae and

Bwide are averaged to create Lumawjae according to Lumawiae = (f1*Rwiaetf2*Bwiae)/f1+12),

where f1 may be f1=1 and f2 may be f2=1.

- Low-passfiltering is applied on the Tele luminance image in order to match its spatial

frequency content to that of the Lumawiae image. This improves the registration performance,

as after low-pass filtering the luminance images become more similar. The calculation is

Lumaree> Low pass filter > Lumarete”, where "LP" denotes an image after low pass

filtering.
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. . LP
3. Registration of Lumawjae and Lumareje

 

This step of the algorithm calculates the mapping between the overlap areas in the two

luminance images. The registration step does not depend on the type of CFA used (or the lack

thereof), as it is applied on luminance images. The same registration step can therefore be

applied on Wide and Tele images captured by standard CIA sensors, as well as by any

combination of CFAs or Clear sensor pixels disclosed herein. The registration process chooses

either the Wide image or the Tele image to be a primary image. The other image is defined as

an auxiliary image. The registration process considers the primary image as the baseline image

and registers the overlap area in the auxiliary image to it, by finding for each pixel in the

overlap area of the primary image its corresponding pixel in the auxiliary image. The output

image point of view is determined according to the primary image point of view (camera

angle). Various correspondence metrics could be used for this purpose, among which are a sum

of absolute differences andcorrelation.

In an embodiment, the choice of the Wide image or the Tele image as the primary and

auxiliary images is based on the ZF chosen for the output image. If the chosen ZFis larger than

the ratio between the focal-lengths of the Tele and Wide cameras, the Tele image is set to be

the primary image and the Wide imageis set to be the auxiliary image. If the chosen ZF is

smaller than or equal to the ratio between the focal-lengths of the Tele and Wide cameras, the

Wide image is set to be the primary image and the Tele image is set to be the auxiliary image.

In another embodiment independent of a zoom factor, the Wide image is always the primary

image and the ‘Tele image is always the auxiliary image. ‘The output of the registration stage is

a map relating Wide image pixels indices to matching Tele image pixels indices.

4. Combination into a high resolution image

In this final step, the primary and auxiliary images are used to produce a high

resolution image. One can distinguish between several cases:

a. If the Wide image is the primary image, and the Tele image was generated from

a Clear sensor, Lumawide is calculated and replaced or averaged with Lumarteie in the overlap

arca between the two images to create a luminance output image, matching corresponding

pixels according to the registration map Lumaoy = c1* Lumawide + c2* Lumares.. The values of

cl and c2 may change between different pixels in the image. Then, RGB values of the output

are calculated from Lumaou and Rwide, Gwide, and Bwide.
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b. If the Wide imageis the primary image and the Tele image was generated from

a CFA sensor, Lumayz.y. is calculated and is combined with Lumawiae in the overlap area

between the two images, according to the flow described in 4a.

c. If the Tele image is the primary image generated from a Clear sensor, the RGB

5 values of the output are calculated from the Lumar. image and Rwide, Gwide, and Bwide

(matching pixels according to the registration map).

d. If the Tele image is the primary image generated from a CFA sensor, the RGB

values of the output (matching pixels according to the registration map) are calculated either by

using only the Tele image data, or by also combining data from the Wide image. The choice

10 depends on the zoom factor.

Certain portions of the registered Wide and Tele imagesare used to generate the output

image based on the ZF of the output image. In an embodiment, if the ZF of the output image

defines a FOV smaller than the Tele FOV,the fused high resolution image is cropped to the

required field of view and digital interpolation is applied to scale up the image to the required

15 output imageresolution.

Exemplary and non-limiting pixel interpolations specifications for the overlap area

FIG. 2  

 
 

20

In order to reconstruct the missing R22 pixel, we perform R22 = (R31+R13)/2. The same

operation is performed for all missing Blue pixels.

FIG. 3
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In order to reconstruct the missing B22 pixel, we perform B22 = (B12+B21+B32+B23)/4. The

same operation is performed for all missing Red pixels.

FIG. 4

 
5 In order to reconstruct the missing C22 pixel, we perform C22 = (C12+C21+C32+C23)/4. The

same operation is performed for all missing Yellow pixels.

FIG. 5

Case 1: W is center pixel

 
10

In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22 = (B12+B32)/2

R22 = (R21+R23)/2

15 G22= (W22-R22-B22) (assuming that W includes the same amount of R, G and B

colors).

Case 2: R22 is center pixel
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In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22 = (B11+R33)/2

W22 = (2*W214+W24)/3

G22 = (W22-R22-B22) (assuming that W contains the same amount of R, G and B

colors). The same operation is performed for Blue as the center pixel.

FIG. 6

 

 
R41 R42 G43 B44

 
 

In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22 = (B12+B32)/2

R22 = (R21+R23)/2.

In order to reconstruct the missing 32 pixels, we perform the following:

G32 = (2*G3142*G224+G43)/5

R32 = (R414+2*R42+2*R33+R23+R21)/7.

  
 

In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we performthe following:

B22 = 2*B12+2*B23+B31)/5

R22 = (2*R2142*R324+R13)/5

and similarly for all other missing pixels.
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FIG. 8

 

  
In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22 = (2*B124+2*B32+B13)/5

5 R22 = (2*R214+2*R234+R11)/5.

In order to reconstruct the missing 32 pixels, we perform the following:

G32 = (2*G224+G52)/3

R32 = (2*R334+2*R42+R41+R21+R23)/7.

10 FIG. 9 

   
 

In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22 = (B12+B32+B23+B21)/4

R22 = (R11+R13+R31+R33)/4.

15 In order to reconstruct the missing 32 pixels, we performthe following:

G32 = (2*G224+G52)/3

R32 = (R42+R314+R33)/3.

Triple-aperture zoom imaging system with improved color resolution
20

As mentioned, a multi-aperture zoom or non-zoom imaging system disclosed herein

may include more than two apertures. A non-limiting and exemplary embodiment 1100 of a

triple-aperture imaging system is shown in FIGS. 11A-11B. System 1100 includes a first Wide

subset camera 1102 (with exemplarily X1), a second Wide subset camera (with exemplarily
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X1.5, and referred to as a “Wide-Tele” subset) and a Tele subset camera (with exemplarily

X2). FIG. 11A shows exemplary images captured by imaging system 1100, while FIG. 11B

illustrates schematically three sensors marked 1102, 1104 and 1106, which belong respectively

to the Wide, Wide-Tele and Tele subsets. FIG. 11B also shows the CFA arrangements in each

sensor: sensors 1102 and 1104 are similar to Wide sensors described above with reference to

any of FIGS. 2-9, in the sense that they include an overlap area and a non-overlap area. The

overlap area includes a non-standard CFA. In both Wide sensors, the non-overlap area may

have a Clear pattern or a standard CFA. Thus, neither Wide subset is solely a Clear channel

camera. The Tele sensor may be Clear or have a standard Bayer CI‘A or a standard non-Bayer

CFA. In use, an image is acquired with imaging system 1100 and processed as follows:

demosaicing is performed on the overlap area pixels of the Wide and Wide-Tele sensors

according to the specific CFA pattern in each overlap area. The overlap and non-overlap

subsets of pixels in each of these sensors may need different demosaicing. Exemplary and non-

limiting demosaicing specifications for the overlap area for Wide sensors shown in FIGS. 2-9

are given above. The aim is to reconstruct the missing colors in each and every pixel. In cases

in which the Tele subset sensor is not Clear only, demosaicing is performed as well. The Wide

and Wide-Tele subset color images acquired this way will have colors Gin the overlap area)

holding higher resolution than that of a standard CFA pattern. Then, the Tele image acquired

with the Tele sensor is registered (mapped) into the respective Wide image. The data from the

Wide, Wide-Tele and Tele images is then processed to form a high quality zoom image. In

cases where the Tele subset is Clear only, high Lumaresolution is taken from the Tele sensor

and color resolution is taken from the Wide sensor. In cases where the ‘lele subset includes a

CFA, both color and Luma resolution is taken from the Tele subset. In addition, color

resolution is taken from the Wide sensor. The resolution of the fused image may be higher than

the resolution of both sensors.

While this disclosure has been described in terms of certain embodiments and generally

associated methods, alterations and permutations of the embodiments and methods will be

apparent to those skilled in the art. For example, multi-aperture imaging systems with more

than two Wide or Wide-Tele subsets (and sensors) or with more than one Tele subset (and

sensor) may be constructed and used according to principles set forth herein. Similarly, non-

zoom multi-aperture imaging systems with more than two sensors, at Icast one of which has a

non-standard CFA, may be constructed and used according to principles set forth herein. The

disclosure ts to be understood as not limited by the specific embodiments described herein, but

only by the scope of the appended claims.
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CLAIMS:

1. A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first

sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in part with a non-standard color

filter array (CFA), the non-standard CFA used to increase a specific color sampling rate

relative to a same color sampling rate in a standard CFA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset

having a second sensor with a secondplurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor

pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and

c) a processor configured to process the first and sccond images into a combined output

image.

2. The imaging system of claim 1, whercin the non-standard CFA includes a repetition of

a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is either BR-RB or YC-CY.

3. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CFA includesa repetition of

a 3x3 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is GRR-RGB-BRG.

4. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CFA includesa repetition of

a 4x4 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.

5. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CI'A includes a repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which a color filter order is selected from the group consisting of

RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR, BBGRRG-RGRBGB-

GBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR, RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-

BGBRGR-BRRBBR and RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.

6. The imaging system of any of claims 1-5, wherein the standard CPA includes a Bayer

filter.

7. The imaging system of any of claims 1-5, wherein the standard CI‘A includes a non-

Bayerfilter.
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8. The imaging system of claim 7, wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected from the

group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#3

filter.

9. ‘The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the first and the second camera subsets have

identical fields of view and wherein the non-standard CFA covers an overlap area that

includesall the pixels of the first sensor, thereby providing increased color resolution.

10. The imaging system of claim 9, wherein the processor is further configured to register

respective first and second Luma images obtained fromthe first and second images during the

processing ofthe first and sccond images into a combined output image, the registered first

and second Luma images used together with color information to form the combined output

image.

11. The imaging system of claim 10, wherein the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and

wherein the processor is further configured to form the output image by transferring

information from the second imageto thefirst image.

12. The imaging system of claim 10, wherein the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image and

wherein the processor is further configured to form the output image by transferring

information from the first image to the second image.

13. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the first camera subset hasafirst field of

view (MOV), wherein the second camera subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first MOV,

and wherein the non-standard CFA covers an overlap area on thefirst sensor that captures the

second FOV,thereby providing both optical zoom and increased color resolution.

14. The imaging system of claim 13, wherein the processor is further configured to,

during the processing of the first and second images into a combined output image and based

on a zoom factor (ZF) input, register respective first and second Luma images obtained from

the first and second images, the registered first and second Luma images used together with

color information to form the combined output image.
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15. The imaging system of claim 14, wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input that

defines an FOV greater than the second FOV,finding a corresponding pixel in the second

Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and wherein the processor is further

configured to form the output image by transferring information from the second imageto the

first image.

16. ‘The imaging system of claim 14, wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input that

defines an FOV smaller than, or equal to the second FOV,finding a corresponding pixel in

the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image and wherein the processor is

further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the first image

to the second image.

17. The imaging system of claim 13, whercin the second sensor includes a standard CFA

and wherein the processing includes, for a ZF input that defines an FOV equal to or smaller

than the second FOV,forming the output image based on the second image.

18. The imaging system of any of claims 13-17, wherein the standard CFA includes a

Bayerfilter.

19. The imaging system of any of claims 13-17, wherein the standard CFA includes a

non-Bayerfilter.

20. The imaging system of claim 19, wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the

group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#3

filter.

21. A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first

sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels coveredat least in part with a standard CFA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset

having a second sensor with a second plurality of sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor

pixels being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA; and
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c) a processor configured to register first and second Luma images obtained respectively

from the first and second images and to process the registered first and second Luma images

together with color information into a combined output image.

22. ‘The imaging system of claim 21, wherein the first and the second camera subsets have

respectively identical fields of view.

23. ‘The imaging system of claim 22, wherein the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the second Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and

wherein the processor is further configured to form the output image by transferring

information from the second imageto thefirst image.

24. The imaging system of claim 22, wherein the registration includes finding a

corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for cach pixel in the sccond Luma image and

wherein the processor is further configured to form the output image by transferring

information fromthe first image to the second image.

25. The imaging system of claim 21, wherein the first camera subset hasafirst field of

view (FOV), wherein the second camera subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV,

and wherein the processor is further configured to register the first and second Luma images

based on a zoom factor (ZF) input.

26. The imaging system of claim 25, wherein the registration includes, for a ZI’ input that

defines an FOV greater than the second FOV,finding a corresponding pixel in the second

Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image and wherein the processor is further

configured to form the output image by transferring information from the second image to the

first image.

27. The imaging system of claim 25, wherein the registration includes, for a ZI‘ input that

defines an FOV smaller than, or equal to the second FOV,finding a corresponding pixel in

the first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image and wherein the processor is

further configured to form the output image bytransferring information from the first image

to the second image.
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28. The imaging system of claim 25, wherein the second sensor includes a standard CFA

and wherein, for a ZF input that defines an FOV equal to or smaller than the second FOV,the

processor is further configured to form the output image based on the second image.

29. ‘The imaging system of any of claims 21-28, wherein the standard CFA includes a

Bayerfilter.

30. The imaging system of any of claims 21-28, wherein the standard CI'A includes a

non-Bayerfilter.

31. The imaging system of claim 30, wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the

group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#3

filter.

32. A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset that provides a first image, the first camera subset having a first

field of view (FOV)and first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in

part with a standard CFA;

b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset

having a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV and a second sensor with a secondplurality

of sensor pixels covered with a standard CFA; and

c) a processor configured to, for a zoom factor input that defines an FOV equalto or

smaller than the second FOV, form an output image based on the second image.
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Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43/s.1(a){i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement 

1. Statement

 

 

 

 

Novelty (N) Claims 1-20,30,31 YES
Claims 21-29,32 NO

Inventive step (1S) Claims None YES
Claims 1-32 NO

Industrial applicability (IA) Claims 1-32 YES
 

Claims None NO 

 

2, Citations and explanations:

Claims 21-29, 32 lack lack novelty under PCTArticle 33(2) as being anticipated by Dagheret al. (US 2011/0064327 A1), hereinafter
Dagher.

Regarding claim 21, Dagher teaches a multi-aperture imaging system (... multi-aperiure camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3) comprising: .
a) a first camera subsetthat providesa first image, the first camera subset having a first sensor with a first plurality of sensorpixels (... A
scene (5) is imaged by two cameras(10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... carneras (10) and (42) may be... sub-cameras
of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera
may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or
sizes [0049], Fig.2; ... multi-aperture camera (100), each offirst and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging ontoits
own sensor(j.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) covered at least in part with a standard CFA(... Image sensors
often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayer paltern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images
are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB
or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067)); :
b) a second camera subset that provides a second image, the second camera subset having a second sensor with a second plurality of
sensorpixels (... A scene (5) is imaged by two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may
be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2: ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to
having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; ... multi-aperture camera (100), each offirst and second optical sub-systems (110) and
(420) is shown imaging onto its own sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2), the second plurality of sensor pixels
being either Clear or covered with a standard CFA(... Image sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (‘CFA’),
such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV... the tele sub-camera mayutilize .
an image sensorthat does not have a color filter array... to utilize its entire sensor area [0063], Fig.8); and
¢) a processor(... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of image data (301) and (302) te a processor (166) which
may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) configured
to register first and second Luma images obtained respectively from the first and second images and to process the registeredfirst and
second Luma images together with color information into a combined output image (... FIG.8, both the tele and wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV... one luminance (Y) channel and two chrominance channels (U, V) [0063], Fig.8; ... Process (338)... may be applied to
full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color
information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation
may be performed where luminance informatian from the grayscale sub-camera is added to the color image from the cclor sub-camera...
FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077],
Fig.11; ... a grayscale sub-camera generally producesonly a luminance signal (e.g., Y information [0067}).
iThe term “Luma” is synonymous with “luminance”.}

Regarding claim 22, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 21 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the first and the second camera subsets {... cameras (10) and (12) maybe...
sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [G046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... lt is conternplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to
having identical shapes or sizes [0049]) have respectively identical fields of view (In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera
mayinclude establishing ’a first focal length... configuring the second camera may include establishing a second focal length... The
second focal length may be different than thefirst focal length such that the second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as compared
to the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may havea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2).
[Thefirst and second sub-cameras may haveidentical focal lengths and therefore identical fields of view.]

 

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. V) July 2011)
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Supplemental Box  
In case the spacein any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of:

Regarding claim 23, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 22 (... multiaperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041)-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the second Luma
image for each pixel in the first Luma image(... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure
(842) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365) that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion
of image data [0073}-[0077], Fig.14; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky(i.e., Kx pixelsin
an x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera (e.g.,
first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parallax shift between the two or
more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform [0090],
Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (369)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15} and wherein the processoris further configured te form the output image by transferring information from the
second imagetothefirst image (... Pracess (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied
[0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera imageto luminance information
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 41, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes
processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11). ,

Regarding claim 24, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 22 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the registration includes finding a correspondingpixelin the first Luma image
for each pixel in the second Luma image(... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342)
is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of
image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (i.e., Kx pixels in an
x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperturecamera (e.g., first
and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parallax shift between the two or more
sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform [0090], Fig. 13;
... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (369)... may be ‘merged’ [0098],
Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from thefirst image to the
second image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ...
fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information from a grayscale
sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added
to the color image from the color sub-camera... F1G. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see
FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11). :

Regarding claim 25, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 21 (... multi-aperture camera systemswith the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042), Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the first camera subset hasa first field of view (FOV), wherein the second
camera subset has a second, smaller FOV than thefirst FOV (... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)...
cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor
chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include
establishing a first focal iength... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The secand focal length
may be different than the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as compared to the first camera
{0013); ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), and wherein the
processor(... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may,
for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) is further
configured to register the first and second Luma images(... FlG.8, both the tele and wide images are converted from RGB to YUV... one
luminance (Y) channel and two chrominance channels (U, V) [0063], Fig.8; ... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an
image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color
sub-camera image to luminance information from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where
luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates
an exemplary process (365)that utilizes pracessor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11) based on a zoom
factor (ZF) input(... “zoom” may be understood as a capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an
optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any level of zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom
camera [0062]).
[Thefirst and second sub-cameras have variable focal lengths and therefore variable fields of view.]
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Regarding claim 26, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 25 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be understood as a
capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any
level of zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062)) that defines an FOV greater than the second
FOV (... two cameras (10) and (12) that image fields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single
multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... ltis contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be
shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anctherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes
{0049}, Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera mayinclude establishingafirst focal length... configuring the second
camera may Include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than thefirst focal length such that the
second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different
focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), finding a corresponding pixel in the second Luma imagefor each pixelin the
first Luma image(... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9;
... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077],
Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (i.e., Kx pixels in an x-direction and Ky pixels in
a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera (e.g., first and second sub-cameras
(150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) andits sensor(s)... it is possible to estimate a parallax shift between the two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ...
image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform [0090], Fig.13; ... image fusion step
(373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (369)... may be ‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein
the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the second imageto thefirst image (...
Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image
data... may involve addition of cofor information from a color sub-camera image to luminanceinformation from a grayscale sub-camera
image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added to the color
image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for
fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11).

Regarding claim 27, Dagherteaches the imaging system of claim 25 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0044}-[0042), Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be understood as a
capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any
level of zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062)]) that defines an FOV smaller than, or equal fo
the second FOV(... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of
a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera
may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or
sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the
second camera may include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may bedifferent than thefirst focal length such
that the second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as comparedto thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a
different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), finding a corresponding pixel in the first Luma image for each pixel in
the second Luma image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065],
Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data
[0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (Le., Kx pixels in an x-direction
and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera {e.g., first and second
sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parallax shift between the two or more
sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform [0090], Fig.13;
... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computedin imageregistration step (369)... may be ‘merged’ [0098],
Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the first image to the
second image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ...
fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminanceinformation from a grayscale
sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added
to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes processer (166) (see
FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11).
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Regarding claim 28, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim 25, wherein the second sensor(... cameras (10) and (12) maybe...
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to
having identical shapesorsizes [0049], Fig.2; ... first and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging onto its own
sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) includes a standard CFA(... Image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer filter, or be formed ofindividual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY")) [0067]) and wherein, for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be understood as a capability to provide different
magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose anylevel of zoom andto utilize the
multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062]) that defines an FOV equalto or smaller than the second FOV(... two
cameras (16) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture
camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... Itis contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any
manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; Ina
particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera mayinclude establishinga first focal length... configuring the second camera may
include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may bedifferent than the first focal length such that the second
camera exhibits a different field of view as _ comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal
length resultingin different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), the processoris further configured to form the output image based on the second
image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion
of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera imageto luminanceinformation from a grayscale
sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminanceinformation from the grayscale sub-camera is added
to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes processor (166) (see
FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11). ,

Regarding claim 29, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim 271 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0044]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter (... Image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue ("RGB’)colorfilter array (‘CFA’), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer filter, or be formed ofindividual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow ("“CMY”)) [0067)]).

Regarding claim 32, Dagher teaches a multi-aperture imaging system (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042}, Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3) comprising:
a) a first camera subsetthat providesa first image, the first camera subset havingafirst field of view (FOV)(... two cameras (10) and (12)
that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1,
Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of
pixels adjacent one anctherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect,
configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a
second focal length... The second focal length may be different than thefirst focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different
field of view as comparedto thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in different
fields of view [0048], Fig.2) and first sensorwith a first plurality of sensor pixels (... multi-aperture camera (100), eachoffirst and second
optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging onto its own sensor(i.¢., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2)
covered at least in part with a standard CFA(... image sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB’)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a
Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer
filter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)[0067)):
b) a second camera subsetthat provides a second image, the second camera subset having a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV (...
two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of sub-~cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be
shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapesorsizes
[0049}, Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring thefirst sub-camera may include establishingafirst focal length... configuring the second
camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than the first focal. length such that the
second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedto thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may havea different
focal length resulting in differentfields of view [0048], Fig.2) and a second sensorwith a secondplurality of sensor pixels (... multi-aperture
camera (100), each of first and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging onto its own sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and
(140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) covered with a standard CFA (... image sensorsoften utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array
("CFA’), such as a Bayer pattem... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA
such as a Bayerfilter, or be formedof individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [(G067}); and
c) a processor(... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which
may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) configured
to, for a zoom factor input (... “zoom” may be understood as a capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length
of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose anylevel of zoom andtoutilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom
camera [0062]) that defines an FOV equal to or smaller than the second FOV (... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20)
and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... ltis contemplated that
sensors of sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherina
single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera
may include establishinga first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The second
focal length may be different thanthe first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as comparedto the
first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in differentfields of view [0048), Fig.2), form an
output image based on the second image (... Process (338)... may be appliedto full color images... an image registration procedure (342)
is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera imageto luminance
information from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminanceinformation from the
grayscale sub-camera is addedto the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) that
utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11). 
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Claims 1, 6-20, 30-31 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Dagheret al. (US 2011/0064327 A‘),
hereinafter Dagherin view of Koskinen et al. (US 8,134,115 B2), hereinafter Koskinen.

Regarding claim 1, Dagher teaches a multi-aperture imaging system (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041}-[0042}], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3) comprising:
a) a first camera subsetthat providesafirst image, the first camera subset having a first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels (... A
scene (5)is imaged by two cameras (10) and (12) that image fields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras
of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... Itis contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera
may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or
sizes [0049], Fig.2; ... multi-aperture camera (100), each offirst and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120) is shown imaging ontoits
ownsensor(.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) coveredat least in part with a color filter array (CFA)(... Image
sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue ("RGB") colorfilter array (‘CFA’), Such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide
images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer filter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements
(e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow ("CMY")) {0067]), the CFA usedto increase a specific color sampling raterelative to a same color
sampling rate in a standard CFA (... upsampling andinterpolation of the first and second sets of image data... increasing the sampling
frequency... higher level of image quality... higher resolution [0054], Fig.4, Fig.5, Fig.6);
b) a second camera subsetthat provides a second image, the second camera subset having a second sensorwith a second plurality of
sensorpixels (... A scene (5) is imaged by two cameras (10) and (12) that image fields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may
be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one another in a single sensor chip... not limited to
having identical shapesorsizes [0049], Fig.2; ... multi-aperture camera (100), each offirst and second optical sub-systems (110) and
(120) is shown imaging onto its own sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2), the second plurality of sensor pixels
beingeither Clear or covered with a standard CFA(... Image sensorsoftenutilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (‘CFA’),
such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV... the tele sub-camera mayutilize
an image sensorthat does not have a colorfilter array... to utilize its entire sensor area [0063], Fig.8); and
c) a processor configured to processthefirst and second images into a combined-output image (... Multi aperture camera (100) provides
first and second sets of image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combiningor “fusing”
the image data sets... to an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3), but lacks the explicit, teaching of a non-standard colorfilter array
(CFA).
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has a non-standard colorfilter array (CFA) (Typical technologiesfor generating color
imagesrely on the Bayer sensorandits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example,
CYGM filters... and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1; The exemplary embodiments ofthis invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in
combination with a colorfilter array. Thecolorfilter array may be designed much morefreely than conventional colorfilter arrays Col.3
in.41-48, Fig.3; Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG.1, the optical filters... enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired
combinations Col.3 In.59-63 Fig.3; It should be noted that the color filters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three
differentfilter types is shown overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig-9). /
lt would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine a non-standard colorfilter array (CFA)
as taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63, Fig.3).

Regarding claim 6, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim1 (... muiti-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-(0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayer filter (... image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue ("RGB’) colorfilter array (‘CFA’), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063}, Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY")) [0067)).

Regarding claim 7, Dagher teaches the imaging systemofclaim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the standard CFAincludes a Bayer filter (... Image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA suchas a Bayerfilter, or be formed ofindividual color sensor elements(e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067}), but lacks the explicit teaching of a non-Bayerfilter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has a non-Bayer-filter (Typical technologies for generating color imagesrely on the Bayer
sensorandits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGM filters... and RGBE
filters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine a non-Bayerfilter as taught by
Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 In.46-56, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3).
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Regarding claim 8, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 7 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... Image sensors oftenutilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such
as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer
filter, or be formedof individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067]), but lacks the explicit teaching
of wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBWi1, a RGBWi2 and a
RGBWH3HSfilter. :
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a
CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#filter (Typical technologies for generating color imagesrely on the Bayer sensor
andits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBEfilters
Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.).
It would have been cbvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention te combine wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected
from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW4#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW2#Sfilter as taught by Koskinen with the
invention of Dagher.
The motivatioh would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 in.46-56, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3).

Regarding claim 9, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the first and the second camera subsets (... cameras (10) and (12) maybe...
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture carnera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to
having identical shapes or sizes [0049]) have identical fields of view (in a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera mayinclude
establishing a first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The secondfocal length
may be different than the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedtothe first camera
[0013]; ... each optical sub-system may havea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), but lacks the explicit
teaching of and wherein the non-standard CFA covers an overlap area that includesall the pixels of the first sensor, thereby providing
increased color resolution. .
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has and wherein the non-standard CFA (The exemplary embodiments ofthis invention
use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination with a colorfilter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much morefreely than
conventionalcolorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3; Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the opticalfilters... enable a plurality of different filter
types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3 in.59-63, Fig.3) covers an overlap area that includesall the pixels of thefirst sensor(It
should be notedthat the color filters do not have to be separate for each receptor(2)... each of three differentfilter types is shown
overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9), thereby providing increased color resolution (This enables the use of the
muitiple filters... resolution is not degraded... A dynamic optimization between resolution and colorfidelity and sensitivity may be achieved
Col.3 In.52-58; In certain cases it may be beneficial to vary the spectral characteristics of thefilter array (6)... the center areaofthefilter
array (6) may have higher resolution Col.7 in.41-44, Fig.7, Fig.9).
It would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine and wherein the non-standard CFA
covers an overlap area that includesall the pixels of the first sensor, thereby providing increased color resolution as taught by Koskinen
with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63, Fig.3). In addition, a dynamic optimization between resolution and color fidelity may be achieved and designation of higher
resolution in certain areas of the filter array (Koskinen, Col.3 In.52-58, Col.7 In.41-44).

Regarding claim 10, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim 9 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the processor(... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of
image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to
an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) is further configured to register respective first and second Luma images obtained from thefirst
and second images during the processing ofthe first and second images into a combined output image, the registered first and second
Luma images used together with color information to form the combined output image (... F1G.8, both the tele and wide imagesare
converted from RGB to YUV... one luminance (Y) channel and two chrominance channels (U, V) [0063], Fig.8; ... Process (338)... may be
applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition
of color information from a color sub-camera image to lurninance information from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary
operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is addedto the color image from the color
sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data
{0073}-[0077], Fig.11; ... a grayscale sub-camera generally produces only a luminancesignal (e.g., Y information [0067)).

Regarding claim 11, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 10, wherein the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the
second Luma imagefor each pixelin the first Luma image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration
procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG.3)
for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocksof size Kx x Ky(i.e., Kx
pixels in an x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera
{e.g.. first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... it is possible to estimate a parallax shift between the
two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform
{0090], Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (368)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the
second imageto thefirst image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied
[0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes
processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11).
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Regarding claim 12, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 10, wherein the registration includes finding a corresponding pixel in the
first Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an imageregistration
procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FiG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3)
for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (i.e., Kx
pixels in an x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera
{e.g., first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parailax shift between the
two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wise sliding window transform
{0090}, Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in imageregistration step (369)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from thefirst
image to the second image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342)is applied
[O065}, Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is addedto the color image from the color sub-camera... F1G. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes
processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073}-[0077], Fig. 11). ,

Regarding claim 13, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the first camera subset hasa first field of view (FOV) (... two cameras (10) and
(12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046],
Fig.1, Fig.2; ... Itis contemplated that sensors.of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks
of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect,
configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a
second focal length... The second focal length maybedifferent than thefirst focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different
field of view as comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in different
fields of view [0048], Fig.2), wherein the second camera subset has a second, smaller FOV than thefirst FOV (... two cameras (10) and
(12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046],
Fig.1, Fig.2; ... lt is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks
of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect,
configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a
secondfocal length... The second focal length may be different than the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different
field of view as compared to thefirst camera [0013], ... each optical sub-system may havea different focal length resulting in different
fields of view [0048], Fig.2; ... first sub-camera (150) has a widerfield of view as compared to second sub-camera (160)... (160) may serve
as a “tele” sub-camera having a higherlevel of zoom as comparedto first sub-camera (150) [0051]), thereby providing both optical zoom
and increased color resolution (... (160) may serve as a “tele” sub-camera having a higher level of zoom as comparedto first sub-camera
(150) [0051]; ... itis possible to combine... two or more images... to create a single, foveated high resolution image... images will have
regions of higher resolution [0054j; ... the tele sub-camera... resulting in even higher image resolution in the overlap region [0063]; ... in
order to ensure good colorfidelity [0106]), but lacks the explicit teaching of and wherein the non-standard CFA covers an overlap area on
the first sensor that captures the second FOV.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has and wherein the non-standard CFA (The exemplary embodimentsof this invention
use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination with a color filter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much more freely than
conventionalcolorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3; Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the opticalfilters... enable a plurality of differentfilter
types to be used in any desired combinations Coil.3 In.59-63, Fig.3) covers an overlap area on thefirst sensor that captures the second
FOV (It should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three differentfilter types is shown
overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9; The direction at which the light arrives is assumed to be within a field of
view (FOV)of the sensor (1) Col.4 In.46-47).
it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine and wherein the non-standard CFA
covers an overlap area on the first sensor that captures the second FOV as taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63, Fig.3). In addition, a dynamic optimization between resolution and colorfidelity may be achieved and designation of higher
resolution in certain areas ofthe filter array (Koskinen, Col.3 In.52-58, Col.7 In.41-44, Fig.7, Fig.9).

Regarding claim 14, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 13, wherein the processoris further configured to, during the processing
of the first and second images into a combined output image (... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of image data
(301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to an image
output device (167) [0053], Fig.3) and based on a zoom factor (ZF) input (... “zoom” may be understood as a capability to provide different
magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any level of zoomand to ulllize the
multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062]), register respective first and second Luma images obtained from thefirst and
second images, the registered first and second Luma irnages used together with color information to form the combined output image(...
FIG.8, both the tele and wide images are converted from RGB to YUV... one luminance (Y) channel and two chrominance channels (U, V)
[0063], Fig.8; ... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ...
fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information from a grayscale
sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale sub-camera is added
to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, which illustrates an exemplary process (365}that utilizes processor (166) (see
FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... a grayscale sub-camera generally produces only a luminancesignal (e.g., Y
information [0067)). :
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Regarding claim 15, Dagher teaches the imaging system ofclaim 14, wherein the registration includes,for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be
understood as a capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user
to choose any level of Zoom andtoutilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062)) that defines an FOV greater
than the second FOV(... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) maybe...
sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one another in a single sensorchip... not limited to
having identical shapesorsizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal
length... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The second focal length maybedifferent than
ihe first focal length suchthat the second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as compared to thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical
sub-system may havea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), finding a corresponding pixel in the second
Luma image for each pixel in the first Luma image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration
procedure (342)is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3)
for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of size Kx x Ky (i.e., Kx
pixels in an x-direction and Ky pixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera
(e.g., first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) andits sensor(s)... itis possible to estimate a parallax shift between the
two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (269) (see FIG. 11) implemented with a block-wisesliding window transform
{0090), Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computedin image registration step (369)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from the
second imagetethefirst image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied

. [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminance information
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes
processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11).

Regarding claim 16, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 14, wherein the registration includes, for a ZF input (..."zoom” may be
understood as a capability to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical syste [0004]; ... allows the user
to chooseanylevel of zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062]) that defines an FOV smaller
than,or equal to the second FOV (... two cameras (10) and (42) that image fields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be...
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocksof pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to
having identical shapes orsizes [0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring thefirst sub-camera may include establishing a first focal
fength... configuring the second camera mayinclude establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than
the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedto thefirst camera [0013]; ... each optical
sub-system mayhavea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), finding a corresponding pixel in the first
Luma image for each pixel in the second Luma image(... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration
procedure (342) is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)that utilizes processor (166) (see FIG.3)
for fusion of image data [0073]-[0077], Fig.11; ... image may be divided into overlapping or non-overlapping blocks ofsize Kx x Ky(i.e., Kx
pixels in an x-direction and Kypixels in a y-direction) [0083], Fig.12; ... knowledge of the sub-camera geometry for a multi-aperture camera
(e.g., first and second sub-cameras (150) and (160) of FIG. 2B) and its sensor(s)... it is possible to estimate a parallax shift between the
two or more sub-cameras [0084]; ... image registration step (369) (see FIG. 11) implementedwith a block-wisesliding window transform
[0090], Fig.13; ... image fusion step (373) (see FIG. 11)... registration information computed in image registration step (369)... may be
‘merged’ [0098], Fig.15) and wherein the processoris further configured to form the output image by transferring information from thefirst
imageto the second image (... Process (338)... may be applied to full color images... an image registration procedure (342) is applied
[0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve addition of color information from a color sub-camera image to luminanceinformation
from a grayscale sub-camera image... a complementary operation may be performed where luminance information from the grayscale
sub-camera is added to the color image from the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365) thatutilizes
processor(166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image data [0073]-[0677], Fig.114).

Regarding claim 17, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 13, wherein the second sensor (... cameras (10) and (12) may be...
sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... itis contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single
multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to
having identical shapesor sizes [0049], Fig.2; ... first and second optical sub-systems (110) and (120)is shown imaging onto its own
sensor(i.e., sensors (130) and (140), respectively) [0067], Fig.2) includes a standard CFA (... Image sensors oftenutilize a
Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”)colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”) [0067]) and wherein the processing includes, for a ZF input (... “zoom” may be understood as a capability
to provide different magnifications... by changing the focal length of an optical system [0004]; ... allows the user to choose any level of
zoom andto utilize the multi-aperture camera as a continuous zoom camera [0062)) that defines an FOV equal to or smaller than the
second FOV (... two cameras (10) and (12) that imagefields of view (20) and (22)... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a
single multi-aperture camera [0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera may
be shared in any manner... blocks of pixels adjacent one another in a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapesorsizes
[0049], Fig.2; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal length... configuring the second
camera may include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than the first focal length such that the
second camera exhibits a differentfield of view as comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical sub-system may haveadifferent
focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), forming the output image based on the second image (... Process (338)...
maybe applied to full color images... an imageregistration procedure (342)is applied [0065], Fig.9; ... fusion of image data... may involve
addition of color information from a color sub-carera image to luminance information from a grayscale sub-camera image...a
complementary operation may be performed where luminanceinformation from the grayscale sub-camera is added to the color image from
the color sub-camera... FIG. 11, whichillustrates an exemplary process (365)thatutilizes processor (166) (see FIG. 3) for fusion of image
data [0073}-[0077], Fig.11).
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Regarding claim 18, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 13 (... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of
image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to
an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera may include establishing a first focal
length... configuring the second camera may include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than
the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as comparedto the first camera [0013]; ... each optical
sub-system mayhavea different focal length resulting in different fields of view [0048], Fig.2), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayer
filter (... Image sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB’)colorfilter array (“CFA’), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele
and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor
elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067)). .

Regarding claim 19, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 13 (... Multi aperture camera (100) providesfirst and second sets of
image data (301) and (302) to a processor (166) which may, for example, be configured for combining or “fusing” the image data sets... to
an image output device (167) [0053], Fig.3; In a particular aspect, configuring the first sub-camera mayinclude establishing a first focal
length... configuring the second camera may include establishing a second focal length... The second focal length may be different than
the first focal length such that the second camera exhibits a different field of view as compared to the first camera [0013]; ... each optical
sub-system may have a different focal length resulting in differentfields of view [0048], Fig.2), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayer
filter (... Image sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (“CFA”), such as a Bayerpattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele
and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor
elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow ("CMY”)) [0067]), but lacks the explicit teaching of a non-Bayerfilter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has a non-Bayerfilter (Typical technologies for generating color images rely on the Bayer
sensorand its variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBE
filters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1).
It would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine a non-Bayerfilter as taught by
Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 in.46-56, Col.3 in.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3).

Regarding claim 20, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 19 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[004 1]-[0042], Fig.i1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... Image sensors oftenutilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (“CFA”), such
as a Bayerpattern... in FiG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer
filter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067)), but lacks the explicit teaching
of wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and aRGBWIAfilter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a
CYYM, a CYGN, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBWASfilter (Typical technologies for generating color images rely on the Bayer sensor
and its variations... FIG. 1 showsa typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBEfilters
Col.1 1n.46-56, Fig.1).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected
from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM,a RGBWA1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBWH#3filter as taught by Koskinen with the
invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.4 In.46-56, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3).

Regarding claim 30, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 21 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[004 1]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3), wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter (... Image sensors often utilize a
Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array ("CFA"), such as a Bayer pattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted
from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayerfilter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067]), but lacks the explicit teaching of a non-Bayerfilter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has a non-Bayer filter (Typical technologies for generating color images rely on the Bayer
sensor and its variations... FIG. 1 showsa typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBE
filters Col.1 in.46-56, Fig.7).
It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine a non-Bayerfilter as taught by
Koskinen with the invention of Dagher. :
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 In.46-56, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3). .

Regarding claim 31, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 30 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[004 1]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... mage sensors often utilize a Red-Green-Blue (“RGB”) colorfilter array (“CFA”), such
as a Bayer pattern... in FIG. 8, both the tele and the wide images are converted from RGB to YUV [0063], Fig.8; ... a CFA such as a Bayer
filter, or be formed of individual color sensor elements (e.g., RGB or Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (“CMY”)) [0067]), but lacks the explicit teaching
of wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBWiH, a RGBW#2 anda
RGBW#3filter.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected from the group consisting of a RGBE, a
CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW#S3filter (Typical technologies for generating color images rely on the Bayer sensor
andits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters... and RGBEfilters
Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.14).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the tirne of the invention to combine wherein the non-Bayer filter is selected
from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM,a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a RGBW8HSfilter as taught by Koskinen with the
invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than a standard Bayercolorfilter
array (Koskinen, Col.1 In.46-56, Col.3 In.47-48, Col.3 In.59-63, Fig.1, Fig.3). 
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in view of Koskinen et al. (US 8,134,115 B2), hereinafter Koskinen and further in view of Myhrvold (US 8,094,208 B2), hereinafterMyhrvoid.

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Regarding claim 2, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041}-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-camerasof a single multi-aperture camera
{0046}, Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner...
blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049)), but lacks the explicit
teaching of wherein the non-standard CFAincludes a repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is either BR-RB or YC-CY.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-standard CFA (Typical technologies for generating color images rely
on the Bayer sensorand its variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters...
and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1; The exemplary embodiments of this invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination
with a colorfilter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much morefreely than conventional colorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3;
Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the optical filters... enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3; it should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three differentfilter types
is shownoverlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9).
it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-standard CFA as
taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of differentfiller types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3).
Dagher as modified lacks includes a-repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is either BR-RB or YC-CY.
Myhrvoild is analogous to Dagher and has includes a repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell (Color mosaics orfilter arrays (CFAs) and demosaicing
techniques-for digital imaging are disclosed herein... CFAs and demosaicing techniques described herein are not restricted to any
particular color sensor Col.5 In.44-53; FIG. 2 shows an exemplary RGB pattern (200) fora colorfilter array... may be used for CFAs based
on other color combinations (e.g., RGBE, CYYM, CYGM, RGBW,etc.) Col.6 In.56-Col.7 In.1, Fig.2; Exemplary CFA patterns mayinclude
NxN repeatunits... corresponding to a 2x2 array... a 3x3 array... a 4x4 array... a 5x5 array Col.7 In.20-30, Col.8 In.14-22, Fig.3; 2x2 array
Fig.3A; 3x3 array Fig.3B, Fig.3C; 4x4 array Fig.2, Fig.3D, Fig.3E; 6x6 array Fig.1), but lacks the explicit teaching of in which a colorfilter
orderis either BR-RB or YC-CY.
However,it would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to combine includes a
repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is either BR-RB or YC-CY as taught by Myhrvold with the invention of Dagher,
since rearranging parts of an invention involves only routine skill in the art.
The motivation for doing so would be to allow a designer CFAs based on other color combinations for NxN repeat units and not be
restricted to any particular color sensor (Myhrvold CoL5 In.44-53, Col.6 in.56-Col.7 In.1, Col.7 In.20-30, Figs.i-3).

Regarding claim 3, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; muiti-aperture camera Fig.3; ... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera
{0046}, Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner...
blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049)), but lacks the explicit
teaching of wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition of a 3x3 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is GBR-RGB-BRG.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-standard CFA (Typical technologies for generating color imagesrely
on the Bayer sensor and its variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters...
and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1; The exemplary embodimentsofthis invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination
with a colorfilter array. The color filter array may be designed much morefreely than conventional color filter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3;
Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the optical filters... enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3; It should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three differentfilter types
is shown overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.5 1-55, Fig.7, Fig.9).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-standard CFA as
taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3).
Dagher as modified lacks includes a repetition of a 3x3 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is GBR-RGB-BRG.
Myhrvold is analogous to Dagher and hasincludesa repetition of a 3x3 micro-ceil (Color mosaicsorfilter arrays (CFAs) and demosaicing
techniquesfor digital imaging are disclosed herein... CFAs and demosaicing techniques described herein are not restricted to any
particular color sensor Col.5 In.44-53; FIG. 2 shows an exemplary RGB pattern (200) for a color filter array... may be used for CFAs based
on other color combinations (e.g., RGBE, CYYM, CYGM, RGBW,etc.) Col.6 In.56-Col.7 In.1, Fig.2; Exemplary CFA patterns may inciude
NxN repeat units... corresponding to a 2x2 array... a 3x3 array... a 4x4 array... a 5x5 array Col.7 In.20-30, Col.8 In.14-22, Fig.3; 2x2 array

Fig.3A; 3x3 array Fig.3B, Fig.3C; 4x4 array Fig.2, Fig.3D, Fig.3E; 6x6 array Fig.1), but lacks the explicit teaching of in which a colorfilterorder is GBR-RGB-BRG.
However, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to combine includes a
repetition of a 3x3 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is GBR-RGB-BRGas taught by Myhrvold with the invention of Dagher, since
rearranging parts of an invention involves only routine skill in the art.
The motivation for doing so would be to allow a designer CFAs based on other color combinations for NxN repeat units and not be
restricted to any particular color sensor (Myhrvold Col.5 In.44-53, Col.6 In.56-Col.7:In.1, Col.7 In.20-30, Figs.1-3).
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Regarding claim 4, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[004 1]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multl-aperture camera
[0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... It is contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner...
blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensorchip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049}), but lacks the explicit
teaching of wherein the non-standard CFAincludes a repetition of a 4x4 micro-cell in which a colorfilter orderis
BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.

However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-standard CFA (Typical technologies for generating color imagesrely
on the Bayer sensorandits variations... FIG. 1 shows a typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters...
and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.4; The exemplary embodiments ofthis invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination
with a colorfilter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much more freely than conventionalcolorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3;
Contrasting FiG. 3 with FIG. 1, the optical filters... enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3; It should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three different filter types
is shown overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-standard CFA as
taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher.
Tne motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a piurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 in.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3).
Dagher as modified lacks includes a repetition of a 4x4 micra-cell in which a color filter order is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.
Myhrvold is analogous to Dagher and hasincludes a repetition of a 4x4 micro-cell (Color mosaics orfilter arrays (CFAs) and demosaicing
techniquesfor digital imaging are disclosed herein... CFAs and demosaicing techniques described herein are not restricted to any
particular color sensor Col.5 In.44-53; FIG. 2 shows an exemplary RGB pattern (200)for a colorfilter array... may be used for CFAs based
on other color combinations (e.g., RGBE, CYYM, CYGM, RGBW,etc.) Col.6 In.56-Col.7 In.1, Fig.2; Exemplary CFA patterns may include
NxN repeat units... corresponding to a 2x2 array... a 3x3 array... a 4x4 array... a 5x5 array Col.7 In.20-30, Col.8 In.14-22, Fig.3; 2x2 array
Fig.3A; 3x3 array Fig. 3B,Fig.3C; 4x4 array Fig.2, Fig.3D, Fig.3E: 6x6 array Fig.1), but lacks the explicit teaching of in which a colorfilterorder is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRB.
However, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to combine includes a

repetition of a 4x4 micro-cell in which a coiorfilter order is BBRR-RBBR-RRBB-BRRBas taught by Myhrvold with the invention of Dagher,since rearranging parts of an invention involves only routine skill in the art.
The motivation for doing so would be to allow a designer CFAs based on other color combinations for NxN repeat units and not be
restricted to any particular color sensor (Myhrvold Col.5 In.44-53, Col.6 in.56-Col.7 In.1, Col.7 In.20-30, Figs.1-3).
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Regarding claim 5, Dagher teaches the imaging system of claim 1 (... multi-aperture camera systems with the imaging characteristics
[0041]-[0042], Fig.1; multi-aperture camera Fig.3; ... cameras (10) and (12) may be... sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera
[0046], Fig.1, Fig.2; ... tis contemplated that sensors of sub-cameras of a single multi-aperture camera may be shared in any manner...
blocks of pixels adjacent one anotherin a single sensor chip... not limited to having identical shapes or sizes [0049}), but lacks the explicit
teaching of wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is selected from the group
consisting of RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR,
BBGRRG-RGRBGBGBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR, RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBBBGBRGR-BRRBBRand
RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.
However, Koskinen is analogous to Dagher and has wherein the non-standard CFA (Typical technologies for generating color images rely
on the Bayer sensorandits variations... FIG. 1 showsa typical Bayer-type pattern... Otherfilter types include, by example, CYGMfilters...
and RGBEfilters Col.1 In.46-56, Fig.1; The exemplary embodiments of this invention use... sub-diffraction limit receptors in combination
with a colorfilter array. The colorfilter array may be designed much morefreely than conventional colorfilter arrays Col.3 In.41-48, Fig.3;
Contrasting FIG. 3 with FIG. 1, the opticalfilters... enable a plurality of differentfilter types to be used in any desired combinations Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3; It should be noted that the colorfilters do not have to be separate for each receptor (2)... each of three differentfilter types
is shown overlaying a plurality of the receptors Col.7 In.51-55, Fig.7, Fig.9).
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine wherein the non-standard CFA as
taught by Koskinen with the invention of Dagher. ,
The motivation would have been an obvious design choice and allows the designer much more freedom than conventional or standard
colorfilter arrays and enable a plurality of different filter types to be used in any desired combination (Koskinen, Col.3 In.41-48, Col.3
In.59-63 Fig.3).
Dagheras modified tacks includes a repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is selected from the group consisting of
RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR, BBGRRG-RGRBGBGBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR,
RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBBBGBRGR-BRRBBRand RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.
Myhrvoid is analogous to Dagherand has includesa repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell (Color mosaics orfilter arrays (CFAs) and demosaicing
techniquesfor digital imaging are disclosed herein... CFAs and demosaicing techniques described herein are not restricted to any
particular color sensor Col.5 In.44-53; FIG. 2 shows an exemplary RGB pattern (200) for a colorfilter array... may be used for CFAs based
on other color combinations (e.g., RGBE, CYYM, CYGM, RGBW,etc.) Col.6 In.56-Col.7 in.1, Fig.2; Exemplary CFA patterns may include
NXN repeat units... corresponding to a 2x2 array... a 3x3 array... a 4x4 array... a 5x5 array Col.7 in.20-30, Col.8 In.14-22, Fig.3; 2x2 array
Fig.3A; 3x3 array Fig.3B, Fig.3C; 4x4 array Fig.2, Fig.3D, Fig.3E; 6x6 array Fig.1), but lacks the explicit teaching of in which a colorfilter
orderis selected from the group consisting of RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR,
BBGRRG-RGRBGBGBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR, RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBBBGBRGR-BRRBBRand
RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBR.

However,it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to combine includes a
repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is selected fram the group consistingof :
RBBRRB-RWRBWB-BBRBRR-RRBRBB-BWBRWR-BRRBBR, BBGRRG-RGRBGBGBRGRB-RRGBBG-BGBRGR-GRBGBR,
RBBRRB-RGRBGB-BBRBRR-RRBRBBBGBRGR-BRRBBR and RBRBRB-BGBRGR-RBRBRB-BRBRBR-RGRBGB-BRBRBRastaught
by Myhrvald with the invention of Dagher, since rearranging parts of an invention involves only routine skill in the-art.
The motivation for doing so would be to allow a designer CFAs basedon other color combinations for NxN repeat units and not be
restricted to any particular color sensor (Myhrvold Col.5 In.44-53, Col.6 In.56-Col.7 In.1, Col.7 In.20-30, Figs.1-3).

Claims 1-32 meetthe criteria set out in PCT Article 33(4), and thus have industrial applicability because the subject matter claimed can be
madeor used in industry. 
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information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b6)(2); (2) furnishing of the information sclicited is voluntary; and (3) the
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and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the
requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine
your submission, which mayresult in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or
expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records
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to opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.
A recordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when
the individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter
of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of
the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agencyfor purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the
Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records
conducted by GSAaspartof that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvementsin
records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906.
Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing
inspection of recordsfor this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce)
directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subjectto the limitations of
37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which
became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal,
State, or local law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomesawareof a violation or
potential violation of law or regulation.
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ABSTRACT

Multi-aperture imaging systems with improved color resolution comprising a first

camera subset having a first sensor with a first plurality of sensor pixels covered at least in

part by a non-standard colorfilter array (CFA) operative to increase a specific color sampling

rate relative to a same color sampling rate in a standard CFA and a second camera subset

having a second sensor with a secondplurality of sensor pixcls, the second plurality of sensor

pixels being either Luma or covered with a standard CFA. The first and second camera

subsets may have identical or different fields of view. The standard CFA mayinclude a Bayer

or a non-Bayerpattern, while the non-standard CFA includesa repetition of an x n micro-cell

in whicha colorfilter order is cxemplarily RRBB, RBBR, YCCY (n= 2), RBBRWRBBR (n

= 3), and RBBRRBRWRBWBBBRBRRRRBRBBBWBRWRBRRBBR,

BBGRRGRGRBGBGBRGRBRRGBBGBGBRGRGRBGBR,

RBBRRBRGRBGBBBRBRRRRBRBBBGBRGRBRRBBR or

RBRBRBBGBRGRRBRBRBBRBRBRRGRBGBBRBRBR (n = 6).
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CLAIMS:

1. A multi-aperture imaging system comprising:

a) a first camera subset having a respective first sensor with a first plurality of sensor

pixels covered at least in part by a non-standard color filter array (CFA) operative to increase

a specific color sampling rate relative to a same color sampling rate in a standard CFA; and

b) a second camera subset having a respective second sensor with a secondplurality of

sensor pixels, the second plurality of sensor pixels being either Luma or covered with a

standard CFA.

2. The imaging system of claim 1, whercin the non-standard CFA includes a repetition of

a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is RRBB.

3. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition of

a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is RBBR.

4. ‘The imaging system of claim 1, whercin the non-standard CFA includes a repetition of

a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is YCCY.

5. The imaging system of claim 1, whercin the non-standard CFA includes a repetition of

a 3x3 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is RBBRWRBBR.

6. The imaging system of claim 1, whercin the non-standard CFA includesa repetition of

a 6x6 micro-cell in which a color filter order is selected from the group consisting of

RBBRRBRWRBWBBBRBRRRRBRBBBWBRWRBRRBBR,

BBGRRGRGRBGBGBRGRBRRGBBGBGBRGRGRBGBR,

RBBRRBRGRBGBBBRBRRRRBRBBBGBRGRBRRBBR and

RBRBRBBGBRGRRBRBRBBRBRBRRGRBGBBRBRBR

7. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter

8. The imaging system of claim 2, wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter.

9. The imaging system of claim 3, wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter.

14
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10. The imaging system of claim 4, wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter.

11. The imaging system of claim 5, wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter.

12. The imaging system of claim 6, wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter.

13. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayerfilter.

14. The imaging system of claim 2, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayerfilter.

15. The imaging system of claim 3, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayerfilter.

16. The imaging system of claim 4, wherein the standard CPA includes a non-Bayerfilter.

17. The imaging system of claim 5, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayerfilter.

18. The imaging system of claim 6, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

Bayerfilter.

19. The imaging system of any of claims 13-18, wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected

from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a

RGBW#3filter.

20. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the first camera subset has a first field of

view (FOV), wherein the second camera subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV,

and wherein the non-standard CFA covers an overlap area on the first sensor which captures

the second FOV,thereby providing both optical zoom and increased color resolution.

21. The imaging system of claim 20, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition

of a 2x? micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is RRBB.

22. The imaging system of claim 20, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition

of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is RBBR.
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23. The imaging system of claim 20, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition

of a 2x2 micro-ccll in which a colorfilter order is YCCY.

24. The imaging system of claim 20, wherein the non-standard CFA includesa repetition

of a 3x3 micro-cell in which a color filter order is RRBBRWRBBR.

25. The imaging system of claim 20, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition

of a 6x6 micro-cell in which a color filter order is selected from the group consisting of

RBBRRBRWRBWBBBRBRRRRBRBBBWBRWRBRRBRR,

BBGRRGRGRBGBGBRGRBRRGBBGBGBRGRGRBGBR,

RBBRRBRGRBGBBBRBRRRRBRBBBGBRGRBRRBBR and

RBRBRBBGBRGRRBRBRBBRBRBRRGRBGBBRBRBR

26. The imaging system of claim 20, wherein the standard CFA includesa Bayerfilter.

27. ‘The imaging system of claim 21, wherein the standard CFA includesa Bayerfilter.

28. The imaging system of claim 22, wherein the standard CPA includes a Bayerfilter.

29. The imaging system of claim 23, wherein the standard CFA includesa Bayerfilter.

30. The imaging system ofclaim 24, wherein the standard CFA includesa Bayerfilter.

31. The imaging system of claim 25, wherein the standard CPA includes a Bayerfilter.

32. The imaging system of claim 20, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

33. The imaging system of claim 21, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

34. The imaging system of claim 22, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

16
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35. The imaging system of claim 23, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

36. The imaging system of claim 24, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

37. The imaging system of claim 25, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

38. The imaging system of any of claims 33-37, whercin the non-Bayerfiltcr is sclected

from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a

RGBW3#3filter.

39. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein the first and the second camera subsets have

respectively identical first and second fields of view (FOVs), and wherein the non-standard

CFA covers an overlap arca on the first sensor which captures the second FOV, thereby

providing increased color resolution.

40. The imaging system of claim 39, wherein the non-standard CPA includes a repetition

of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a color filter order is RRBB.

41. The imaging system ofclaim 39, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition

of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is RBBR.

42. ‘The imaging system of claim 39, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition

of a 2x2 micro-cell in which a colorfilter order is YCCY.

43. The imaging system of claim 39, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition

of a 3x3 micro-cell in which a color filter order is RBBRWRBBR.
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44. The imaging system of claim 39, wherein the non-standard CFA includes a repetition

of a 6x6 micro-cell in which a color filter order is selected from the group consisting of

RBBRRBRWRBWBBBRBRRRRBRBBBWBRWRBRRBBR,

BBGRRGRGRBGBGBRGRBRRGBBGBGBRGRGRBGBR,

RBBRRBRGRBGBBBRBRRRRBRBBBGBRGRBRRBBR and

RBRBRBBGBRGRRBRBRBBRBRBRRGRBGBBRBRBR

45. The imaging system of claim 39, wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter.

46. The imaging system of claim 40, wherein the standard CPA includes a Bayerfilter.

47. The imaging system of claim 41, wherein the standard CPA includes a Bayerfilter.

A8. The imaging system of claim 42, wherein the standard CFA includes a Bayerfilter.

49. The imaging system of claim 43, wherein the standard CPA includes a Bayerfilter.

50. The imaging system of claim 44, wherein the standard CFA includesa Bayerfilter.

51. The imaging system of claim 39, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Baycr

filter.

52. The imaging system of claim 40, whercin the standard CFA includes a non-Baycr

filter.

53. ‘The imaging system of claim 41, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

54. The imaging system of claim 42, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

55. The imaging system of claim 43, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

18
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56. The imaging system of claim 44, wherein the standard CFA includes a non-Bayer

filter.

57. The imaging system of any of claims 51-56, wherein the non-Bayerfilter is selected

from the group consisting of a RGBE, a CYYM, a CYGM, a RGBW#1, a RGBW#2 and a

RGBW33filter.
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A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an
individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of
the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to ancther federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvementsin records
managementpractices and programs, underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuan
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subjectto the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued
patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency,if the
USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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PROVISIONAL PATENT APPLICATION

THIN MULTI-APERTURE IMAGING SYSTEMS WITH IMPROVED COLOR

RESOLUTION

FIELD

Embodiments disclosed herein relate in general to multi-aperture imaging systems and

more specifically to thin multi-aperture imaging systems with high color resolution and/or

optical zoom.

BACKGROUND

Small digital cameras integrated into mobile (cell) phones, personal digital assistants

and music players are becoming ubiquitous. Each year, mobile phone manufacturers add more

imaging features to their handsets, causing these mobile imaging devices to converge towards

feature scts and image quality that customers expect from stand-alone digital still camcras.

Concurrently, the size of these handsets is shrinking, making it necessary to reduce thetotal

size of the camera accordingly while adding more imaging features. Optical Zoom is a

primary fcature of many digital still camcras but one that mobile phone camcras usually lack,

mainly due to camera height constraints in mobile imaging devices, cost and mechanical

reliability.

Mechanical zoom solutions are commonin digital still cameras. However, the F/# (“F

number) in such systems typically increases with the zoom factor, resulting in poor light

sensitivity and higher noise (especially in low-light scenarios). In mobile cameras, this also

results in resolution compromise, due to the small pixel size of their image sensors and the

diffraction limit optics associated with the F/#.

One way of implementing zoom in mobile cameras is by over-sampling the image and

cropping andinterpolating it in accordance with the desired zoom factor. While this methodis

mechanically reliable, it results in thick optics and in an expensive image sensor due to the

large number of pixels associated therewith. As an example, if one is interested in

implementing a 12 Megapixel camera with X3 zoom factor, one needs a sensor of 108

Megapixels.
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Another way of implementing z00m is by using a dual-aperture imaging system. In its

basic form, a dual-aperture imaging system includes two optical apertures which may be

formed by one or two optical modules, and one or two image sensors (c.g., CMOS or CCD)

which grab the optical image or images and convert the data to the electronic domain, where

the image can be processed andstored.

Known multi-aperture imaging systems, in particular ones with with short optical

paths, require a trade-off between various functionalitics, for cxample between zoom and

color resolution. There is therefore a need for, and it would be advantageous to have thin

multi-aperture imaging systems implemented as cameras with increased color resolution, or

multi-aperture imaging systems with both increased color resolution and zoom function.

SUMMARY

Embodiments disclosed herein teach the use of multi-aperture imaging systems (where

“multi” refers to two or more) to implement thin cameras (with short optical paths of less than

about 9mm) and/or to realize optical zoom systems in such thin cameras. Embodiments

disclosed herein further teach new color filter arrays which optimize the color information

which may be achieved in a multi-aperture imaging system with or without zoom. In various

embodiments, a multi-aperture imaging system disclosed herein includes at least two sensors

or a single sensor divided into at Icast two arcas. Hercinafter, the description refers to “two

sensors”, with the understanding that they may be sections of a single physical sensor (imager

chip). Exemplarily, in a dual-aperture imaging system, a left sensor (or left side of a single

sensor) capturcs an image coming fromafirst aperture while a right sensor (or right side of a

single sensor) captures an image coming from a second aperture. In various embodiments

disclosed herein, one sensor is a “Wide” sensor while another sensor is a ““Tele’’ sensor. The

Wide sensor includes two different color filter arrays (CFAs): a non-standard CFA with

higher color sampling rate positioned in an “overlap area” of the sensor (see below

description of FIG. 1B), and a standard CFA with a lower color sampling rate surrounding the

overlap area. As used herein, “non-standard CFA”refers to a CFA which is different in its

pattern that CFAslisted above as “standard”. Exemplary non-standard CFA patterns include

repetitions of a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter order is RRBB, RBBR or YCCY

where Y=Yellow = Green + Red, C = Cyan = Green + Blue; repetition of a 3x3 micro-cell in

which the colorfilter order is GBRRGBBRG;andrepetitions of a 6x6 micro-cell in which the

color filter order is RBBRRBRWRBWBBBRBRRRRBRBBBWBRWRBRRBBR,
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BBGRRGRGRBGBGBRGRBRRGBBGBGBRGRGRBGRBR,

RBBRRBRGRBGBBBRBRRRRBRBBBGBRGRBRRBBR or

RBRBRBBGBRGRRBRBRBBRBRBRRGRBGBBRBRBR._ As_used herein, a “standard

CFA” may include a known CPA such as Bayer, RGBF, CYYM, CYGM and different

RGBWfilters such as RGBW#1, RGBW#2 and RGBW#3.

The Tele sensor maybe a gray scale sensor (with no CFA) or a standard CPA sensor.

This arrangement of the two (or more than two) sensors and of two (or more than two)

respective Wide and Tele “subset cameras” (or simply “subsets’’) related to the two sensors

provides high color resolution through the combination of data obtained by the Tele and Wide

subsets. Each sensor provides a separate image, except for the case of a single sensor, where

two images are grabbed by the single sensor (example above). In some embodiments, zoom is

achieved by fusing the two images, resulting in higher color resolution reaching that of a high

quality dual-aperture zoom camera. Some thin multi-aperture imaging systems disclosed

herein therefore provide zoom, super-resolution, high dynamic range and enhanced user

experience

In some embodiments, in order to reach optical zoom capabilities, a different

magnification image of the same scene is captured by cach subsct, resulting in ficld of view

(FOV) overlap between the two subsets. In some embodiments, the Tele subset is the higher

zoomsubset and the Wide subset is the lower zoom subset. In some embodiments, the two

subscts have the same zoom(i.c. same FOV). Post processing is applicd on the two images

grabbed by the multi-aperture imaging system to fuse and output one “fused” image

processed according to a user zoomfactor request. In some embodiments the resolution of the

fused image may be higherthan the resolution ofthe Wide/Tcle sensors. As part ofthe fusion

procedure, up-sampling may be applied on one of the imagesto scale it to the image grabbed

by the Tele subset camera. In addition, each subset may capture different color channels. For

example, in one embodiment, RGB channels may be captured by the Wide camera subset and

a Luma channel may be captured by the Tele camera subset. In another embodiment, both

subsets may capture RGB channels.

In an embodimentthere is provided a multi-aperture imaging system comprising a first

camera subset having a respective first sensor which includesa first plurality of sensor pixels

covered at least in part by a non-standard CPA operative to increase a specific color sampling

rate relative to a same color sampling rate in a standard CFA, and a second camera subset

having a respective second sensor which includes a second plurality of sensor pixels, the

second plurality of pixels being either Luma or covered with a standard CFA.
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In some embodiments, the first camera subset has a first FOV, the second camera

subset has a second, smaller FOV than the first FOV, and the non-standard CFA covers an

overlap arca on the first sensor which captures the second FOV, thereby providing both

optical zoom and increased color resolution.

In some embodiments, the first and second camera subsets have the same FOV, and

the non-standard CFA covers an overlap area on the first sensor which captures the second

FOV,thereby providing increased color resolution.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Non-limiting examples of embodiments disclosed herein are described below with

reference to figures attached hereto that are listed following this paragraph. Identical

structures, elements or parts that appear in more than one figure are generally labeled with a

same numeral in all the figures in which they appear. ‘The drawings and descriptions are

meantto illuminate and clarify embodiments disclosed herein, and should not be considered

limiting in any way.

FIG. 1A shows schematically a block diagram illustrating a dual-aperture zoom

imaging system disclosed herein;

TIG. 1B shows an example of an image captured by the Wide sensor and the Tele

sensor while illustrating the overlap area on the Wide sensor;

FIG. 2 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor which may be

implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system as in FIG. 1A;

T1G. 3 shows schematically another embodiment of a Wide camcra scnsor which may

be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system as in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 4 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor which

may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system as in FIG. 1A;

TIG. 5 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor which

may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system as in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 6 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor which

may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system as in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 7 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor which

may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system as in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 8 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor which

may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system as in PIG. 1A;
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FIG. 9 shows schematically yet another embodiment of a Wide camera sensor which

may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system as in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 10 shows a schematically in a flow chart an embodiment of a method disclosed

herein for acquiring and outputting a zoom image;

FIG. 11A shows exemplary images captured by a triple aperture zoom imaging system

disclosed herein;

FIG. 11B illustrates schematically the three sensors of the triple aperture imaging

system of FIG. 7A;

FIG. 12 shows schematically a block diagram illustrating a dual-aperture imaging

system with improvedcolor resolution disclosed herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Embodiments disclosed herein relate to multi-aperture imaging systems which include

at least one Wide sensor with two different CFAs and at least one Tele sensor. The

description continues with particular reference to dual-aperture imaging systems which

include two (Wide and Tele) subsets, each subset having a respective sensor. Specifically, in

such dual-aperture systems, the Wide subset is not a Luma channel only camera. A three-

aperture imaging systemsis described later with reference to FIGS. 7A-7B.

The Wide sensor includes an “overlap area” (see description of FIG. 1B) covered by

a non-standard CFA. The overlap area captures the Tele FOV. Since the Tele image is

optically magnified compared to the Wide image, the effective sampling rate of the Tele

image is higher than that of the Wide image. Thus, the effective color sampling rate in the

Wide sensor is much lower than the Luma sampling rate in the Tele sensor. In addition, as

part of the fusion procedure (of Tele and Wide images, see below), up-scaling of the color

data is required. Upscaling will not improve color resolution.
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FIG. 1A shows schematically a block diagram illustrating a dual-aperture zoom

imaging system 100 disclosed herein. System 100 includes a dual-aperture camera 102 which

has a Wide subsct 104 and a Tele subsct 106, and a processor 108 which fuses two images,

one obtained with the Wide subset and the other obtained with the Tele subset, into a single

image according to a user zoom factor request. The Wide sensor includes a non-standard CFA

(see e.g. FIGS. 2-9) in an overlap area illustrated by 110 in FIG. 1B, whichis surrounded by a

non-overlap arca 112 with a standard CFA (for example a Bayer pattern). The non-standard

CFA pattern increases the color resolution of the imaging system. The Tele subset camera

may include a sensor with nofilter array (which provides a Luma scaled image), a standard

Bayer CPA or a standard non-Bayer CFA such as RGBE, CYYM, CYGM and different

RGBWfiltcrs such as RGBW#1, RGBW#2 and RGBW#3.

FIG. 1B shows an example of an image captured by both Wide and Tele sensors,

while illustrating overlap area 110 and surrounding non-overlap area 112 on the Wide sensor

image. Note that “overlap” and “non-overlap” areas refer also to the CFA arrangements of the

Wide sensor. The overlap area with the non-standard CFA may coverdifferent portions of a

Wide sensor, for example half the sensor area, a third of the sensor area, a quarter of the

sensor arca, ctc. A number of such CFA arrangements are described in more detail with

reference to FIGS.2-9.

FIG. 2 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide sensor 200 which may be

implemented in a dual-aperturc zoom imaging system 100. In sensor 200, a non-overlap arca

202 includes a Bayer CFA. An overlap area 204 includes a non-standard CFA with a

repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter order is RRBB. In overlap area 204, the

R and B are sampled at 1/2°° Nyquist in the diagonal (cft to right) direction with 2 pixcls

intervals. For example, we keep a Nyquist sampling rate in the right down diagonal direction

for the first 2 Blue pixels, and the same for the following Red pixels. In this figure, as well as

in FIGS. 3-9, “Width 1” and “Height 1” refers to the full Wide sensor dimension. “Width 2”

and “Ileight 2” refers to the dimensions of the Wide sensor overlap area.

FIG. 3 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide camera subset sensor 300

which may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system 100. In sensor 300, a

non-overlap area 302 includes a Bayer CFA. An overlap area 304 includes a non-standard

CFA with a repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter order is RBBR. In the

overlap area, the R and B are sampledat 1/2°° Nyquist frequency in both diagonaldirections..
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FIG. 4 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide camera subset sensor 400

which may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system 100. In sensor 400, a

non-overlap arca 402 includes a Bayer CFA. An overlap arca 404 includes a non-standard

CFA with a repetition of a 2x2 micro-cell in which the color filter order is YCCY, where

Y=Yellow = Green + Red, C = Cyan = Green + Blue. In the overlap area, the R and B are

sampled at a 1/2°° Nyquist frequency in a diagonal direction; the non-standard CFA includes

green information for registration purposes. This will allow for cxample to register between

the two images where the object is green, since there is green information in both sensor

images.

FIG. 5 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide camera subset sensor 500

which may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system 100. In sensor 500, a

non-overlap area 502 is a Bayer pattern. An overlap area 504 includes a non-standard CFA

with a repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is

RBBRRBRWRBWBBBRBRRRRBRBBBWBRWRBRRBBRwhere “W”represents white or

Luma. In the overlap area, the R and B are sampled at a higher frequency than a standard

pixel array. For example, in a Bayer pixel order, the Red average sampling rate R is 0.25

(sampled once for every 4 pixcls). In the overlap arca 504 pattern, the Red avcrage sampling

rate is 0.44.

FIG. 6 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide camera subset sensor 600

which may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system 100. In scnsor 600, a

non-overlap area 602 is a Bayer pattern. An overlap area 604 includes a non-standard CFA

with ai repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is

BBGRRGRGRBGBGBRGRBRRGBBGBGBRGRGRBGBR.In the overlap area, the R and

B are sampled at a higher frequency than a standard pixel array. For example, in a Bayerpixel

order, the Red average sampling rate R is 0.25 (sampled once for every 4 pixels). In the

overlap area 604 pattern, the Red average sampling rate is 0.44.

FIG. 7 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide camera subset sensor 700

which may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system 100. In sensor 700, a

non-overlap area 702 is a Bayer pattern. An overlap area 704 includes a non-standard CFA

with a repetition of a 3x3 micro-cell in which the color filter order is GRRRGBBRG.In the

overlap area, the R and B are sampled at a higher frequency than a standard pixel array. For

example, in a Bayer pixel order, the Red average sampling rate R is 0.25 (sampled once for

every 4 pixels). In the overlap area 704 pattern, the Red average sampling rate is 0.33.
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FIG. 8 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide camera subset sensor 800

which may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system 100. In sensor 800, a

non-overlap arca 802 is a Bayer pattern. An overlap arca 804 includes a non-standard CFA

with a repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is

RBBRRBRGRBGBBBRBRRRRBRBBBGBRGRBRRBBR.In the overlap area, the R and B

are sampled at a higher frequency than a standard pixel array. For example, in a Bayer pixel

order, the Red average sampling rate R is 0.25 (sampled once for every 4 pixcls). In the

overlap area 804 patiern, the Red average sampling rate is 0.44.

FIG. 9 shows schematically an embodiment of a Wide camera subset sensor 900

which may be implemented in a dual-aperture zoom imaging system 100. In sensor 900, a

non-overlap arca 902 is a Bayer pattern. An overlap arca 904 includes a non-standard CFA

with a_ repetition of a 6x6 micro-cell in which the color filter order is

RBRBRBBGBRGRRBRBRBBRBRBRRGRBGBBRBRBR.In the overlap area, the R and B

are sampled at a higher frequency than a standard pixel array. For example, in a Bayer pixel

order, the Red average sampling rate R is 0.25 (sampled once for every 4 pixels). In the

overlap area 904 pattern, the Red average sampling rate is 0.44.

Processing flow

In use, an image is acquired with imaging system 100 and is processed according to

steps illustrated in a flowchart shown in FIG. 10 in step 1000, de-mosaicing is performed on

the overlap area pixels, (which refer to the Tele image FOV) according to the specific CFA

pattern. The overlap and non-overlap subsets of pixcls may necd different de-mosaicing

processes. Exemplary and non-limiting de-mosaicing specifications for the overlap area of

each of the Wide sensors shown in FIGS. 2-5 are given in detail below. The aim is to

reconstruct the missing colors in each and every pixel. In cases in which the ‘Tele subset

sensor is not a Luma only pattern, de-mosaicing is applied as well. This will result in Wide

subset color image where the colors (in the overlap area) hold higher resolution than those of

a standard CFA pattern. In step 1002, the Tele image captured by the Wide sensor is

registered (mapped into the Wide image). Then, in step 1004, the data from the Wide and

Tele imagesis processed to form a high quality zoom image. In cases where the Tele subsetis

Lumaonly, high Lumaresolution is taken from the Tele sensor and color resolution is taken

from the Wide sensor. In cases where the Tele subset includes a CFA, both color and Luma
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resolution are taken from the Tele subset. In addition, color resolution is taken from the Wide

subset.

Exemplary process for fusing a zoom image using the Wide camera subset of FIG.4

1.

Wide

Special de-mosaicing:

Reconstructing Yellow full map

Reconstructing Cyan full map

The non-overlap area requires standard (in this example, Bayer) de-mosaicing.

At this point, the demosaiced Wide overlap area has a sampling/resolution advantage of 1.41

(2°°) ratio. That is, in the proposed overlap area 404 pattern, the Red max frequencyis in the

diagonal direction. In a Bayer pattern, the Red max frequency is in the horizontal/vertical

directions. It is easy to see that the proposed pattern achieves a sampling rate whichis higher

by a factor of 1.41 than that of the Bayer pattern.

Tele

iS)

In case where the Tele subset has a CFA, standard de-mosaicing will be applied.

Registration preparation:

Lumawiae=Y+C= R+2G+B (converting Bayer pattern into Y data )

Lumater=R+G+B. (3 colors are sampled into one pixel)

Lumartee>LP> Lumatee. To improve registration.

Registration (Lumawide, Tumaree*) > mapping function between 2 sensors.

For every index in Wide sensor, we get an index in the Tele sensor

Color restoration — back to RGB:
LP

Gwiae=Lumawige-Lumarete

Rwiae=Y- Gwide

Bwide=C- Gwide

Producing a high resolution image.
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- Rwide, Gwide, Bwide > Lumawide

- Average or replace Lumaree with Lumawide.

- Back to R,G,B

5 Exemplary and non-limiting de-mosaicing specifications for the overlap area

FIG. 2  

   
- In order to reconstruct the missing R22 pixcl, we perform the following:

10 - R22=(R314+R13)/2

- Same operation for all missing Bluepixels.

 

 

 

15 TIG. 3

R11 B12 R13

B21 R22 B23

R31 B32 R33  
 

- In order to reconstruct the missing B22 pixel, we perform the following:

- B22=(B12+B214+B32+B23)/4

200 —- Sameoperation for all missing Blue pixels.
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C21 Y22 C23
 

Y31 C32 Y33  
 

- In order to reconstruct the missing Y22 pixel, we perform the following:

- C22=(C12+C214+C32+C23)/4

5 Ce Sameoperation for all missing Blue pixels.

FIG. 5

Case 1: W is center pixel 

 

   
 

R11 B12 B13

R21 W22 R23

B31 B32 R33

10

- In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:

B22=(B124+B32)/2

2. R22=(R21+R23)/2

3. G22= (W22-R22-B22)/2

15

Case 2: R22 is center pixel 

 

 

B11 B12 R13 RI4

W21 R22 B23 w24

B31 R32 B33 R34   
 

- In order to reconstruct the missing 22 pixels, we perform the following:
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1. B22=(B114+R33)/2

2. W22=(2*W214W24)/3

3. G22= (W22-R22-B22)/2

- Same operation for Blue as the center pixel.

Triple-aperture zoom imaging system with improved color resolution

As mentioned, a multi-aperture zoom or non-zoom imaging system disclosed herein

may include more than two apertures. A non-limiting and exemplary embodiment 1100 of a

triple-aperture imaging system is shown in FIGS. 11A-11B. System 1100 includes a first

Wide subset camera 1102 (with exemplarily X1), a second Wide subset camera (with

exemplarily 1.5, and referred to as a “Wide-Tele” subset) and a Tele subset camera (with

exemplarily X2). FIG. 11A shows exemplary images captured by imaging system 1100, while

FIG. 11B illustrates schematically three sensors marked 1102, 1104 and 1106, which belong

respectively to the Wide, Wide-Tele and Tele subsets. FIG. 7B also shows the CFA

arrangements in each sensor: sensors 1102 and 1104 are similar to Wide sensors described

above with reference to any of FIGS. 2-9, in the sense that they include an overlap area and a

non-overlap area. The overlap area includes a non-standard CFA. In both Wide sensors, the

non-overlap area may have a Luma pattern or a standard CPA. Thus, neither Wide subset is

solely a Luma channel camera. The Tele sensor may have no filter array (i.e. Luma), a

standard Bayer CFA or a non-Bayer CFA such as RGBE, CYYM, CYGM and different

RGBWfilters such as RGBW#1, RGBW#2 and RGBW3#3. In use, an image is acquired with

imaging system 1100 and processed as follows: de-mosaicing is performed on the overlap

area pixels of the Wide and Wide-Tele sensors according to the specific CFA pattern in each

overlap area. The overlap and non-overlap subsets of pixels in each of these sensors may need

different de-mosaicing. Exemplary and non-limiting de-mosaicing specifications for the

overlap area for Wide sensors shown in FIGS. 2-9 are given above. The aim is to reconstruct

the missing colors in each and every pixel. In cases in which the Tele subset sensor is not a

Luma only pattern, de-mosaicing is performed as well. The Wide and Wide-Tele subset color

images acquired this way will have colors (in the overlap area) holding higher resolution than

that of a standard CPA pattern. Then, the Tele image acquired with the Tele is registered

(mapped) into the respective Wide image. The data from the Wide, Wide-Tele and Tele

images is then processed to form a high quality zoom image. In cases where the Tele subsetis

Lumaonly, high Lumaresolution is taken from the Tele sensor and color resolution is taken

12
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from the Wide sensor. In cases where the Tele subset includes a CFA, both color and I.uma

resolution is taken from the Tele subset. In addition, color resolution is taken from the Wide

sensor. The resolution of the fused image may be higher than the resolution of both sensors.

Dual-aperture imaging system with improvedcolor resolution

According to principles and designs disclosed herein, improved color resolution with

simplified sensors designs may be achieved in dual- or multi-aperture imaging systems

without zoom. FIG. 12 shows schematically a block diagram illustrating a dual-aperture zoom

imaging system 1200 disclosed herein. System 1200 includes a dual-aperture camera 1202

which has a first camcra subsct (and associated sensor) 1204, a second camera subsct (and

associated sensor) 1206, and a processor 1208 which fuses two images, one obtained with

first subset. and the other obtained with the second subset into a single “fused” image. One of

the sensors (e.g. of subset 1204) includes a non-standard CFA. The other sensor(in this case

of subset 1206) may have nofilter array (thus providing a Luma scaled image), or it may have

a standard Bayer CFA or standard non-Bayer CFA such as RGBE, CYYM, CYGM and

different RGBWfilters.

The non-standard filter pattern of the first sensor increase the general color resolution

of the imaging system over a system with similar size (and pixels density) sensors, but in

which one scnsor has a standard CFA and the other has a Luma (or standard CFA). Thus, the

resolution of the fused image may be higher than the resolution of both sensors.

Advantageously, the simpler filter pattern G.e. of only two colors instead of three or four

colors) simplifics significantly sensor manufacturing costs and therefore the total systems

manufacturing costs. This is done without sacrificing and even improving the system color

resolution.

While this disclosure has been described in terms of certain embodiments and

generally associated methods, alterations and permutations of the embodiments and methods

will be apparent to those skilled in the art. For example, multi-aperture imaging systems with

more than two Wide or Wide-Tele subsets (and sensors) or with more than one Tele subset

(and sensor) may be constructed and used according to principles set forth herein. Similarly,

non-zoom multi-aperture imaging systems with more than two sensors, at least one of which

has a non-standard CFA, may be constructed and used according to principles set forth herein.

The disclosure is to be understood as not limited by the specific embodiments described

herein, but only by the scope of the appended claims.
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